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2. 1. Egypt

belief
death
2. CONCEPTIONS

The attempt

OF BEATIFIC

AFTERLIFE

IN THE ANCIENT

to give a survey of the many different

life that can be found with the peoples

No scholar will entertain

specialist

of all religions

in the study

Mesopotamian
the history

the illusion

and languages

and Canaanite

life is greatly

sources.

with regard

furthered

Fortunately,

a

Also the

of just the
study of

of death and after-

So in most cases we Can confine

to brief outlines.

Only apparent

parallels

This belief

our-

may need

discussion.

explains

buried

around

period

of the First DynastyZ

mummification
the living

4

the way to beatific

ion would go beyond

during almost

four millennia

Egyptians

pay very much attention

life

death

literature3;

in Egyptian

assume Egyptian

influence

(see pp.55-57

concep-

of ancient Egyptian

the limits of this study, but it is necessary

scribe at least some of the characteristics
portrayed

upon

of beatific

afterlife

relig-

to deas it is

for not only did the ancient

to this subject,

the Israelite

there is also reason

conceptions

of beatific

to

after-

above).

A basic element of the ancient Egyptian

conceptions

of afterlife

is the

1 Cf. the surveys by N6tscher 1926:10-116; Nikolainen 1944:1-95; Baumgartner 1959; Hartmann 1968; Schmitt 1973:4-45; Bailey 1979:5-21; Dorn 1980:
37-103; Croatto 1970; and Steiner 1982.
Z Bailey

have speculated

1979:5.

Cf. the surveys by Kees 1956; Morenz 1960 and 1975; Brandon 1964; Bleeker 1979; Hornung 1982; Spencer 1982; Brunner 1983; and the various articles on this topic in the Lexikon der Agyptologie

to preserve

with different

the body by

is not just swallowed

than the threatening

dangers

after death and is able to take his place

to the deceased

Morenz

1975:177;

LA

1982:29-44.112-138
1960:208

the divine

During

the Old Kingdom

that period we find this hope for a beatific

with regard

than
It was

up by death, but is stronger

with the gods after he has left this world?
also before

like

ideas about

more about the hereafter

to them to be sure that the king, who represents

order in this world,

Cf. Morenz

were

with them in the

shows that they feared the chaos of death very mUch6•

very important

Cf. Spencer
of the Egyptian

also the attempt

and was connected

Z Cf. Gadd 1960; H. Altenmuller,
cols. 64-65.

To give even a short survey of the development

or even together

afterlife5•

The fact that few peoples

probably

the dead with every-

and the fact that servants

The idea that the dead need their body and sustenance

•

Cf. Kees 1956:205.218;

tions of afterlife

and

was not abandoned

life expressed

2.1. EGYPT

cultures

the tombs of their masters

3

of life as it was before

the custom of supplying

in the Predynastic

the Egyptians

by the fact that we have many authoritat.ive

studies on this topic at our disposal.
selves in this chapter

is right-

of being

the canparative

to the conceptions

that life after death is a continuation

day objects

of after-

involved.

has to admit that he has a limited knowledge

of religion

some further

conceptions

of the ancient Near Eastl

ly called "hazardous"Z.

present writer

NEAR EAST

l
.

87

king only. In the Pyramid TextsB

and Brunner

1983:133.

I, col. 745; and J.G. Griffiths,

and Hornung

and Brunner

and

after-

LA

IV,

1983.

1983:122.

Cf. Brunner 1983:126. See on the development of the Egyptian conceptions
of afterlife also J. Vergote, in Theodorides 1983:67-69, who maintains
that in the Middle Kingdom belief in the immortal soul became more important than the conservation of the body.
See on the Egyptian thoughts of death as an enemy Zandee 1960 and also
Morenz 1960:196; Brunner, LA II, cols.479-483; W. Westendorf, LA III,
col.951; and Bleeker 1979:9.
The hope to be forever with the gods is the basic element of the Egyptian
conceptions of afterlife; cf. Brunner, LA II, col. 819: "Im Grunde geht es
im gesamten Totenglauben um das Problem, wie man allen Widerstanden und
Widersachern
zum Trotz, in die Nahe der Gottheit gelangen kann, da die
Gottesnahe, und nur diese, Leben und Seligkeit bedeutet". This also guarantees the pious dead a share in the sacrifices brought to the gods, as
Can be derived, e.g., from the following prayer of Ramesses III to Ptah
(in the translation of G. Roeder, Die agyptische Religion in Texten und
Bd.l-dern , I, Zurich 1959, p.51): "Gib, dass ich Speisen esse von deinen
Gottesopfern an Brot, Weihrauch, Bier, !1ost und Wein. Gib .•.
dass ich
das Leben wiederhole in dem 'Prachtigen Lande'."; cf. also Roeder, Die
agyptische Religion, II, 1960, pp.339.342.
When not indicated

otherwise,

we use the translation

The Ancient Egyptian Pyramid Texts, Oxford 1969.

by R.O. Faulkner,

2. Conceptions
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of Beatific

Afterlife

in the Ancient

Near East

2.1. Egypt

In the "Conversation

between

Osiris

89

and Atum"l Osiris

the deceased king is called "the one who does not go down", viz. to the
netherworldl, and he is often identified with a star, especially with one

will never

of the circumpolar

netherworld.

In the course of time, however,

of afterlife

were

the netherworld,

stars, that "never disappear"
and with the morning

of the dead just before
the Pyramid

star, because

Texts we also find a solar concept

also when he goes through

the netherworld

seem to exclude

of beatific

by night.

the situation

the world

afterlife:

connected

the

nightly

the sky by day and

counterpart

by saying:

they can be mentioned

blessed

dead during

"I am Osiris

Next to these two concepts,
we find in this early period
king with Osiris,

of which

ones;

the solar concept became

who is the ruler of the dead. strictly

the possibility

afterlife,

to leave the world

ian funerary text we find the opinion
of the sun is worth more than eternity

because

3,

speaking,

this

In an Egypt-

of seeing the rays

in a reply of the sky-goddess

to

the king who is about to join the stars:
Make your seat in heaven
among the stars of heaven,
for you are the Lone Star, the comrade
You shall look down on Osiris
as he commands the spirits,
while you stand far from him.
You are not among them;
you shall not be among them.

of Hu,

Cf. E. Otto, LA I, col.49.
Cf. R. o. Faulkner, "The King and the Star-Religion
in the Pyramid Texts ",
JNES 25(1966) ,153-161 and W. Barta, "Funktion und Lokalisierung
der Zirkumpolarsterne
in den pyramidentexte",
ZAS 107 (1980) ,1-4.
Cf. Spencer

1982:141

Cf. Assmann

1975:17-18.

and Brunner

1983:128.

the place

concept

like Re2 and

and with the moon as the

like Osiris

to formulate

the hope for beatific

of the Earu-fields

as the habitation

out of this compromise
island

is situated

every day

like Osiris,

afterlife

the

of the

between

Osirian

and

in the east and is con-

It is the place where heaven

also from where

with

I am the Ba of Re, when he enters

and reversed

star.

to be

and the dead identified

sun rises

7.

who stays in one place,

and netherworld
In this way the
is merged

with

the hope of being with the sun-godS.

Cf. Wirz 1982:55-72.

as ruler of the netherworld"".

This explains why it is said in PyrT.245

orion3,

in heaven

of the dead

it does not offer

of the dead.

that "one moment

prevalent

the night

This paradisiac

with the morning

idea of the dead being

the idea of the identification

cannot be called a form of beatific

meet,

he has to live in the

the solar and Osirian

Now Osiris was placed

dead can be explained

solar beliefs.
nected

that he

of Re". On his part the sun-god was now believed

him,,6. Also the concept

of the king in the here-

Be pure; occupy your seat in the bark of Re.
may you row over the sky and ascend to the distant
row wi thin the Imperishable Stars,
receive the freight of the Night-Bark.
(PyrT.513).

associated.

hims. This made it possible

of beatific

after:

the deceased

see the face of Atum again, because

with the stars, especially

effectively

In this way the king

and the solar concepts

each other. Nevertheless,

in one and the same text describing

into

In later spells of

when he crosses

can always see the light. The stellar

the horizon

it "leaves"

the sun comes up from there2•

king is said to join Re, the sun-god,

afterlife

behind

complains

Cf. S. Cauville,
Cf. H. Behlmer,

La theologie d'Osiris

a Edfou,

Cairo

1983, pp.187-189.

LA IV, cols.609-610.

Cf. Kees 1956:145; R.O. Faulkner, JNES 25(1966) ,160-161; Griffiths
223-224; and Cauville, La theologie d'Osiris, pp.189-190.

1980:

Cf. J. Assmann, Re und Amun , Gi:ittingen 1983, p.83: "Mit seinem descensus
ad inferos erweckt er nicht nur die Toten aus dem Todesschlaf, sondern
lebt ihnen die Uberwindung des Todes vor."; cf. also Hornung 1971: 85-87.
148 and 1982:183-185; Altner 1981:31-37; Barta 1981:149; Spencer 1982:
152; and Griffiths, LA IV, col.629.
6 Cf. E. Hornung, Das Buch der Anbetung des Re im Westen, II, Aegyptica
Helvetica 3, 1984, p.86. The Ba and also the Ka and Ach are terms denoting different aspects of the person in the hereafter. Good and comprehensive definitions of these terms are offered by Brunner: "Als 'Lebenskraft' konnen .•.
diese drei Erscheinungen oder Gestalten des Verstorbenen bezeichnet werden, doch erschliesst sich das Wesen dieser drei
Aspekte erst bei einer Differenzierung:
Der Ka ist ein starres Prinzip,
eng gebunden an Grab, Statue und Totenopfer; der Ba verki:irpert die Sehnsucht nach Beweglichkeit,
nach Verwandlung in andere Gestalten, besonders nach dem den Menschen unzuganglichen
Bereich der Luft, nach der
Moglichkeit, das Grab zu verlassen und erfreulichere Gegenden aufzusuchen; der Ach schiesslich bringt dem Verstorbenen die ihm zunachst fehlenden Lebenskrafte" (Brunner 1983: 143).
Cf. J. Leclant,

LA I, cols.1156-1160.

Cf. Kees 1956:193-195

and Spencer

1982:148-149.

of Beatific

easy to determine
continuation
corpse"

the latter
become

l

.

supposed

practices

PyrT.373

to go to heaven

never

with

accepted

clearly

of afterlife

a mummy

the idea of the
a dualistic

beatific

can be glorified

concept

2.1. Egypt

Near East

in these concep-

and soul and preserves

Even the body itself

place3•

connected

that the Egyptians

between body

a Sah~ And in the Osirian

prominent

in the Ancient

what part the body plays

of burial

implies

distinguishes

Afterlife

view

afterlife

in the hereafter

to

and his bodily

though

up the mummified

with belief

pressed

obtaining

as a mummy

beatific

in the netherworld

find the description

of the rising

journey

to heaven.

as an important
In PyrT.264

Al-

the lack of

so that the dead king will not
literature

the deceased

journey

the bandages

through

heavens.

2

able to include

continuation

"attempt

1983 and 1984:10.34-35.

and 1983:169-171.

resulted

development

person

in the period
in the continu-

Poor people

they could not afford

however,

of the hope for beatific

that the deceased

afterlife
with Osiris

development,

because

implies

the fear of death by usurping

the idea of the

which

in the

the earthly

to Lichtheim

this

the royal

claims to

accorded

so little

facts of life as to appear paranoid"

4•

of the dead, be it king or commoner,

them on a par with the great gods.

with Osiris

the

1983:139.
and

LA

Cf. Griffiths

1980:230

M. Lichtheim,

Ancient Egyptian Literature,

does

It is no more than a "magical

Cf. P. Munz'o, GM 75 (1984),75-76 who notes that for this reason
deceased is sometimes pictured as a child.
Cf. Brunner

that now

after death.

with Osiris was based on the belief

of grandeur

king,

to him3•

of this life in the hereafter:

in delusions

even

any pro-

also lord of the dead, was

granted

to be identified

democ-

which

in the first Inter-

to the belief

one with the king of the dead. According

The identification
not place

2

1982:137.146

restricted

and therefore

of the deceased

with the observed

As a Ba the

by day, but as

This so-called

of the Old Kingdom,

as an illogical

no longer

the Pyramid

in the Book of the Dead,

is part of a complex

in the favours

of the situation

to overcome

immortality
had

with Osiris

his people

This can be regarded

is clearly

in this life in the hereafter.

has the possibility

identification

and also in

of passing

in the Coffin Texts of prominent

It may be assumed,

•

The democratization
everyone

1983:143.

1980:66-67.
Hornung

afterlife

after the Old Kingdom

of a common private

was certainly

for the dead

and

on the dangerous
after the sun-god

and leave the netherworld

and Brunner

afterlife

The expectation

who was identified

JNES 22(1963) ,61.

Cf. Kees 1956:142;
Cf. Hornung

after the breaking-down

vision

process

of the New Kingdom.

took place

we

the dead to live on as a

and in the period

for his daily

1964:219

Cf. L.V. ~abkar,
Cf. Griffiths

to enable

work

of beatific

obstacle

the hope is ex-

and in later death

it also had to protect

can follow the sun-god

Cf. Brandon
2

beatific

ratization

ation of the conditions

could not

of beatific

literature,

in your grave"

an unending

even more widespread

is the great funerary

Period.

and to call his

concept

of later death

by night

being

In the period

and they had become

king became

to the world of the dead

left the netherworld
deceased

and "returning

had to fear that it would be hell, because

of the body, whereas

was not only intended

"living corpse",
journey

in the titles

literature

to the king.

of the Old Kingdom

masks are laid aside4•
Mummification

restricted

to return

of lifel.

all phases

mediate

in the hereafter,

afterlife.

that Re will take away the bandages

be left with Osiris

"going out by day"

which

body in many bandages

of a mummy to move was also regarded

to the deceased

expressed

the idea of life in the hereafter

people

in the posthumous

the king could be pictured

the ability

is clearly

for the sun-god

his body. This cyclical

Texts had been taken over and adapted

Rise up, 0 Teti.
Take your head,
collect your bones,
gather your limbs,
shake the earth from your flesh.
Take your bread that rots not,
your beer that sours not.
Stand at the gates that bar the common people.
The gatekeeper comes out to you;
he grasps your hand,
takes you into heaven, to your father Geb.

easily be reconciled

viz.

has to wait

In the later death

needs were not forgotten:

The custom of wrapping

afterlife

the king was

and live among the stars, his body

the deceased

and in this way resurrect

through

the body takes a

shows that even though

name

91

IV, col.629.
I, Berkeley

1973, p.131.

2. conceptions
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of Beatific

fiction" 1 to help the deceased
blessed
dead2•

Afterlife

in the Ancient

on the way to beatific

dead who are called Osiris NN remain

We can also refer here to a text in which

deceased with Re is immediately
3

let his Ba leave the earth

followed

Beatific

•

afterlife.

subordinate

afterlife

scepticism

The

to the god of the

the identification

by a prayer

2.1. Egypt

Near East

of the

to Re to help him to

is always

regarded

as a

With regard to the relation
that the dead were believed
beneficently
"letters

of the dead to the living
to have the power

or maleficently,

in the world

to the deceased

For this reason

in order to ask the dead for help or to
actss• And in the house-cult offerings were

relatives

in order to appease

to invoke them and ask them to intervene
and Amenhotep

like Imhotep

were venerated

people

could pray to be cured from illness.
and to act as intermediaries

whereas people

also hoped

of descendantsB;

Famous

as healer

People

also prayed

to be united

to them for

for this is a condition

to live on after

things they need in the hereafter9,
death10•

as a means of defeating

of the ongoing provision

but it is meaningful

This could also offer

This scepticism

as well

to the

afterlife

tensive

Cf. Morenz

1975:197-198.

Cf. F. Abitz, Gott und Konig, Agyptologische
Abhandlungen 40, Wiesbaden
1980, p.197 and in general on the relation between the dead king and the
gods ibid., pp.195ff.; Bleeker 1979:91-96; and Barta 1981:119-136.
Cf. Brunner

1983:142-143

Cf. R. Grieshammer,
Cf. Demaree

and Demaree

1983:198-278.

LA I, cols.864-870.

may suffice.
being
served

10

Cf. Hornung

1982:72 and Brunner
1971:81;

Spencer

1982:70-71;

the hereafter
supplied

means

in ancient Egypt2•

and ritual practices

It is not necessary

tomb forms

The tombs were intended

was brought

after the burial.

3;

The atto reach

to give here an ex-

some remarks

on their function

in ,the first place to secure the wellThe things he needed

there were pre-

everything the dead supposedly needed in
to the graves4• Food and drink were regularly
Instead

they represented

of the original

and pictures

day life, which were supposed

cient6•

of objects

grave-goods

and thus provide

we also

and activities

to call forth in some magical

of every-

way the things

the dead with them. From this it was

All this was necessary

One could not put all his hopes

perience

showed that this cannot

from grave-robbers.

can

on the funerary

last forever

dead was also pictured

they have their

ex-

was safe

therefore,

as a fruitful

servants

self-suffi-

cult, because

and that nothing

get their own food. The blessed

have to work there;
so-called

to make the deceased

It must have been a great comfort,

world of the blessed

that the

land, in which

dead, of course,

in the afterlife

do

not

as well,

the

Shabtis or Ushabtis, who had been given to them in the grave 7.

Cf. W. Barta, "Die erste Zwischenzeit im Spiegel der pessimistischen
Literatur", JEOL 24(1975-6) ,50-61; esp. pp.58-59; Assmann, LA I, cols.975f.
Cf. Assmann 1975:17-18 who points to the fact that the sceptical literature is always found in a context which is positive with regard to the
afterlife. Only in the last centmries B.C. this scepticism became rather
widespread; cf. U. Kohler, LA III, col.264.
1982:45-111

and D. Arnold,

LA III, cols.826ff.845ff.

LA II, cols.837-845.

Cf. Spencer 1982:63-70; Brunner 1983:123-124; and also J. Zandee,
texte urn fiber Wasser zu verfugen", JEOL 24(1975-6) ,1-47.

Cf. Hornung
and Wirz 1982:17-47.

place

in the grave. Originally

Cf. Morenz

1983:124.

stopped.

of its owner in the hereafter.

4 Cf. H. Altenmuller,

Cf. D. Wildung, Egyptian Saints: Deification in Pharaonic Egypt, New York
1977 and in general on Egyptian hero-cult Schottroff 1982:199-210.

Cf. Spencer

never

See for this Spencer

1983:287-290.

Cf. Book of the Dead ch.25 and 90.

with regard to the possibility

of the fact that no funerary monu-

took a prominent

survey of all Egyptian

the dead
H. Bonnet, RARG, p.858; cf. also Hornung 1971:87: "Hier ist an keine
wirkliche Identitat mit dem Totenherrscher
zu denken; eher gilt die Definition, dass der Mensch durch sein Sterben in eine vorgepragte Rolle
eintritt, die den Namen des Osiris tragt".
2

never

tempt to help the dead with material

sess this power.
line

of

in itself
an answer

because

only one step to leave only a list of things needed, which had to be read
aloud to become reals• Even the written word itself was supposed to pos-

men and the great gods,
with them in the hereafter7•

of the living and also to live on by a continuing

afterlife

find more and more models

dead

gods, to whom

between

From the point of view of the dead it was important
death in the memory

them 'or to be able

when ne ce saary'",

heroes

children

to work as a spirit, whether

of the living4.

to the dead" were written

beg them to stop their harmful
brought

it can be noted

beatific

ment or cult lasts forever.

beatific

gift of the gods.

in some circles1

that had arisen

of attaining

93

1960:219.
1982:196

and Spencer

1982:68-69.

"Sarg-

2. Conceptions
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of Beatific

The tombs also had a function
tal structures
were erected

the subterranean

to provide

From the end of the Middle
called kenotaphs
of the worship

Kingdom

knew many rites by which
Originally

However,

in Abydos,

so-

at this

of Osiris2.

the dead were helped

cult would

by

not last for-

down in the graves.

In this

way the dead were provided
with all threats

with the arcane knowledge they needed to cope
they encountered in the hereafter 3 • We have to take into

account that beatific

afterlife

which could be attained

was not thought

once and

forces of the netherworld

events through

which

made it clear that beatific

forever with material

trol, the divine order he represented was also shattered.
led to the belief
with justice

judgement

in a compensating

and not with might

could be influenced

the Dead ch.30B preventing

judgement

and wealthl.

were in prinCiple

opened

to condemn

lead us to reproach
magical

power,

Hornung

to the second death.

gegen Bedrohungen

death man just needs

for having

is probably

Handeln,
gegeben

However,

sondern

the

like Book of

of the deceased
that there is

This should not

exchanged

justice

right when he states:

hier ist die Magie mit im Spiele,

satz fur Ethik und richtiges
dem Menschen

texts

with the right words

the ancient Egyptians

die Macht des Wortes,

In this way the gates to bea-

to all just people2.

the heart to speak unfavourably

the deceased

because

All this may have

after death, which reckons

with the help of magical

and Book of the Dead ch.125 declaring

afterlife

means. With the king losing con-

aber nicht

als zusatzliche

for

"Hier ist
als Er-

Kraft,

ist,,3. At the fearful moment

die
of

every help he can get.

the dead

every day to

be able to "go out by day". The texts given to the dead describe
ever recurring

and wealth

95

of as of a state of being

for all. Just like the sun-god,

have to struggle with the hostile

of royal power

could not be secured

no reason

to reach bea-

to be performed

decline

tific afterlife

which was the center

was represented

these rites were supposed

ever, the text of these rites was also written

There

monument.

of erecting

in the mysteries

out of fear that the necessary

that

even for

function.

with a funerary

In this way the deceased

so that he was able to partake

The Egyptians

predominant,

on we find the custom

(Greek for "empty tombs")
of Osiris.

tific afterlife.
priests.

the deceased

in monumen-

The circumstance

tombs became

2.1. Egypt

and in stelae which

that this was not the most important

were also other means

Near East

This is apparent

and pyramids

of common people1•

as a commemoration

kings, may indicate

in the Ancient

as a memorial.

like the ancient mastabas

after the Old Kingdom

holy place,

Afterlife

the dead obtain heavenly

these

bliss.

The

dead person who has these texts with him is sure that he will never miss
it4. They can also help the dead to pass the judgement
judgement

of the dead is already mentioned

however,

hardly a chance that the deceased

in the Pyramid

judgement
portant

based on this order6•

the divine

after the democratization

Cf. Demaree

surely pass the

of the dead became more im-

of the hope for beatific

afterlife.

The

LA II, col.833

and W.K. Simpson,

LA III, cols.387-391.

1983:135.

Cf. Barta 1981:150
Cf. Bleeker

to the
The

1983.

Cf. D. Arnold,
Cf. Brunner

cannot be overcome.

order would

The judgement

A

Texts. There was,

king would be condemned

"second death", that is, the final death which
king who in this world represents

of the dead5•

and Brunner,

1979: 97-106;

Cf. J. Yoyotte,
1961, p.26.

in Stephenson

Spencer

in Le jugement

Cf. Morenz

1982:226.

1982: 144ff.; C. Seeber, LA Ill, cols.249ff.

des morts, Sources Orientales

Cf. H. Stock, Die erste Zhlischenzeit Agyptens: Studia Aegyptiaca
AnOr 31, Rome 1949, p.25 and C. Seeber, LA III, col.249.

4, Paris

1975:194;

Hornung

1982:50;

and U. Kohler,

LA

II,

III, col.263.

Hornung 1982:150; cf. also Morenz 1960:220; E. Otto, HO 8.1.1., p.75;
Brandon 1964:220; Spencer 1982: 145; and Brunner 1983: 136: "seit der
frfrhesten Bezeugung des Totengerichts
ist der Agypter gewiss, dass beim
Urteil tiber das Schicksal im Jenseits die Taten im Leben entscheiden".
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When the gods created mankind,
Death for mankind they set aside
Life in their own hands retaining.
(Gilg. x. iii. 1-5)

2.2. MESOPOTAMIA

This does not mean that death is the total annihilation
seen as a transition
In this section we have to deal with an enormous
and material
Persia,

covering

ceptions

by the cultures

remains produced
a period

of afterlife

of SUDler, Babylon,

of about two thousand

years.

t 0 be no basic

there appears

this interruption

amount of literature
Assur

With.regard

difference

and

to con-

between

the

1

Sumerian-speaking
Persian

culture,

population
however,

and their Akkadian-speaking

needs

a separate

treatment

successors

(see section

become

in the world of the living. Especially

view of the Mesopotamian
denizens2,

because

the various

conceptions

the netherworld

this epic "exemplifies, through

attitudes

The reason for human mortality

never questioned'.

a single

a

and its

legendary

was not much debated.

death belongs

to human nature.

To die can be called

It is very simple:

"to go to one's destiny"

This and other

this was

revered

even designated

who is searching

Cf. Foster

3

Ki k

MYth· Its Meaning and Funations

~~rid~e'
1970,·pp.144-145;
If not indicated otherwise,
in ANET by E.A. Speiser.
4

Cf. Heidel

1946:138

to the slain god4• Apparently

that the dead person

also the following

of the dead"

6.

as divine beings'.

text:

Sometimes

this

gods5•

"I honoured

the spirits

as etemmu

is

the gods and

of the dead are

It must be noted, however,

that this

1981:619.
1980:28-29

and

Kramer

1960:68,

n.25.

by W.G. Lambert and A.R. Millard, Atra-basis: The Babylonian
Story of the FZood, Oxford 1969, pp.58-59. It must be noted that W. von
Soden, in SymboZae Bibliaae et Mesopotamiaae,
Fs F.M.Th. de Liagre Bohl,
ed. M.A. Beek, Leiden 1973, pp.349ff. wants to read in 1.228: Edimmu,
"Wildmensch", -the name of the first human being.
1960; stola 1972; Schut-

in Anaient

and Other Cultures,

cf. also Bailey 1976 and De Lia?re BOh~ 1977.
we use the translation of the G~lgames
Epic

and Bottero

in the

Translation

1972:258-259.
Kramer

in this latter case
debated passage

or "to

Gilgamesh, whither rovest thou?
The life thou persuest thou shalt not find.

1970:364 and Stola

can

is explained:

created by the

texts seem to suggest

the spirits

cf. Bottero

See the surveys by Heidel 1946:137-223;
zinger 1978; and Bottero 1980.

In a much

of the etemmu

state of the dead was consciously

for life without death:

Cf. Scharbert

the origin

like the gods. Consider

Apparently

of mankind,,5. It is said to Gilgamesh

of the dead is called etemmu.

So in life and death man is a memorial

figure,

to death that h umans t en d to adopt,,3.

man is created mortal;

go to the destiny

of death,

for getting

It is the spirit of the dead, which

We-ila, who had personality
(Akkadian temu)
They slaughtered in their assembly.
From his flesh and blood
Nintu mixed clay.
For the rest of [time they heard the drum},
From the flesh of the god [there was} a spirit (Akkadian etiemmui ,
It proclaimed living (man) as its sign,
And so that this was not forgotten [there was] a spirit.
(Atrahasis 1.223-230)3

2.2.3.

2.2.1. THE DEAD AND THEIR WORLD

Epic as a starting-point

active

the spirit

after

only the shadow of the former

a breath

below) .

We can use the famous Gilgamesh

is, next to the bones,
of wind2•

of man. Death is

side of life1. What remains

living being,

epic of Atrahasis

;

to the opposite

4

Lambert, Millard, p.22; cf. also W.L. Moran, "The Creation of Man in
Atrahasis I 192-248", BAS OR 200(1970),48-56.
Accoroing to Moran "the
drum is to be sounded as a memorial of his death and the story behind
it. Then, the god's ghost is to remain to see that the token - the sound
and its meaning - is not forgotten" (Ibid., p.56).
Cf. Bottero

1980:27.

5 Cf. Steiner 1982:242; P. Naster, "simtu, lotsbestemming",
1983: 27-37. See for the same idea in Egypt Sander-Hansen
Israel Josh 23:14 and I Kgs 2:2.

1980:29.

Cf. CAD "E", p.397.
in Theodorid~s
1942:8-9 and ~n

Cf. Bottero
1/1, p.47.

1980:28;

W.G. Lambert,

RLA III, p.543;

and D.O. Edzard,

WM
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qualification

refers in the first place

to their superhuman

power by which
was believed

they can influence

life in this world.

The Akkadian

title

to judge the dead on the day of deathl.

for practically

all superhuman

powers

and cannot be regarded

afterlife.

These

as the "lord of the upper

and nether worlds,

sun-god
lord of

as an indicathe Anunnaki,

in beatific

The Akkadian

"god" is used
Sham ash is regarded

tion of belief

99

lord of the spirits

of the dead who drink polluted

water and

spirits have their habitation
drink not pure water,,2 and the god "who takes care of the pipe through

in the netherworld,

which is portrayed

in an ominous

dream of Enkidu,

the
which

campanian

of Gilgamesh,

the offerings

were probably
[Then into a dove he totally} transformed me
So that my arms were [feathered] like those of a bird.
Looking at me, he leads me to the House of Darkness, the abode of
Irkalla,
To the house which none leave who have entered it,
On the road from which there is no way back;
To the house wherein the dwellers are bereft of light,
Where dust is their fare and clay their food.
They are clothed like birds, with wings for garments
And see no light, residing in darkness.
In the House of Dust, which I entered,
I looked at [rulers}, their crowns put away;
I [saw princes}, those (born to) the crown, who had ruled the land
from the days of yore.
[These doubl}es of Anu and Enlil were serving meat roasts;
They were serving bake[meats} and pouring cool water from the waterskin.
(Gilg.VII.iv.31-44) 1
Enkidu's

vision reflects the common Mesopotamian
conception
their world2• It is called the "House of Darkness", because
reach it. On the other hand the sun-god
3

with the dead

•

Sumerian

the sun-god utu through

texts mention

"utu, the great lord{?),

something

the place

of Hades,

(favourably).

of the universe,
west

Cf. ANET, p.50.
S Kramer

1960:62.

These

3.

ideas about the sun-god

Healey

from the extreme

believed

through

Mesopotamia.

Apart

only refer to a late text
"the light of below",
they have no resting
about the sun-god
conception

who helps
placeS.

journey

of

live forever with the sun

the dark places
your fate

with the moon-god

Nanna

1980; and Bottero

1983:201-203.

(in

that he
in

above, we can

Sham ash is called

the dead that have to roam about because

bearable

the Common negative

can help the dead to make their

by helping

them to get fresh water,

change the character

because

can be called. beatific

clear that these beliefs

as contradicting

The sun-god

in the netherworld,

"the son of Utu verily will give
text:

in which

be going too far to connect

of darkness""

and in another

texts quoted

It is also quite

cannot be regarded

in the netherworld

ic afterlife

to the deepest

The idea, however,

(Seleucid period),

of the netherworld.

certainly

(at noon)

to the extremes
to the extreme

journey was not widespread

from the Sumerian

but in doing this he does not really
It would

point

the netherworld".

the sun cannot
in connection

(in the morning)

gives light to the dead on this nightly
ancient

reaches

It is also very likely that the sun-god was

existence

like a nightly

May Nanna decree

east

from the highest

of the night).

to travel

that his power

of the dead and

of life there.

it with a belief

according

only when the deceased

(cf. Gilg.III.iv.4-7).

in beatif-

to Mesopotamian

This would

think-

is able to
require

the

to light,
The "Day of Sleep" can only denote the moment of death; for sleep is a
well-known euphemism for death. E.g., the grave of Sanherib was called
"Palace of Sleep" (KAH 47: 1) and in the Gilgamesh Epic Utnapishtim says:
"The resting and the dead, how alike they are. Do they not compose a picture of death, the Commoner and the noble, once they are near to their
fate" (Gilg.X.vi.33-35).
Because Gilgamesh can be overpowered by sleep
it is also clear that he cannot overcome his mortality: "Behold this
hero who seeks life! Sleep fans him like a mist" (Gilg.XI.203-204).
See on this metaphor also Sander-Hansen
1942:12-14; Morenz 1960:200;
Mayer 1965:200; De Liagre Bohl 1977: 263-264; and H. Wi ldberger, Jesaja,
BK X/2, Neukirchen-Vluyn
1978, p.966. A clear parallel to Gilg.X.vi.3335 is found in Job 3:13ff.

(favourably)
the sun-god

2 See on the ancient Mesopotamian conceptions of the netherworld
1969; Bottero 1980:29-32; and Hutter 1985:156-165.
1972:271;

on the belief

(in the evening),

the middle

Cf. also the translation by W. von Soden, in A. Schott and W. von Soden,
Das Gilgamesch-Epos, Stuttgart 1980, p.63. The lines 33-39 are paralleled
by "The Descent of Ishtar", 11. 4-10 (cf. ANET, p.107) and "Nergal and Ereshkigal", III.1-5 (cf. ANET 509; when not indicated otherwise, we cite
the Sultanatepe version); see on the relation of this and other parallel
passages in these myths Hutter 1985:60-63.

Cf. StoIa

based

ing afterlife

after turning

on the •Day of Sleep'." S So together

1

is often mentioned

the netherworld:

them light in the netherworld,

will judge your case

to the dead are made"

as follows:

Wachter
2

Anatolian

Studies 5, 98:26; cf. CAD "E", p.398.

Cf. CAD "A", II,p.324and

A.W. Sjoberg, Assyriological

Studies 16(1965),65.

..Cf. B. Alster, in Cuneiform Studies in Honor of S.N. Kramer,
Eichler, AOAT 25, Neukirchen-Vluyn
1976, p.16.
W 18828; cf. Bottero

1983:201-202.

ed. B.L.
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for the dead to leave the netherworld.

tioned to "go out by day" as in the Egyptian
potamia

But there is no way men-

texts. For the people of Meso-

the world of the dead is a "land of no return"

34-35). For this reason it is described
even the gods can simply travel
backwards.

And once a heavenly

e.g. by sexual intercourse
and Ereshkigal,

(cf. Gilg. VI1.iii.

as a city with many walls1•

from heaven to the netherworld
god is associated

with a chthonic

2.2. Mesopotamia

Not

and then

with the netherworld,

deity as in the case of Nergal

he has to remain there forever

(cf. "Nergal and Ereshkigal ",

1.31-34; VI.48-51).
The idea of the world of the dead as a place no one can leave seems to
be contradicted
causing distress

by the many texts speaking
to the living, because

as birds

Also the fact that the
(Gilg. VI1.iv.31.38)

to do with their ability to leave the netherworld3•
put too much stress on this manner of speaking,
person

roaming about in the world of the living

world of the dead. Just as in Israelite
of the dead not only denoted

of the dead

this implies that it was possible

for these spirits to leave the netherworld2•
spirits of the dead are described

of malign spirits

thought

However,

because
still

may have

we should not

to

already.

the

(see p.69 above) the world

a place, but also the power of death. Someone

means also that, once dead, a person
again, because

the possibility

rev.39-45

this, again, to the fate of Nerga1. After
the nethe~iorld

His escape

from there was only temporarily,
turn to Ereshkigal1•
The negative

description

nightmare

world by an Assyrian

of the situation

had become his eternal home.

because

he was forced to re-

of the dead in the netherworld

can be compared
prince

ture of the netherworld

to the fearful vision of the nethercalled Kumma2• The Assyrian text describing
century B.C. It gives a terrifying

and its inhabitants,

showing the bitter

pic-

fate of

former kings who lived in wealth on earth but who forgot their divine
benefactors.

This vision is said to be granted

this word be laid on yoor hearts
likewise be interpreted
they had opposed

to Kumma as a warning:

"May

like a thorn" (1.28)". Enkidu' s dream can

as a warning

the gods in killing

against him and Gilgamesh,

because

Huwawa and the bull of heaven.

in the hereafter

to hunger

They

and thirst and to

the loss of their royal status, that is, to share the fate of those who
are deprived

Cf. Bottero 1980:43: "Le Pays-sans-retour qui ne ceSse de laisser
tourner' ses inhabitants"; cf. also Bottero 1983:203.

that spirits of the dead can make contact

with the living. We can compare
he had made love to Ereshkigal

in Enkidu's

this

can never return to the state of life

the power of death is too great for him. This does not ex-

clude, however,

can expect to be condemned
Cf. Bo t.t.e
ro 1980:33-34; cf. "Descent of Ishtar",obv.12.37-62;
and "Nergal and Ereshkigal", 111.41-47; VI. 19-28.

to be in the world of the dead

And when the world of the dead is called a land of no return

this vision dates from the seventh

a spirit of a dead
belongs

who is on the brink of death was believed
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of a grave, grave-goods

and funerary offerings.

're-

Cf. llottero 1980: 34. This comparison of the dead with birds is widespread in the ancient Near East. In Egypt the transformation of the dead
in birds like the falcon and the swallow played an important part in the
belief of the deceased king going to heaven (cf. Kees 1956:68). The Ba
of a dead person was represented as a bird to indicate his freedom to
move fran and back to the body (cf. Spencer 1982:59). Also Homer cannares the dead with birds (cf. Od.11,207.222; 24,6-9) and in the Greek
funerary art the spirits of the dead are depicted as birds fluttering
round the offerings brought to the graves (cf. Burkert 1977:302). We can
also note in this connection the Mesopotamian representations 6f demons
as winged beings, e.g. Pazuzu, Shedu, and Lamassu (cf. D.O. Edzard, WM
1/1, p.49 and ANEP, pl.659). Winged demons were also known in Canaan (cf.
De Moor 1981:108-109.114 and De Moor, Spronk 1984:246). Among the Arabs
we find the idea of hostile spirits of the dead as birds or flies (cf.
Morgenstern 1966:121-122 and Scheftelowitz 1925:12-14.175-176).
He can
also mention here the Ugaritic rp'um and Persian Fravashis being represented as helpful winged beings (cf. De noox 1981:117-118 and Boyce
1975: 118.126). See on Arabic conceptions of deceased children as "paradise birds" T. Canaan, ZDPV 75(1959) ,98 and on the dead as owls Homerin
1985.

A second description

of the netherworld

are told how the spirit of Enkidu
tell Gilgamesh

"the ways of the netherworld".

which is restored
Netherworld"

3,

by Enkidu is less negative.

is allowed

to leave the netherworld
In the following

from the Sumerian poem "Gilgamesh,

Gilgamesh

is informed

Enkidu,

We
to

passage,

and the

about the fate of a number of persons:

"[Him who had} one [son}, hast thou seen?" "I have seen:

Cf. Hutter

1985:108.112.

ANET, pp.l09-110. According to F.M.Th. de Liagre Bohl, Bet Gilgamesj
epos, 5th ed., Brussel 1958, p.154 this Assyrian text is derived from
Gilg.VII.iv.31-44
quoted above.
It has been assumed that the vision of Kumma also contains a reference
to beatific afterlife, viz. for those who honoured the god Assur (rev.
11.24-25) (cf. Ebeling 1931:2.7-8 and Baumgartner 1959:140), but this is
based on a translation which is now superseded.
Cf. Heidel 1946:100-101. Speiser admits that Heidel's
the Sumerian are probable (ANET, p.99).

restorations

from
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of Beatific

he lies prostrate
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2.2. Mesopotamia

tablet VII and the related

at [the foot] of the wall

(and) weeps bi~ter~y
[ov]er (Lt).
"Him who had two sons, hast thou seen?" "I have seen:
he dwells in a brick-structure
(and) eats bread."
ItHimwho had three sons, hast thou seen?" "I have seen:
h drinks water out of the waterskins of the deep."
e
"Him
who had four sons, hast thou seen.?" "I have seen..
like [
] his heart rejoic,;;s;,"
"Him who had five sons, hast thcu seen?
I have seen:
] he enters the palace."

pression

that moral

its Sumerian

like

a beautiful

standard

in this life, especially

to the state in the hereafter,

counterpart
appears

the proper

erences

to judges of the netherworld.

to be decisive.

Nevertheless,
We already

Next to them also the Anunnaki

judgment,

however,

in religious

matters,

but in tablet XII and

care for the body and its eternal

place

and the sun-god.

might give the im-

there are several ref-

mentioned

the moon-god

.were known

is not a decision ··onmoral

in that funcgrounds

about

sentence

of

"I have seen:

J.

[

"Vision of the Netherworld"

resting

tion. Their
"Him who had [eight sons], hast thou seen?"

conduct

is of some influence
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the future

If

state of the dead.

It is merely

the definitive

deathl.
;'Him'[who died] a sud[den] death, hast thou seen?" "[I have seen]:
he lies upon the night couch and drinks pure ~:ter."
"Him who was killed in battle,jhast
thou seen.
"I have seen:
his father and his mother raise up his head and his wife [weeps]h~~;'

According

to Gilg.XII the first condition of a bearable afterlife is a
2
decent buria1 , which guarantees that the bones and the grave are left untroubled.

corpse was cast out upon the

"Him whose

lees of the pot, crumbs 0f bread,
(Gilg.XII.102-153)

t
S eppe,

Offals

hast thouhave
seen?"
"I
seen:

offerings

clear that the dead were thought

tally dependent

for their well-being

pecially

on the living

. descendants 1
on theLr

to be weeping

bitterly,

someone

have nothing
he W'll
~

much more pitiable:
more fortunate

If someone

in the hereafter,

childless

to eat and drink.

dead leave him something;

to be toes-

who had only one son is said

who had remained

otherwise

the

4

to molest

Burning

•

function

as a sign for the living. A name can dis-

a trace, but the indissoluble

alive3

and enable

could punish

their tombs.

The punishment

"increases

from the funerary

MesopotamiaS,

his being dead"

6.

because
For this

even after their death by de-

In this way he also cut them off from food offerings~

of the dead governor

for his well-being

in ancient

his enemies

of Nippur

were taken from his grave to Nineveh,

he has to eat dust and

part of a human being

the dead to profit

the dead was unusual

the body of a dead person

reason Assurbanipal
stroying

must have been
Perhaps

remains
leaving

can keep the memory

of the street he eats."

't abundantly
This text makes ~

These

appear without

in the hereafter,

is even worse.

His bones

where his sons, who were responsible
were forced to destroy

them". The

clay2.
In death man loses all power
tifully

expressed

he

had during his life. This idea is beau-

in the myth of Ishtar's

descent

into the netherworld.

She has to pass seven gates and at every of these gates she has to leave
some of her clothes and signs of power.
of all power, before
reflection

of what was believed

netherworld.
is nothing

Although

Finally, she stands naked,

the queen of the netherworld.

deprived

This is doubtless

a

to be the fate of all dead going to the

they have power to influence

life on earth,

Cf. D.O. Edzard, WM 1/1, p.l31 and Bottero 1980:34. In the Sumerian hymn
to Nungal (cf. A.W. Sjoberg, "Nungal in the Ekur", AfO 24(1973),19-41)
the judgement on the righteous and evil by the goddess of the netherworld refers to life on earth. The evil persons are sentenced to death,
whereas the righteous and "cleaned" sinners are blessed in this life.
For a description of the different kinds of burial practices in ancient
Mesopotamia see Heidel 1946:157-165; Haller 1954; Strommenger 1957:581593; and with regard to the method of describing and interpreting these
material remains Barrelet 1980.

there
Cf. Bottero

1980:28 and Cassin

Cf. Bayliss

1973:125.

1982.

the dead can do for themselves.

It is noteworthy

that Gilg.XII

does not contain

the idea of some kind of retribut'on
~

after death3•

a single

indication

The text quoted

1980:35-39.
See on the common ancient Near Eastern L'dea of dead being
their own dung and to drink their own urine Xella 1980.

of

from

1980:35

1957:592.

Asb 62 VII 46; quoted by Hirsch 1968:50 who translates "Ich vergrosserte
den Zustand seines Totseins gegenUber vorher (indem ich den Leichen den
Kopf abschlug)".

Cf. Bottero

Cf. Bottero

Cf. Strommenger

forced to eat

Cf. Heidel

1946:156.

Cf. Cassin

1982:358-359.
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dead person

in the Ancient
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Near East

is now forced to roam about, be-

One of the things
the afterlife,

cause he has no place to rest. He shares the fate of all those who were
not buried.
be buried

It is a terrible

says:

"May his ghost not

and enemies

scriptions

for eternal

rest, but also the immense

Spirits

to disturb the grave, is expressed in the inon and in the graves2• The grave of Sanherib was called "Palace
residence,

find the request

to those who visit the grave not to disturb

ually restore

immovable

house

place to bring

special

rooms connected

purpose.

it, but event-

to the netherworld5,

Such a room is the so-called

the deceased.

As well as these,
to need in their

people

interred

were the personal

regularly.

time for a yearly

de-

things

especially

of

they
food

In many texts we read of

offering

6

and Ninlil.

to have been

or even a festival

of the dead9•

(Gilg. VI. 96-100;
V.11-12.26-27).

All kinds of human diseases

orcism.

The hostile

deceased.
parent

Cf .. CAD "E",

p.398.

See on these inscriptions
Cf. Bottero
Cf. Foster
Cf. Bottero

Bottero

can leave the

element

in the

and in the myth of Enlil

menacing

words

of Ishtar:

"I will
I

so that the dead shall outnumof Ishtar",

were ascribed

obv.17-20;

to the malign

"Nergal

influence

of hos-

relation

between

This close relation

in a more positive

the unsatisfied

of a lasting
between

dead and the living

communion

the living and the dead is also ap-

way in the much attested

the floor of houses

is the

of the living with the

and palaces5

custom

of burying

and in the so-called

the

kispu-

1982.
Cf. Parrot 1937:1-53; CAD, s.v. arictu , "(clay)pipe (through which libations are made)"; Ebeling 1931:21.68.69.126;
P. Michalowski, Or.46(1977),
221, n.4. See on Sumerian ki-a-nagga as the place of libation offerings
to the dead A. Falkenstein, Die Inechr-i j'ten Gudeas von Laqae , AnOr 30,
Rome 1966, pp.138-139.

1982:382.
1981:620 and Bottero

when inhabit-

such rituals were found4•

side of the feeling

dead beneath

counterparts.

of the dead. So the sick had to be cured with the help of ex-

Many texts describing

negative

on the living. This was

I will place those above below,

"Descent

hos-

of the living. The world

This is an important

the living3,

and Ereshkigal",

would become

For this reason nobody

also the following

ber the living"

connected

the dead. They would

is lost, however,

into the netherworld

smash the doors of the netherworld,

tile spirits

themselves

This balance

a substitute.

descent

Consider

sustenance

of the living are each other's

balance.

to

For this rea-

installations

their task towards

invade the other2.

without

story of Ishtar's

libation

to the order of the world

will raise up the dead eating

together

belongings

gave the dead special

life in the netherworld,

to the dead8 and the month of Ab appears

as the appropriate

(b'it kimti(m))

to the grave after the

from the grave-goods

and drink. This had to be supplied
offerings

brought

these grave-goods

were supposed

netherworld

to the dead. There were

"House of the funerary-offering"

The offerings

burial have to be distinguished

ants of one world

feared most with regard

to theml.

to rest and regular

of the dead and the world

is the proper

"House of the Family"

through

in order to revenge

felt as a great threat

with the grave which were used for this

and it is very likely that b'it kispi,

usually

a place

leave their world

of the family,,3. Very often we

the food- and libation-offerings

probably

with the body7.

lacking

They are in perfect

is also the entrance

notes the same building.

of fresh water

tile to the living who neglected

it to order".

The grave, which

regarded

fear of grave-

trying

of rest, eternal

monthly

son the provision

of Mesopotamia

in the dry and dusty netherworld.

with the graves was very important

in the earth, may his ghost not join the ghosts of his rela-

tives"l. The longing
robbers

curse when somebody

the people

was thirst

105

1982:384ff.

1980:31-32.

Cf. W.L. Moran, Bib.50(1969) ,42.
For aurveys of the various kinds of grave-goods
1954:183 and Strommenger 1957:605-606.
8

Cf. Heidel

9

Ibid., pp.151-152;

Semitic

see B. Hrouda,

in Haller

1981 and Hutter

Cf. the translation

cf. also S. Langdon,
Calendar, The Schweich Lectures

des

Babylonian Menologies and the
1933, London 1935, p.20 ~d R.
des signes et: des m01-S,

tro:1JIIUX

1985:111.

by Von Soden.

See the survey by Bottero

1946:151-153.

Labat, Uri oalendeier babylonien
Paris 1965, pp.65.67.153.

Cf. Afanasieva

1983.

Cf. Heidel 1946:164 and B. Hrouda, in Haller 1954:184-185. Barrelet
criticizes the common view that the houses under which the graves were
found were still inhabited at the manent they were used as burial
ground (cf. Barrelet 1980:8-13).
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offerings

of Beatific

Afterlife

in the Ancient

to the dead!, which were basically

with the dead ancestors.
periodically,

occasions

spirit. Like the usual

like a burial

funerary

the kispu was held

especially

at new moon

or the appearance

offerings

grave, but there was also a special

meals of the living

offerings

once or tWl.·cea month,

usually

also on special

communal

Like other funerary

room for this, called

"As long as I am alive,
bring me the kispwn"
If the well-being

however,

on burial

families

description

of life on earth4.

which

many grave-goods
people

text:

Belonging

taken back:

because

and repeated

offerings

people

al-

it is still

his description

life

by Enkidu,
of the world

to deceased

(Gilg.XII.90-91).

were buried

people.

The

but certainly

no release

from

The way in which

does not differ basically

The royal graves were just bigger

and

Cf. Talon 1978:61. One text concerning the kispu begins with a prayer
to the moon-god to release the dead in order to let them eat and drink
(cf. C. Wilcke, ZA 73(1983) ,50-53).
MDP 23,285,15; cf. Hirsch 1968:41: "solange ich am Leben bin, wird sie "
mir Speise geben, wenn ich tot bin, wird sie mir das Totenopfer daxb ra.nqen,

4 cf. Kramer

funerary

by servants

because

in
as a

Ushabtis and the six

of the first emperor

the king remained
remembering

be regarded

to the giving of servants

like the Egyptian

in the mausoleum

on the living

offerings,

1960:65 and Bottero

1980:35.

The royal and wealthy
memory

of

king after his death4.

his name and providing

he has his own servants

families

of each of its members

achieved,
6
•

e.g., by representing
Because

in afterlife

He

him with
to attend

could also use their might

last as long as possible.
the dead ancestors

the royal dead were remembered

to make the

This could be

by statuesS

much longer

or inscribed

than deceased

Cf. Strommenger 1957:592-593. An elaborate description of the remains of
the royal tombs of Assur is given by Haller 1954:170-181. He concludes:
"Diese Konigsgriifte zeigen, dass die Herrscher in gleicher Weise beigese~zt wurden wie ihre Untertanen. Der Unterschied bestand nur in der
Grosse und der reicheren Ausgestaltung
der Griifte und sarkophagen" (Ibid
p.180)
.,
and A.R. Green
The Role
1975, pp:46-53. A
ll.terary l.ndicatl.on of this custom seems to be offered by the Sumerian
text "The Death of Gilgamesh"
(cf. ANET, pp.50-52; Jestin 1956; Kramer
1960:59-60; K. Oberhuber, in Das Gilgamesch-Epos, ed. K. Oberhuber,
Darmstadt 1977, p.12; and (hesitatingly) H.W.F. Saggs, The Greatness
that was Babylon, London 1962, p.375).
Cf. Strommenger

Of Human

rich and powerful

! Cf. Finkelstein 1966:115-116; Ribar 1973:88-135; W.T. pitard, B~SOR 232
(1978) ,67; Bottero 1980:38; Tsukimoto 19~0 (the book of A •.Tsukl.moto,
Untersuchungen zur Totenpj1ege (kispum) ~m alten Mesopo~en,
AOAT 216,
Neukirchen-Vluyn1985
was not available to me); C. Wilcke, ZA 73(1983),
50-53. Many texts on the kispu-offerings
were found in Mari (cf. Talon
1978 and Birot 1980). For a reference from the beginning of the first
millennium B.C. from Elam see E. Reiner, "Inscriptions from a Royal
Elamite Tomb", AfO 24(1973) ,87-102.
2

Surrounded

can hardly

It can be compared

to the dead,

terra cotta warriors

is not dependent

stelae

reflects

"If I must tell thee the ways of the

like kings could offer more canfort,

of ordinary

in Gilg.XII

as they are described

I have seen, sit down and weep"

kings and other important

from this prinCiple.

cultures3,

of a human retinue,
is also attested

to the top of this hierarchy,

afterlife,

Even if some dead,

offerings,

of the dead, which

death; nor do they imply that these dead were venerated.

from the burials

China.

the way of

and funerary

of the netherworld

seem to be better off, the remark introducing

netherworld,

the brt kispi.

Even the co-interment

at Ur, Kish and Susaz and which

(see p.87 above) and in other

thousand

had not much to fear with regard

in the world

can hardly be called beatific

of the dead is never

some grave-goods!.

in the form of statues

3•

Enkidu's

Egypt

deviation

of an evil

e.g., the following

and contained

which was discovered

107

him.

that wealthy

in the netherworld.

but

they will give me food; when I am dead, they will

ready shows a certain hierarchy
the situation

consider,

of the dead depends

it might be assumed
to the hereafter.

death;

2
,

it could take place near the

In taking part in this meal the dead were able to continue
"life" they were used to before

2.2. Mesopotamia

Near East

1957:608

~ac~fi~e

(with more literature)

in the Ancient Near East, Missoula

Cf. Rolle 1979:88-96.144-145
on the Skythians and G. MalmqVist,
p.763 on the Chinese Shing-dynasty
(2nd millennium B.C.).
Cf. Heidel

1946:159.192

and Bottero

TRE VII,

1980:35.

Cf. Bauer 1969:110-111; Bayliss 1973:124; Birot 1980:147; and Cassin
1982:365-366. This phenomen~n is quite common in the ancient Near East;
see on Egypt K. Kuhlmann, LA III, cols.661-663; Kees 1956:56; Spencer
1982:54-55; and Brunner 1983:126; see on the Hittites Otten 1958: 14ff.
110-112 and HO 8.1.1., pp.109-113; and Hawkins 1980; see on Syria KAI
214:15ff.; 225; 226; and the .temples with memorial stelae in Byblos and
Tell Halaf.
Cf. P.A. Miglus, "Another Look at the 'Stelenreihe' in Assur"., ZA 74
(~984):1~3-140 who discusses the older literature on this subject. In
~l.s opl.nl.onth~se stelae of kings and high state officials were origl.nally set up l.n the temple and functioned as adorants representing the
persons named on the stelae before the gods. He rejects among others the
theory that these stelae would have been posthumous monuments
(proposed
e.g., by Albright 1957:243 and Healey 1977B:47-48). However, in favour'
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2. conceptions

common people,
the

deadl.

of Beatific

they were also believed

The offerings

five former generations,

offerings,
mentions

funerary

to the dead2,

"Genealogy

five generations,

is summed up, together

from offerings

included

published

texts,

genealogy

dynasties

and with

the living king:

and also the spirits

(any) soldier who fell while
all humanity,

which

son of Ammiditana,

on his lord's service,

in order

tility from the netherworld.
king, who represents

Through

to get their supportS

Because

the whole

Another

spirits

every possible

clear example

genealogy

indicate

the

of the dead

of the

evil spirit

is in-

also legitimizes

of this is offered

the menace

the

by a royal kispu-

of the Hammurapi

of the funerary

offerings

of the neglected

dead.

as in Gilg.VII

of this interpretation
it can be advanced that, if Miglus is right in regarding these stelae as originally connected with a different place than
where the excavators found them, a funerary context cannot be excluded.
As a matter of fact we know that statues and stelae representing the dead
played an important part in the kispu-ritual.

Cf. Finkelstein
4 11.32-43;

cf. Lambert

royal family had the opportunity
to provide

dead,

for their needs

offerings

being

like the sun-god

Cf. Lambert

1968:2 and Bayliss

Together
divine

dynasty

nection

the living

of the dead is

families

for some reason

in connection

of these
away;

to the

to give food and drink to

the graves

with the grave and the funerary

however,

and

could never be taken

with the offerings

helping

that

like the

from oblivion

for a long time. The threat,

who protects

find indications

against

offerings

grave-robbers

the confidence

of total trust in one's

to one's fate in the world
only a number

of funerary

of the second millennium
centres

to save the ancestors

stopped

it clear that

2 •

in such

support will disappear.

We hardly
regard

of Mesopotamian

Mesopotamia.

(personal)

of the dead. We can mention
inscriptions

dating

god with

in this con-

from the second half

B.C. They were found far from the most important
civilization,

viz. in Susa, the capital
as representative

The first and best preserved

of Elam.

for the rest of

of these texts3contains

the fol-

lowing prayer:
Come, I shall go, my god, my lord
before the Anunnaki.
I shall pass the road,
I shall take thy hand before the Great Gods,
I shall listen to the judgement and take thy feet.
Receive my prayer, my god.
After you have let me cross a pool of privation and sufferings
in a land of misery, you shall find me,
you shall provide me with water and herbs in a field of thirst.

1968.

The other

texts speak of the gods guiding

and apparently
Cf. Birot

the dead in the netherworld

also of a good and bad fate for the dead. Ebeling

suggests

1980:149.

1973:124-125.
2

Cf. W.G. Lambert, in Le palais
Paris 1974, p.430.

of Akkad,

and XII, we can also conclude

and the moon-god

the dead and Hendursaga

1968:1.

S See on this often neglected benevolent aspect of the spirits of the dead
members of the family A. Skaist, "The Ancestor Cult and Succession in
Mesopotamia" in Alster 1980:123-128; esp. pp.126-127; cf. also Jacobsen
1976:209 and Bottero 1983:173-174. See on the scarce but clear traces of
necromancy in ancient Mesopotamia also Finkel 1983.

If the situation

could do much for the dead. Rich and powerful

ZA 73(1983) ,50-53.

1966 and Lambert

makes

in itself,

1973:123.

CBS 473; cf. C. Wilcke,

Dynasty"

was to safeguard

the living

For this reason they cannot be regarded

Cf. Bayliss

and Naram-Sin

considered

or to avert any hos-

of the great responsibility

country,

On the other hand this impressive

ruling dynasty7.

princesses,

last lines clearly

against

function

not even by the gods mentioned

(and) bless Ammi-~aduqa,

them the mighty

the prime

funerary

and

who have no one to care for them

king of Babylon,,4. These

have to be propitiated

princes,

of

that might

on this tablet,

come, eat thiS, drink this,

goal of these kispu-offerings.

cluded6•

is not recorded

from the east to the west,

or to call their names,

to the well-being

Sargon

of the king of Mari with the ancient

A text like the "Genealogy

of the dynasty

important

the royal dead, the heroes

dyn-

The former

3.

the famous kings

up the dynasty

109

of Akkadl.

one connected

of the Hanunurapi Dynasty"

with the names of contemporary

text from Mari mentioning
thus linking

the other with royal funerary

in the latter the whole

"(Any) dynasty

to

only one to

all spirits of the dead that are considered

become hostile:

2.2. Mesopotamia

Near East

to the royal dead the entire

by two recently

offerings

longer

dead usually

the offerings

the so-called

in the Ancient

to profit

to non-royal

asty. This is illustrated
with private

Afterlife

et la royaute, CRRAI 19, ed. P. Garelli,

Cf. H. Sauren, "Hendursaga,
(1979) ,75-95; esp. p.90.
Cf. Ebeling

1931:19-22

Genius

des Saturn,

(no.3) and Bottero

Gott des Todes",

1982:393-402.
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2. Conceptions

of Beatific

that these texts contain

elements

Afterlife

in the Ancient

of a concept

these texts show no way out of the netherworld
whether

life in the netherworld

expressed

in the text quoted

of dependence

on unreliable

of beatific

Near East

afterlife1,

but

and it has to be doubted

could ever be called blissfu12•

above only offers
funerary

2.2. Mesopotamia

a solution

The belief

to the problem

As for us, what shall we do about him? Bread of life
Fetch for him and he shall eat (it).
(Adapa B, 57-61) 1
Apparently

it is only one step from being wise like the gods to enjoying
life like the gods2. But even to Adapa death is inescapable: mis-

eternal

offerings.

led by Ea he loses the chance

of becoming

the story of Adapa shows that finally
This holds
2.2.2.

HOPES FOR BEATIFIC

AFTERLIFE

beatific

passage

(after)life

of the Gilgamesh

together

Epic we find a definition

with the observation

of

that this is reserved

for the gods:

logue between
heaven?

people

Master

and Servant"':

Who is broad enough

to embrace
being

the earth?".

cannot expect

of life and death, because

"Pessimistic
to ascend

Diato

The lines want to ex-

ever to comprehend

they transcend

what is humanS.

divine

wisdom

is Adapa. When Anu is told that Ea has given divine wisdom
Why did Ea to a worthless human of the heaven
And the earth the plan disclose,
Rendering him distinguished
and making a name
Ebeling 1931:20;
on how to behave

Cf. Jacobsen

Mesopotamia

Gilgamesh

One of

during his life
to Adapahe

says:

life',

of bad luck.

and impossibilities

teach the listeners
against

of tran-

to accept

itS. In different

tried to find a form .of compensation

is advised

to stop looking
as mortal

for immortality

at
ways the
for
and at

man:

Thou, Gilgamesh, let full be thy belly,
Make thou merry by day and by night.
Of each day make thou a feast of rejoicing.
Day and night dance thou and play.
Let thy garments be sparkling fresh,

ANET, p.102. It is interesting to note in this connection that one of
the names of the Mesopotamian hero of the flood, who received eternal
life from the gods, is Atrahasis, which means "exeedingly wise" (cf.
Tigay 1982:217, n.11.229-230).
The name Adapa also means "wise" (cf.
AHw, p.1542 and Borger 1974:186).
J.D. Bing, "Adapa and Ill1IIlortality",
UF 16(1984) ,53-56 rightly
against G. Buccellati, UF 5(1973) ,61-66 that the gift offered
Adapa is everlasting life.

for him?

cf. Bottero 1982:402 who wants to compare these texts
in the hereafter with Greek Orphic literature.

198'0:21.

, Cf. W.G. Lambert, Babytonian Wisdom Literature, Oxford 1960, pp.139-149
and J. Bottero, "Le 'dialogue pessimiste' et la transcendance",
RThPh
99 (1966) ,7-24.
S "C'est la une maniere de dire: personne au monde ne saurait
question formulee, sur le sens de la vie humaine" (Bottero,

of life in

the

2 Cf. Bottero 1980:42 who distinguishes
two, both negative conceptions of
the netherworld:
"l'une simplement negative et plut6t pitoyable, 1 'autre
carrement hostile et terrible". Hutter 1985: 169-171 maintains that the
myth of Nergal and Ereshkigal shows sympathy for the goddess of the
netherworld and interprets this as some kind of comfort to the dead, but
he has to admit that this is but a poor consolation.
3

about the possibilities
of human

death and not to protest

of ancient

as well. With the plant

lost it in a moment

least to enjoy the things he can obtain

"Who is tall enough

the few persons who was said to have obtained

1

like these,

like the gods. So also

must go to their fate.

of a long and hard search he had the chance of

but he simply

,

the borders

being mortal.

this to the last lines of the so-called

press the idea that a human
mysteries

3

death

least physical

Who, my friend, is the tall one
who could hold on to the sky?
Only gods dwell forever with the sun-god.
Mere man, his days are numbered.
(Gilg.III.iv.4-7) 3
We can compare

Stories
scending

as a result

immortal

all humans

true for the great Gilgamesh

his possession
escaping

In the following

111

repondre
p.19).

a la

maintains
by Anu to

According to R.A. Veenker, "Gilgamesh and the Magic Plant", BA 44(1981),
199-205 "the tale of the magic plant, removed from its context in the
Gilgamesh Epic, is a myth which offers an explanation for the extraordinary longevity of the antediluvians".
This is unlikely, however, because
the possession of the plant of life implies that one has the opportunity
to live forever and not just very long (cf. De Liagre Bahl, Het Gilgamesj Epos, pp.176-177). In this regard the critiCism of Veenker's speculative theory by W.G. Lambert, BA 45(1982) ,69 may have missed the point
as well, because Lambert speaks of obtaining only a second life, whereas
there is no reason to assume that he could be rejuvenated only once.
Cf. B. Alster,

RA 68(1974) ,60.

Cf. Jacobsen 1980 and Hutter 1985:171. According to H.N. Wolff, "Gilgamesh, Enkidu, and the Heroic Life", JAOS 89 (1969) ,392-398 the Gilgamesh
Epic shows a development from innocence via knowledge to aceeptance of
death.
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of Beatific

Afterlife

in the Ancient Near East

2.2. Mesopotamia

Thy head be washed; bath thou in water.
Pay heed to the little one that holds on to thy hand,
Let thy spouse delight in thy bosom.
For this is the task of [mankind].
(Gilg.X.iii.6-14)
The same attitude

can be found in some of the Egyptian

in Eccl 9:7-10 ~ Death is certainly
naturally

seem death acceptable

after his remark about living

compare

will never be

Harper's

Songs and

when it comes

is mentioned

thy mouth call

to me,

"Advance,

fear

-

they

(Gilg.III.iv.7-15)

will

say

-

(see p.110 above):

in many cultures",
physical

words

is praised

and which probably

problem

"aqa.i.n st; fierce

Huwawa has

could not satisfy

Gilgamesh,

seen his companion

had failed to obtain immortal
immortal fame as the builder

an immortal

name, which

fearing

Gilg.XII

and immortal
netherworld

die. Only after he

life he seemed to accept the consolation
of the magnificent

of

walls of Uruk. This is in-

dicated by the framework

and found few supporters.

offers

fame. Now the possibility
is put forward.

the fact that Gilgamesh

netherworld"

and that this kingship

preted

in the Sumerian

Ur-Nammu

in a Sumerian

the

is that now the immortality

was offered

have intended

6.

king

1978:60; Lambert

1980:65;

Cf. also the Sumerian tale of "Gilgamesh
11.28-32 (cf. ANET, p.48).
Cf. Bailey

1979:27-28

Cf. A.L. Oppenheim,
Cf. Kramer

1967.

and pp.92-93

for

By adding tablet XII the redactor

may

the two traditions

about Gilgamesh:

Enkidu prepares

by informing

Gilgamesh

for his

in

JCS 28(1976) ,156.
1977:272.
WM 1/1, pp.69.131;

Lambert

1960; and Bottero

1980:200f.

SprUche, Prediger, ATD 16/
Cf. Lambert

and Steiner

1982:248.

and the Land of the Living",

above.

Ancient Mesopotamia,

seems to be interas a consolation

Inanna
Cf. D.O. Edzard,

Cf. Schutzinger

of the netherworld

Cf. C. Wilcke, "Eine Schicksalsentscheidung
fur den toten Urnammu",
CRRAI 17, ed. A. Finet, Ham-sur-Heure
1970, pp.81-92; esp. p.91.

De Liagre B5hl

2

if one takes

was also known as a ruler of the

and his Descent

In the last lines of this text the goddess

Cf. W. Zimmerli, in H. Ringgren, W. Zimmerli,
1, 3rd ed., GOttingen 1980, p.222.

death

in the

future function6•

Cf. H. Klengel,
to the Netherworld"

immortalitys.

to connect

life before
afterlife

a lasting

to the deceased

text called "The Death of Ur-Nammu

of his

to obtain

of pleasant

of an acceptable

text "The Death of Gilgamesh"

him about the laws of the netherworld

token of his might. The same consolation

in the preced-

This is all the more interesting,

into account

did not come further than what he himself

name is taken to be ensured by the famous walls of Uruk being

Enkidu
to the

a third way of trying to find some compensa-

next to the solutions

his failure

battle with Huwawa. The only difference

This propoBe this as it

tale of "Gilgamesh,

is given, which is not prepared

of the epic describing the great walls of the
city of Uruk built by Gilgameshs. Despite his heroic efforts, Gilgamesh
already had said before

of the her-

in line with Gilgamesh's

to Gilg.III.iv.14-153•

the Sumerian

Epic

in which the heroic

II

can be found

who had started
Enkidu

of the Gilgamesh

and Agga",

as the last tablet of the epic, a solution

of human mortality

ing tablets.

fallen!

a name that

ended with a description

fame according

remains hypothetical

and the Netherworld"

ending

This would be totally

about the immortal

tion for being mortal,

death after having

tale "Gilgamesh

may, it is clear that by adding

not!"

We can also

the reconstruction

that he has made himself

to De Liagre B6hl the original

sal, however,

3

This hope to defeat death by obtaining

He writes

forever!.

celebrating

forgotten2•

oic death of Gilgamesh.

Should I fall, I shall have made me a name:
"Gilgamesh"

According

battle

by Gilgamesh

As for mankind, numbered are their days;
Whatever they achieve is but the wind.
Even here thou art afraid of death.
What of thy heroic might?
Let me go then before thee,
Let

of king Hammurapi

may have been the Sumerian

or premature2.

forever with the sun-god

the king that his name shall be mentioned
the inscription

of the walls of Sippar.

felt to be acceptable

after a full life, when it is not violent

Another way of making

promises
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Chicago

1964, p.257.

1960:51.

Cf. Tigay 1982:105-107.235.
An example of this future task is given in
"Death of Ur-Nammu", 11. 142-143: "His beloved brother Gilgamesh prepounds to him the judgement of the Netherworld, sets forth the decisions
of the Netherworld"
(cf. Kramer 1967:119). The connection between Gilgamesh as he is pictured in the Gilgamesh Epic and Gilgamesh as the lord
of the netherworld can also be found in a collection of omen texts that
refer to both traditions, e.g., "Gilgamesh (who slew) Huwawa" is mentioned next to "Gilgamesh the mighty king, • • • judge of the netherworld" (cf. Lambert 1960:44-45).
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What interests
the netherworld.

Afterlife

Is he "a Babylonian

and Dumuzi were supposed

and Dumuzi'.

to "Death of Ur-Nammu",
to a number

and Dumuzi.

of the netherworld,

although

there are indications

The relation

Epic, because

of Gilgamesh

to Dumuzi,

year after year for Dumuzi,
So Gilgamesh

For this reason the promise

as a consolation

the highest position

of
re-

was that

the lover of her

means to say that he does
he prefers life without death7•
place

would probably

for the bitter

in the netherworld

in the netherworld,

to

not have been accepted

fate of death either.

cannot compensate

above, the same idea is found in the Egyptian

Even

for life. As we

literature:

Lambert

than being a king of all

to Gilgamesh's

refusal

of the offer

epic of Aqhat. Here we are

told that Aqhat does not accept an offer of the goddess Anat to give him

death

because

he knows that even with this offer he cannot escape

(KTU 1.17:VI.25-38;

Osiris

In this connection

see the discussion

of this text in section 2.5.

we have to pay some attention

ancient Mesopotamia
dynasty

of Akkad

posthumous

of deification

of kings,

and in the third dynasty

deification

of ancient

to the occurrence

especially

of uri. The traditions

kings probably

in

in the ancient

contributed

about

to the ten-

dency to regard the king as a god already during his lifetime2•

Without

pretending

of a con-

to solve the many problems

cept of divine

kingship

new arguments,

it may be assumed

king during his lifetime
king was usually

king himself

with the theory

above) or even to put forward

that the reason for deification

was primarily

king" representing

is of less importance

of Mesopotamia

connected

(see also pp.63-64

based on the belief

him the legitimate

people
I

farm worker rather

A parallel

of Ishtar can also be found in the Ugaritic

"the beloved

had scornfully

being a humble

takes the same point of view: he declares

2.2.1. below).

apparently

of a prominent

which the added tablet XII refers,

place
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that he cannot see the sun (see p.89 above).

Achilles

(Od.ll,489-491).

immortality,

as a king

of a prominent

we are told that Gilgamesh

the dead

king

with regard to the interpretation

not want to be a god in the netherworld;

noticed

mentioned

as complaining

And in Greek mythology
that he prefers

among wham are

by Ishtar to marry her. One of his arguments

(Gilg.VI.46-47)6.

by Gilgamesh

is described

after their

11. 94 and 103 the deceased

is never explicitly

is very important

"she has ordained wailing
youth"

as a king of

Of them at least Gilgamesh

of gods in the netherworld

Lugalbanda

offered to him there5•

jected a proposal

2.2. Mesopotamia

to the Sumerian

to have become gods of the netherworld

death'+. According

the Gilgamesh

of Gilgamesh

Osiris" I? According

brings sacrifices

spouse of Ishtar",

Near East

is a famous king who once lived in uru0 and who was

together with Lugalbanda

Gilgamesh

in the Ancient

us here most is the position

King list Gilgamesh
deified

of Beatific

politica13•

of the

The deification

that he had divine parents.
the divine

of a
This made

order. The person

in this matter.

seem to have paid relatively

of the

For this reason the
little attention

to

1960:39.
posthumous

See on the historicity
13-16.

of Gilgamesh

Lambert

1960:48-52

and Tigay

veneration

C. Wilcke,

of the Ur

1982:
III culture, where

Cf. ANET, p.266. See on the deification of Lugalbanda
Wiesbaden 1969, pp.51-52.

of the divine king. Only from the period

Das

this deification

we have clear information

of the king received

of the continuation

much attention~

do

of the cult of the divine

Lugalbandaepos,
Cf. Schottroff

Cf. Frankfort 1948:224-226.295-312;
W.G. Lambert, RLA III, p.544; D.O.
Edzard, Wl1 1/1, pp.134-135; H. Klengel, JCS 28(1976),156ff.;
J. Klein,
Three Bulgi Hymns, Ramat-Gan 1981, pp.30ff.; Schottroff 1982:172-178; W.
Farber, Or.52(1983) ,67-72; M.-J. Seux, RLA VI, pp.170-172; and W. von Soden, Einfuhrung in die Altorientalistik, Wiesbaden 1985, pp.63-64.

1982:161.163-167.

Cf. Wilcke, Das Lugalbandaepos,

p.54.

The conception of Dumuzi as a dying god of fertility is very complex
and cannot be discussed here. An excellent survey is offered by Jacobsen
1976:23-73; cf. also S.N. Kramer, The Sacred Marriage Rite, London 1969
and O.R. Gurney, "Tammuz Reconsidered", JSSt 2(1962) ,147-160.
The traditions about Dumuzi seem to be concerned with the same problem
as the Gilgamesh Epic: the limits set to a person who is almost like the
gods. In the Dumuzi texts as well as in the Gilgamesh Epic "the contradiction that the king was deified, but remained mortal" is reflected;
cf. Alster 1972:14 and M.-J. Seux, RLA VI, pp.171-172.
For a new text describing the death and burial of Dumuzi see Kramer
1980.
Cf. De Liagre B6hl 1977:248.

2

Cf. C. Wilcke, in Le palais
Paris 1974, p.179.

3

Cf. Frankfort

1948:301-302

Cf. W.G. Lambert,

et la royaute, CRRAI 19, ed., P. Garelli,
and F.R. Kraus,

"The Seed of Kingship",

in CRRAI 19, p.247.
in CRRAI

19, pp.427-440.

Cf. Schottroff 1982:173-174. The first Mesopotamian king who was deified
already during his life was probably Naram-Sin of Akkad, a few centuries
before the Ur III-period; cf. W. Farber, "Die Verg6ttlichung Naram-Sins",
Or.52(1983) ,67-72; esp. pp.67-68.
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2. Conceptions

of Beatific

Afterlife

in the Ancient

Near East

2.2. Mesopotamia

king after his deathl.
In the hereafter

Such wishes

the deified

king becomes

like the former king of Uruk, Gilgamesh.
during his life2,

Gilgamesh"
Nammu,

Ur-Nammu

"brother

is ventured

whose name was often used in personal

the name of a god":
forever

like

"I made myself

text within

of the eighteenth

and to heighten

ends as follows:

the prince,

and life as eternal

"Therefore,

their twin-brother,

as Sin and Shamash"

the walls he had built

text does not mention,

is an inscription

however,

the builder

of these everlasting

represented

by the moon-god

6.

the walls

may Zababa

therefore,

Ur-Nammu

for "millions"

of his name as

It speaks of physical

immortality

On the other hand we have to

of years

or a pious wish like "may my lord king David

and

to his fame as a king. This

We should not take this inscription

than the prayer

of the

the gift and grant of health

the idea of the immortality

and the sun-god.

of Samsu-

and Ishtar give to

take into account that what is asked for is a continuation
afterlife.

What

of the city.

As with Gilgamesh,

contributed

walls.

5.

century B.C. It tells

by the gods to make the foundations

city of Kish "firm as a mountain"
The inscription

as

fame.

this framework

Iluna, who lived in the beginning
us how this king was inspired

not beatific

names

a good name, which will be pronounced

like a god is his immortal

A very interesting

Hammurapi,

fame. The same opinion

(the name of) a god and which will never be forgotten"

makes Hammurapi

Samsu-Iluna,

is immortal

of this life,
more seriously,

for the king of Egypt,

live forever"

(I Kgs 1:31) .

Cf. G. Wilhelm, "Eine Neu Sumerische Urkunde zum Beopferung Verstorbener
K6nige", JCS 24(1972),83; H. Limet, "Les temples des rois sumeriens divinises", in Le temple et l-e oul.te , CRRAI 20, Istanbul 1975, pp.80-94;
esp. p.82; and Jacobsen 1976:71.
Cf. Lambert,

in CRRAI

19, p.428.

See for this opinion esp. Moortgat 1949:53-79 who sees a direct connection with the royal tombs of Ur; cf. also De Liagre B6hl 1977:247 and
against this Scharbert 1970:365-366.
" Cf. H. Klengel, "gammurapi und seine Nachfolger
Onomastikon", JCS 28(1976) ,156-160.

im altbabylonischen

Cf. Ibid., p.156.
Cf. E. Sollberger,

In the Mesopotamian

pp.57-58.

literature

caped the "fate of all mankind"

pishtim

2

formulae

used at the royal courtl.

gods themselves
sacrifices
Enlil

only two persons
and acquired

are mentioned

blissful

enjoy. This was their

reward

who es-

and immortal

or, as he is called in the Gilgamesh

To him the gods gave a life of eternal

•

bliss

similar

destroyed

nearly

life.

Epic,

Utna-

to what the

to him for continuing

to the gods after the flood, which

the

all people.

declared:

Hitherto Utnapishtim has been but human.
Henceforth Utnapishtim and his wife shall be like unto us gods.
Utnapishtim shall reside far away, at the mouth of the rivers!
(Gilg.XI.193-195)
Compare

the last lines of the Sumerian

flood story:

The king Ziusudra prostrated himself
(Who) gave him lif~ like a god,
Elevated him to eternal life, like a
At that time, the king Ziusudra
Who protected the seed of mankind at
They settled in an overseas country,
This life like the gods offered

before

important

difference

(and) Enlil

the time of destruction,
in the orient, in Dilmun.3

to Utnapishtim

is that Utnapishtim

An

god.

from a state of life like that of Gilgamesh

has to be distinguished

in the netherworld.

has escaped

ference

is that Utnapishtim

common humans:

living like the spirits
the place where
overseas

has no connection

he does not need their support,

country

and according

important

dif-

anymore with the world of
nor does he act among the

of the dead. He lives in the east,

the sun rises",

The most

death and for that

reason did not have to go to the realm of the dead. Another

literally:

to the Sumerian

"at

text in an

called Dilmun.

Cf. F.R. Kraus, in CRRAI 19, pp.247-248; cf. also Ps 72:5: "(the king)
shall ccnt.Lnus as long as the sun, and before the moon forever" (cf.
the LXX and S.M. Paul, "Psalm 72:5 - A Traditional Blessing for the Long
Life of the King", JNES 31(1972),351-355
and H.-J. Kraus, Pealmen , BK
XV/2, 5th ed., Neukirchen-Vluyn
1978, pp.655-656.659)
and vv.17.19
speaking of his eternal name; cf. also KAI 26:IV.2-3; V.5-7.
The Sumerian name means "life of long days", the Akkadian name means
"he found life". It may be assumed that the latter was used in the Gilgamesh Epic, because it fits better into the story of Gilgamesh having
failed to obtain what the hero of the flood had found; cf. Tigay 1982:
229-230.
Translation

RA 63(1969) ,40 and Schutzinger,

to the standard

We know most of Ziusudra

that the best thing this

could achieve

by Hammurapi,

of

(cf. "Death of Ur-

king of the Ur III-period

belong

just

does not imply a hope for beatific

We are told in "Death of Ur-Nammu"

3.

was called

but also after his death

1.142). So this deification

afterlife

a king of the netherw~rld,
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by M. Civil,

in Lambert,

Millard,

Atrabasis,

p.145.
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The location

of Dilmun

vexing problemsl.
it is described
Bahrain

Afterlife

and the reason why the blessed

in historical

and mythological

Gulf2.

Apparently

and mythical

In historical

no distinction

places.

god of the netherworld,

Underworld"

sag4•
plains

the presence

really

existing

who is a

of the netherworld

as the "libation-pipe

with Dilmun

concerns

he could save himself

and

another

in Dilmun,

to Dilmun

because

of Eresh-

assumes

consisting

and thus ex-

of Dilmun

as a place

reason

for this location,

represent

at least 300,000 burials,
of the island,

which has no water

does not need something
like Dilmun

Dilmun

of fresh

as the opposite

of

offerings

for his well-

he would not have to be afraid of thirst

of the netherworld6•

Furthermore,

the mounds

however,

objects

this is a pre-

one would not have

Cf. Lambert

1980:61.

Cf. ANET, pp.37-41 and B. Alster, "Enki and Ninhursag",
27 and P. Attinger, ZA 74(1984) ,1-52.
Cf. Alster

UF 10 (1978) ,15-

1983A:59.

F. Vallet, in DiZmun, ed. D. Potts, Berlin 1983, pp.94-95 connects the
fresh water of Dilmun with an Elamite funerary inscription speaking of
water for the dead and concludes that the conception of Dilmun as paradisiac island was influenced by Elamite belief in the hereafter. However,
the common conception of the dead being provided with water cannot be
equated with belief in beatific afterlife.

burial

3.

of graves,

which

must

Thus Dilmun

or at least for
island2.

According

2100 and 1800 B.C. This

This and the fact that no Mesoweakens

The most important

life like that of Ziusudra

to eternal

countries

afterlife.

for all people

scholars.

found on

and the tradition

that not only the in-

on this remote

were found in the graves,

can never be a gateway

the assumption

objection

of an

to this theory

can only be obtained

A grave, no matter where

bliss

is

if one

like that offered

it

to the

hero of the flood.
Another
building

archaeological
a number

fifty snakes.
Gilgamesh

find deserves

This could be associated

For this reason Bibby

sacrifices

Cf. Alster

Utnapishtim

interprets

of health

with death

here: in a large

the skeletons

to the

in deep

lives, was taken away by a snake.

these remains

as indication

These snakes

and long life

and the power

of about

with the fact that according

of life, which was found by Gilgamesh

on the island of Bahrain.

in quest

many cultures

our attention

of dishes were found containing

Epic the plant

of snake-cult
2 Cf. Alster1983A:39-52;
esp. p.52. Alster is certainly right in adding
that from the point of view of cultural history Dilmun may have designated a larger area in this region. For a popular account of the excavations on Bahrain see G. Bibby, Looking for DiZmun, New York 1969 and
for more literature see D. Potts, "Bibliography of Bahraini archaeology",
in DiZmun, ed. D. Potts, Berlin 1983, pp.197-203.

indicate

does not have to die; it is not an afterlife.
stands,

mounds,

were built between

by other

water near the place where
Cf. Kramer 1963; Schmitt 1973:9-11; Lamberg-Karlovski
1982; and Alster
1983A who mentions most previous literature on this subject.

for its

the large cemetery

from surrounding

to immortality"

a secondary

of dead persons

for the dead to drink. The blessed

like the funerary

to Lamberg-Karlovski

that a blissful

would

but also people

would have been a "gateway

is questioned,

between

there in the hope to find beatific

"import"

because

Dilmun was also known

(after) life. The number

habitants

potamian

his wife from the flood. The presence

a relation

of beatific

clear why Ziusudra
him, so that he

because

of more than 150,000 burial

Enki is the god of

It was Enki who had warned

for happy life. It also characterizes

like the inhabitants

Lamberg-Karlovski
Bahrain,

have been buried

the story of Enki and Ninhur-

of Enki with Dilmun makes

life here.

being. On an island

about food there either,
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datesl.

those who could afford

of fresh water

spends his blissful

Ziusudra

is a well-known

3•

fresh waters. The connection

the netherworld,

to worry
as

this with the way the city of

It tells us how the cult of Enki was extended

rogative

there are

texts, with the island of

texts Dilmun

but it is also a designation

myth connected

water is probably

2.2. Mesopotamia

of Dil~un,

of the cult of Nergal,

itself. And the city of Enegi is described

Another

Near East

remain

was made between

We can compare

Kutha is spoken of. This was the centre

kigal's

in the Ancient

Most likely seems to be the identification

in the Persian

trade-centre.
places

of Beatific

4

•

of some kind

could be regarded

The snake is connected

to rescue

from deathS.

as

in

This healing

1983A:44.

Lamberg-Karlovski
1982; cf. already 1~.F. Albright. AJSL 35(1919) ,181182 who interpreted the thousands of burial tumuli as "witnesses of the
hope of a more joyous immortality".
Cf. B. Frohlich, "The Bahrain
Alster 1983:52-54.
Bibby, Looking

Burial

Mounds",

Dilmun 11 (1983) ,4-9 and

for DiZmun, pp.163-165.

See on snakes in the conceptions of afterlife Scheftelowitz 1925:14-18;
J. Wellhausen, Reste Arabisahen Heidentwns, 3rd ed., Berlin 1961, pp.152153; H.C. Astour, Hellenosemitica,
Leiden 1965, pp.225ff.; J. Ozols, in
Tod und Jenseits im Glauben der Volker, ed. H.J. Klirnheit, Wiesbaden

-------------------------------
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of Beatific

Afterlife

power may have been meant here as well.
connection

"Dilmun-house"l.

cult of a healing
mythology

Dilmun

Returning

is the place where

The Sumerian

as the place where

the blissful

for in

Neither

text of a

simply be ident-

This long, dark passage

Gilgamesh

marks

has to make a

a mountain

In this mountain

kept apart to protect

heaven,

the different

earth and netherworld

of the living

not intermingled.

posted

So Marduk

situated
from

before

were sup-

which

and the world

guarantees

among

of the dead are

guards here to control

the waters

of

(Cmuna elie IV .139-140) and here the land of the living is separated

from the world of the dead by the river of death. According

to Gilg.X

WM 1/1, p.78.

Cf. Ibid., p.119.
Cf. Schmitt

1973:15-16

and Alster

1983A:54.

Cf. the Ugaritic conception of the entrance
two mountains (KTU 1.4:VIII.1ff.).

to try to explain

This implies

concepts

between

emboldens

the Mesopotamian

us to propose

of the rivers"

of the gods

and the

similar

to the

of the two rivers".

when it is said of Utnapishtim

(Gilg.IX.iii.4,

XI.7)

and that

that Xisuthros

gods2•

It can be assumed,

therefore,

now dwells with the

world,

was thought

just like the Greek Elysium

According
ian Ea)

of Utnapishtim

r

to some scholars

to be located

as it is described

El's abode is similar

who dwells in the flood underneath

of Utnapishtim

has been located

can be observed
more according

(=Zi-

that the

at the end of the

by Homer and Hesiod~

to that of Enki(=Akkad-

the ear th ", The dwelling-place

there as wells.

that the central position
the character

So

to regard the abode

as a place

god El "at the fountain-head

the assembly

XI.241).

is right in stating

usudra)

"at

It is admittedly

also the later account by Berossos

dwelling-place

if

from one culture with that from an-

that we can take it literally

Against

between

this, however,

the cosmic waters

of E16. And the connection

it

is

of the home of

Cf. Dijkstra 1980:295, n.83 and De Hoor 1980:183. Cf. also O. Eissfeldt,
HO 8.1.1., p.77 who describes El's abode as "eine am Rande der \-Ielt
gelegene paradiesartige
Residenz".
2

Cf. Heidel

1946:117;

Cf. D. Wachsmuth,

between

against

Schmitt

1973:22.

Der Kleine Pauly, V, col. 1596.

Cf. O. Kaiser, Die mythische Bedeutung des Meeres in Agypten, Ugarit und
Israel, BZAW 78, 2nd ed., Berlin 1962, pp.47-62; E. Lipinski, OLoP 2
(1971) ,68-69, and R.J. Clifford, The Cosmic Mountain in Canaan and the
Old Testament, HSM 4, Cambridge 1972, pp.37-38.
Cf. R. du Mesnil

of the netherworld

The use of the

is not only located

and nhrm/thmtm.

similarity

"at the mouth

that he joined

controll.

is all the more interesting

tamtu) (cf. Gilg.X.iii.35;

a concept

the striking

abode of the Ugaritic

myth-

of the two rivers,

this

1978, p.35, M. Lurker, Gotter und Symbole der alten Agypter, MUnchen
1980, pp.163-164, C. Westermann, Genesis, BK 1/1, 2nd ed., NelikirchenVluyn 1976, pp.322-325. In ancient Greece the snake could represent the
dead who are active in the world of the living, cf. W. potscher, Kairos
7(1965) ,210-211 and Burkert 1977:300.317.
Cf. D.O. Edzard,

by the sea (Akkadian

of Utnapishtim

of the

to Ugaritic

(Akkadian naratu) , but that it is also described

have the pair naratu/tamtu

cosmological

under

that the abode of Utnapishtim

of the rivers"

However,

Ugaritic

parts of the cosmos have to be

the order of the universe,

other things that the world

v.45).

the transition

life. It is a road which no man has ever walked

posed to meet. At this point

"rivers/floods"

as surrounded

other.

is sat-

(Gilg.IX.iii.8-13,

according

Here he can keep the floods, which were

pair nhrm/thmtm,

hazardous

of these explanations

through

of the two floods".

of this world,

we actually

Gulf, but

rises

from the dwelling-place

this to the place where

in the creation

the mouth

run into the Persian

of common men by travelling

at the end of the world4•
mortal to immortal

the sun

in the bedding
separated
parallel

the text says that it lies far away, just as Utnapishtim

He leaves the world

heaven

of the

life of the hero of

cannot

the land of the living

We can compare

we take into account

the Akkadian

These places

and Tigris

from the place where

(Gilg.IX.iii.9).

and

ways his dwelling-place

is called the one who lives far away (Gilg.XI.219).
long journey

2

blessed.
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ology the high god El lives, viz. "at the fountain-head

"at the mouth of the rivers" has been interpreted

the Euphrates

because

god Sataran

could easily be explained,

text speaks of Dilmun,

also as the source of these rivers.
isfactory,

river also separates

that the snake

but a connection

of the different

"at the mouth of the rivers".
The expression

in this

death is defeated.

to the two texts describing

is denoted.

ified3•

hypothetical,

goddess with Dilmun

the flood, we come to the problem

place

It is not unlikely

All this remains

2.2. Mesopotamia

goddess Nin 'insina in the

a part in her cult as in the cults of the healing

the Greek Asklepios.

Near East

It is very interesting

to note that the temple of the healing

city of Ur was called
played

in the Ancient

du Buisson, Nouvelles
1973, pp.2-3.

mythes de Canaan, Leiden
Cf. Gese 1970:98-99.

etudes sur les dieux et les
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Utnapishtim

of Beatific

Afterlife

in the Ancient

with that of Enki, who saved him from the flood, may be per-

suasive at first sight, because

this god was also related

the myth of Enki and Ninhursag,

it has to be kept in mind, however,

Dilmun is not the residence
is only described

of Enki.

as a place

we can find a link between

fits the location

to which Enki's

the different

of the place

power

extends.

descriptions

"in the midst

world.

subterranean

and Dumuzi,

recited by servants

ranean ocean, on the place between

between

goddesses

of Ea is directed

flood of the netherworldz.

who determine

Within

a reminiscence

the name of Bahrain,

which means

the apsu, the fresh-water
meet.

as Dilmun.

of the old traditions

According

being

of the

we might

located

find

there in

this is the place where

flood, and the salt-water

flood

(Akkadian

tiamat)

to change the springs with salt water

We can, finally, mention here a historical
as the end of the world:

"at the mouth

("Enki and Ninhursag",

text in which

"Assurbanipal,

Dilmun

the great king,

1.60).

is men-

assumed

Cf. Haas 1976:200.

Bibby, Looking

for Dilmun, pp.255-260.

which

is (an island)

that Tyre was also regarded

of this world,

that Utnapishtim,

to the world

be the place

ceptions

(see p.110

above).

It can be compared

immortal

of the rivers"

Utuabzu.
mysteries

Utuabzu,
4
•

Both men are described
and earth

is related

to Enki/Ea;

went,

between

(see also p.111,
brought

1980:31 and also Ebeling
1982:140.

Cf. Borger

1982:167.

1974:193.

Cf. Ibid., pp.193-194.

way to beatific
"at the mouth

and

of this divine wisdom

Just like Utnapishtim,
"born in the apsu"

to dwell. Finally,

and Utuabzu7,

1931:141.

1982:35-44.

of the

of Utnapishtim

n.l above). As one of the

his name even means

Cf. Hornung

the

he did this

wise; both knew of the

something

of civilizations.

the Hebrew Enoch

1974 and Schmitt

Utnapishtim

the traditions

cf. Ezek 28:2.

Cf. Schottroff

that here heaven

of the wise men before

as extraordinary

Cf. Bottero

Cf. Borger

con-

in many ways

is also a dwelling-place

that is, in the place where Enki was believed
a clear relation

indicates

with Utnapishtim's

between

the flood Utuabzu

to the earth as the beginning
Utuabzu

conception

both positive

if it is true that the place

where Utnapishtim

of heaven

men. This could

forever with the

in the east and did get their

death. Unlike

The difference

are more affinities

wise men before

from death and

with the Egyptian

which

the seventh

life is not so great,

gods. There

rescued

to be connected3•

to have escaped

to heaven

border

For the extreme

also resembles

which were located

were believed

Next to Utnapishtim,

It may be

lives in the east on a spot which belongs

with the sun. Dilmun

Earu-fields,

from

in the

to the netherworldZ.

who is forever

from the flood of the netherworld,

flood, was believed

Sea"l.

the netherworld.

as "going out by day", because

are connected

rules

lying on the ultimate

meant when he spoke .of dwelling

afterlife

and netherworld

who

of the dead nor to the world of mortal

Gilgamesh

the Egyptian
water

rival,

is (an island)

in the Lower

the sun sets, is one of the entrances

from a stay in the netherworld,

sun-god

without

as a place

as the last place before

We may conclude

neither

prince

the legit-

Cf. B. Alster, in Cuneiform Studies in Honor of S.N. Krame» , ed. B.L.
Eichler, AOAT 25, Neukirchen-Vluyn
1976, p.16.
4

of kings,

king of (all) the four

Cf. M.J. Geller, Iraq 42(1980) ,23-51.
2

king

I

Upper Sea and Tilmun

ANET, p,297;
imate king, the king of the world, king of Assyria,

earth)
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Sea to the Lower Sea • • • from Tyre which

by ascending

of the

the ancient
3
to heaven •

to Bibby"

about paradise

on this island into springs with fresh water

tioned

con-

belongs

the entrance

"the two seas":

So it was easy for the sun-god

and the world

to the Hittite

that is, at the border

All this makes it very likely that the expression
rivers" denotes the same place

of the subter-

the fate of the living being

the same framework

of Enki guarding

to Ea in the nether-

of the sun-god

(of the

of beatific

is recited

of the two rivers"

on the border

It can be compared

as sitting on the seashore,

conception

flood marking

flood)" which
[the mouth]

the world

of Dumuzi, king of the netherworld.

Mesopotamian

as it is ex-

lemnutu mentioning

tablet

rivers

the Upper

west, where

in this myth perfectly

of the subterranean

It is very likely that it was recited

represented

here

In this connection

of Shamash

ception of chthonic

Precisely

it

of Utukku

Assyrian

of the Apsu(=the

This incantation

that

of the lord of this flood, Enki.

we can also refer to a Middle
"the incantation

in

of the dwelling-

"at the mouth of the river"

above; for it lies on the border

the limit of the power

with Dilmun

In the myth of Enki and Ninhursag

place of the hero of the flood. The role of Dilmun

plained

2.2. Mesopotamia

Near East

6,

there is

which can be re-
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2. Conceptions

of Beatific

garded as an indication

of a connection

with the sun (-god) , because
365 years before

Afterlife

in the Ancient

of the blessed

it is said of Enoch

God took him away

Near East

2.2. Mesopotamia

themselves1•

Hellenic

state of utuabzu

that he lived precisely

(Gen 5:23-24),

which

relates

him to the

solar year.

2.2.3. PERSIA

There are no indications
like kings could derive

that common people

any hope

or even prominent

for a beatific

afterlife

persons

for themselves

The religion

out of these traditions.
Some scholars

fluenced

have tried to prove

like the Greek mysteries
could be initiated
prepared

have been connected

afterlife

The existence

Mesopotamia,

however,

is doubtful

to the belief

this regard Jeremias

of the dying and rising

that real beatific

3.

wi th regard

found in this region from the sixth century
rUle". As a result

elements

from Persian

B.C. on, when it was under

of the syncretistic

like Cyrus, the ancient Mesopotamian
religion.

religious

conceptions

According

can be

policy

of kings

were intermingled

to Bottero

the belief

with

in the

gods as stars became prevalent

in the later Babylonian

religion.

sumes that this has influenced

Hellenistic

of beatific

life, according

to which the blessed

has to admit, however,

conceptions

dead were represented

that this theory

only sources we have for the Babylonian

remains
religion

uncertain,

He asafter-

Cf. Ebeling

1931:49 and Baumgartner

obtain

" Cf. Hirsch 1968:42 and K. Oberhuber,
Frankfurt am Main 1972, p.160.

a happy

of the present

by the final judge-

the world

its inhabitants

the

renewed world.

is one of the basic reasons

world,

and in

Those who have passed

life in a totally

of the dead. Because

is like the present

sayings

there shall be at the

for the be-

after the last

need a body,

just as

happen

belief

this clear-cut

to the dead at the end of time predominates

will happen
deaths.

and Christian

to the deceased

Ancient

Persian

tra was more concerned

in the period

or Iranian

directly

religion

with these matters6.

The different

approaches

by assuming

this person

following

to the questions

before

of

Zarathus-

and his fOllowers'.

concerning

will experience

what

the moment

It is very likely that some of

that in the period between

to him after the final judgements.

of what will

over the question

of the period

these old ideas were taken over by Zarathustra

harmonized

conception

already

afterlife

someone's
something

could be

death and the
of what will

In the first three days after

are

1959:136-141.

Schutzinger

Die Kultur des Alten Orients,

belief

they have one now".

La religion bahyZonienne,

See on the sources

1960:66;

world

they may contain

of the dead followed

and never-ending

lief in the resurrection

last judgement

"Misteri

1902:3; cf. also Delitzsch 1911:23; Kramer
BOttero 1980:43; and Foster 1981:620.

to Persian

in-

One thing is certain:

part in Zarathustra's

the good from the wicked.

happen

a Babilonia", in La soteriologia dei culti orientali nell' impero romano, ed. U. Bianchi and M.J. Vermaseren, Leiden
1982, pp.565-613.

Jeremias
1978:58;

According

•

although

resurrection

J. Bottero,

Cf. L. Cagni,

3

separates

as stars. He

of this late period

a very important

was strongly

lived ca. 600 B.C. Unfor-

himself2.

end of time a general

because

the

stem from later periods,

religion

As in Jewish

to the afterlife

of Mesopotamia

who probably

ment, which

judgement

The only thing one could hope

in the netherworld.

More general posi ti ve expectations

plays

The renewal
In

right when he called their religion

Religion"

eschatology

judgement

was ex-

Mesopotamia.

conquerors

a prophet

from the time of the prophet

later Persian

gods Tammuz

afterlife

of ancient

our sources

traditions

would

of the Persian

by Zarathustra,

tunately,

one

in the religion

of the people

for was a well cared for existence

Persian

something

rituals by which

of ancient
and so are the alleged mystery-cults2.

was certainly

der agyptischen

Mesopotamia

of life and death and in this way be

of such concepts

All this leads to the conclusion
according

arcane

with the gods. These mystery-cults

with the concept

and Marduk1•

"das Gegenstuck

that in ancient

would have existed,

into the mysteries

for immortal

ceptional
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Cf. Widengren
Cf. Konig

and Mayer

1965.

and Boyce

1975:236.

1964:366.

1975:159ff.

Cf. Widengren
Cf. Konig

Paris 1952, pp.137-146;

1964:39-46.

1964:365.

1964:121-125

Cf. Widengren
Cf. Boyce

Konig

1964:366

1964:51-80;

Pavry

1965; and Boyce

1975:235-236.

esp. p.143.
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of Beatific

death the soul will be happy

Afterlife

or unhappy

in the Ancient

depending
2

After that the soul meets his daena

beingl.

on his deeds as a living

which may be called one's

,

a~ter ego. For the just the daena is like a beautiful
unjust

like an ugly,

filthy and stinking

just over the bridge
dise. This bridge

of separation,

is broad

edge for the unjust.

3

old bitch

resurrection.
are destroyed

cross
func-

In the final judgement
and what remains

to para-

as a blade-

and his daena cannot

of the dead in paradise

or hell is ended

the evil powers

is the renewed world

spirit

of the dead person

buried

their dead, thus bringing

practice

never

preferred

In this way the bridge

For this reason the unjust

tions as a judge". The existence

their helpers

cinvat-bridge,

the so-called

for the

The daena leads the

and safe for the just, but narrow

it and fall down into the gloomy netherworld.

by the general

•

young woman;

stopped.

interment

for the

spirits

with the idea of a general
beliefs
person

a compromise.

of the dead going to the netherworld

were adapted

resurrection

description

fluenced by the ideas of what will happen
with regard

their thirst and hunger with
In ancient Persian

religion

find the hope for a future
only regarded

to the destiny

their carel. This custom represents

conception
world

the

on the living to satisfy

of afterlife:

belief

was influenced

origin
whereas

people

of the positive

of the period before

Zarathustra

gift of the gods, as in anqient

probably

Mesopota•

The

lies in India, but

the Indians used to burn the body of the deceased

Cf. Pavry

A remnant

of the ancient

is found in the ongoing

to enable the

term Boyce

Cf. Boyce

this ancient

eschatology.

appear

In this matter

to have much in common, because

the dead has to be explained

1975:120-122.

Cf. Ibid., pp.110-117.

also

from the body

Persian

spirit of a departed

belief

of the period

of funerary

In Zarathustrian

religion

hero. The precise

meaning

were believed

give fertility

the latter

indicates

it denoted

fighting

to their descendants.

in armies

of

*vrti, "valour".

and to the land. They are represented

with spear in hand,

the

of this word is a matter

with Persian

to be benefactors

to the people

Zarathustra

and the related

state of man, but originally

most likely there is a connection

The Fravashis

before

offerings3

They
as birds

from the sky. They help

worship

to the sick and fortune to those who

them. They were venerated

they received

also regular

year a festival

worship.

dedicated

this help:

"they wander

'Who will praise

(us)? Who will acknowledge

occasions

like marriage,

was held. During

them

that night

here for the whole night, wanting
us, who worship,

(us) with hands holding

man worships

who sing, who

meat and clothing

• . • him they bless" s. Next to

1975:238-240.
1975:114.

Cf. Ibid., pp.113.325-330.
Cf. G. l~idengren, Die ReZigionen
" Cf. Widengren,
Yast 13,49-52;

Irans, Stuttgart

pp.20-22.48.323-324
cf. Boyce

but

Every year, in the last night of the

to all Fravashis

they would visit the earth:
to experience

on special

1965:28-45.

1977, pp.52-56.

Persian

into the nether-

1965:9-27.

" Cf. Boyce 1975:237. For parallels of this conception in Christian and
Muslim traditions see R. Cavendish, Visions of Heaven and Her~, London

5

the original

to descend

the soul as soon as possible

practice

of the Fravashi".

cf. Boyce
Cf. Pavry

religion

custom of exposing

Then whichever
2 See on this difficult

In this

in order to help them

first by Indian ideas about the spirit of the dead

out of the desire to release

bless
I

this

sometimes

of the body.

to the living. Apparently

and later by Zarathustrian

in war, but they also bring health

we also

"near the sun". This was not

in the hereafter

relation

people

.

seem to have hope for this for themselves

belief

the dead were believed

Indian and Zarathustrian

or horsemen

S

6

mia; all prominent

close to their descendants

and to keep a direct

dispute;

of

conceptions:

rather than the common exposing

one aspect of the spiritual

Orig-

of the spirits

prominent

and to receive

concept

the

or hell was in-

Mesopotamian

offerings

life in paradise

as an exceptional

Secondly,

Even after Zarathustra

usually

Actually

after death2.

The ancient

after the final judgement.

to be dependent

funerary

of the

are combined

the state of the dead

in paradise

the dead had much in common with the ancient
spirits of the dead were believed

First,

to be only temporal.

of the state of the dead being

inally the ancient beliefs

beliefs

and a final judgement.

on at least two points.

as a spirit was now believed

Ancient

or to paradise

the ancient Persians

them to the netherworld.

to remain

going to heaven

and

to go to heaven,

way they hoped

the Zarathustrian
resurrected righteous.
This concept shows traces of being
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2.2. Mesopotamia

Near East

1975:123.

and Boyce

1976, p.22.

1975;117-129.
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this annual festival
shipped in private
Because
belief

of Beatific

the Fravashis

in Fravashis

paradise

as the spirits

has no connections

is the most important

of departed

with the world

heroes,

carnation,

probably

stones representing

the Fravashis

of folk religion

the venerated

is a connection
rathustra.

stone.

religion

reminds

and the Greek belief

there are also striking

in spirits

and health.
parallels

his

despite

the popular

Fravashi

of Fravashis

Finally,

there
Za-

royal

heroes

helping

as will be demonstrated

with the Ugaritic

cult of the

rp'wn.
In Zarathustrian
which

religion

the Fravashi

is born into this world

has become

in a physical

the pre-existent

body. After death

lives on to be re-united

with the body after the resurrection

The idea of the Fravashi

as a pre-existent

been fundamental

to the ancient hero-cult,

trace how the former developed
assumed

the prophet

Cf. Boyce

Zarathustrian

concept was

of the message

and in the same way this important
conceptions

to

It may be

of the afterlife

of

belief

could be ren-

1975:119.

Cf. R. Thapar,
Cf. Boyce

an old influential

In this way the credibility

could be enhanced5

that contradicts

reform

of the dead3•

spirit does not seem to have

out of the latter conception4•

that in the Zarathustrian

put into a new framework.

spirit

the Fravashi

but it is very difficult

"Death and the Hero",

in Humphreys

1981:293-315.

1975:128.

Cf. Ibid., pp.127-128.
Cf. G. Gnoli, "Le 'fravasi' et l'immortalita",
339-347; esp. p.344.

in Gnoli, Vernant

1982:
! Cf. P. Gignaux,

in Gnoli, Vernant

appear before

as deceased

extinguished.

can be found in the

of departed

the Fra-

given to the concept

to help

before

with the

can the resurrected

this new meaning

veneration

of the Fravashi

with Ahura Mazda:

his life after death and only when he is

and the setting

of the period

as well, but even more similarities

fertility

totally

to the deceased

again with

lord!. However,

of the Fravashi

in rein-

us of the Mesopotamian

Greek hero-cult

and giving

united

129

than the relation

the relation

B.C. It was practised

with rituals

kispu-offerings

in battle

vashi guarantees

vashi,

It is very likely that also in this respect

with the ancient Persian

For

cult, which

to the belief

More important

dead. The soul of the hero is

he is appeased

The cult of the Fravashis

dered harmless.

living has become

are

religion!.

to live with the gods. In order to let him use his power

up of a memorial

below,

and wor-

aspect of the

This substream

goes back to the first millennium

and not to harm his descendants

2.2. Mesopotamia

of the living.

was practised2•

as an alternative

at erected
believed

every month

not even in the Zarathustrian

In India a similar hero-cult
can be regarded

Near East

meals of the living with the dead.

with the living

with paradise,

in the Ancient

are commemorated

cult, in communal

the relation

not associated

Afterlife

1982:353.

his

of the Fra-

heroes was never

2.3. Asia Minor:

whereas

his body was burned

also traces of regular
2.3. ASIA MINOR:

been buried2•

THE HITTITES

This indicates
In Hittite
common people
world;

religion we find different
feared death

the problem

in his apotheosis;

and becoming

of the mortality
and, finally,

approaches

to the problem

a helpless

spirit

conceptions

The world

gloomy place where

the dead "lived"

dead are dependent

on the living.

like shades.

the living. With special
exorcized

rituals

are basically

such malign

after they had

also the New Year Festival

dead were believed

to join this annual cere-

pared

LUGAL

refers

meS4.

to Gilgamesh

to a group of kings

They are described

with regard

of the netherworld,

as judges;

and the Greek judges of the netherworld
The same seemingly

to the state of the deceased

cate the state of Rhadamanthys:

Hittite

he was believed

fields, but also in the netherworld

and ancient

contradictory

statements

kings were used to indito live in the Elysian

where he is working

as a judge6•

to

of the dead had to be

from the netherworld

and live with the

gods after his death. When the king dies he is said to have become
In many texts the spirit of the deceased
people

is mentioned

king and sometimes

as the deity Zawalli4•

a god.

also of other

The place where

the

deified dead are supposed to live resembles the Egyptian Earu-fields and
Mesopotamian Dilmun5. After his death the king hoped to live in green pastures, where he could tend his cattle.
Lengthy

funerary

ic afterlife.

rites had to help the deceased

king to reach his beatif-

During these rites the king is represented

by a statue,

See in general on the Hittite conceptions of afterlife Vieyra 1965; Haas
1976; and Lebrun 1983. Our survey is restricted to the period of the New
Hittite Empire (ca.1450-ca. 1200 B.C.). Some of the Neo-Hittite material
will be discussed in section 2.5.3. 1. below.
2

See on the Hittite royal funerary
1973; and Gurney 1977:59-63.

See for this classification D. Silvestri, "Riflessi linguistici della
ideologie funerarie nell' Anatolia ittita", in Gnoli, Vernant 1982:407418.

Cf. E. von Schuler,

Cf. Otten

1961 and G. Steiner,

Cf. Haas

Cf. Archi

1979.

Cf. Vieyra

1965:128

UF 3(1971) ,270-275.

Cf. Gurney

1977:62.

1958; Christman-Franck

WM 1/1, pp.206-207.

1977:61-63.

1976:209.

Cf. M. Marazzi,
and Gurney

rites Otten

Or.45(1978) ,214.

Cf. H. von Geisau,

viz.

so they can be com-

The

harmful

called

was held3•

3•

Only the king could hope to escape

prominent

the

to the dead kings

them regularly

care can become
spirits

the

to be a

For their well-being

to eat their own excrement.

spirits of the dead who do not receive proper

that prominent

kings Minos and Rhadamanthys5.

of the dead was believed

If these do not provide

they are forced

of death was re-

offerings1• There are

of the king were laid to rest in a building

in which probably

literature

the karuiles

spirits2•

of the dead and the netherworld

same as in ancient Mesopotamia.

with food and drink,

malign

131

mony.
Hittite

in the nether-

of the king was solved by the belief

in the cult the problem

duced to taking care of the dead and exorcising
The Hittite

of deathl:

with funerary

food offerings

The bones

the "Stone House",

together

the Hittites

Der Kleine Pauly, IV, col. 1389.
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of Beatific

Afterlife

in the Ancient

Near East

2.4. Greece

weapons

with the body. At the funeral

there was a meal at which
2.4. GREECE

were brought

near the graves.

to have been a privilege
There are two important
conceptions

of beatific

ades of scholarly
many cultural

reasons

afterlife

research

for giving a survey of the ancient
in this study. First,

it has become

contacts with the Eastl;

in the last dec-

clear that ancient

secondly,

and related matters

a number

Greece had

of ancient Greek

conceptions

of afterlife

Near East2•

So we may hope that the study of Greek culture, which

have parallels

tively better known than most ancient Near Eastern
some light on a number

of problems

of understanding

Greek

in the ancient

cultures,

is rela-

will throw

Of the Mycenaean

period

evidence

(ca.1580 to ca. 1120 B.C.) 3 we only have the arIt shows that the deceased

to live on and still feel human wants. The descendants
these by burying household

This implies

objects

and personal

was believed

tried to satisfy

belongings

like jewels and

This continued

of a restricted

1965; E. Masson, Recherches sur
en grec, Paris 1967; F. Schacher-

Leiden

les plus ,anciens emprunts semitiques
mayer, Aegeis und Orient: Die Uberseeisehen Kulturbeziehungen
von Kreta
und Mykenai mit Agypten, der Levante und Kleinasien unter besonderer Berucksichtigung des 2. Jahrtausends v. Chr , , Wien 1967; J.P. Brown, "Literary Contexts of the Common Hebrew-Greek Vocabulary", JSSt 13(1968),
163-191 (see also his articles in VT 19(1969) ,146-170; JSSt 24(1979),
159-173; 25(1980) ,1-21; and ZAW 93(1981) ,374-400); J.D. Muhly, "Homer
and the Phoenicians: The Relation Between Greece and the Near East in
the Late Bronze and Early Iron Age", Berytus 19(1970) ,19-64; M.C. Astour,
"Ugarit and the Aegean", in Orient and Occident, Fs C.H. Gordon, ed. H.
A. Hoffner, AOAT 22, Neukirchen-Vluyn
1973, pp.17-27; M.K. Schretter,
Alter Orient und Hellas, Innsbrucker Beitrage zur Kulturwissenschaft,
Sonderheft 33, Innsbruck 1974; Bartelmus 1979:55-59; W. HeIck, Die Be-

ziehungen Agyptens und Vorderasien zur Agais bis ins 7. Jahrhundert v.
Chr., Darmstadt 1979; H. Haag, "Der gegenwartige Stand der Erforschung
der Beziehungen zwischen Homer und dem Alten Testament", Das Buch des
Bundes, Dusseldorf 1980, pp.109-118.309-311;
and Griffin 1980:XV.
2

See next to pp.60-61 above G. Steiner, "Die Unterweltsbeschw6rung
des
Odysseus im Lichte Hethitischer Texte", UF 3(1971) ,265-283; Dijkstra,
De Moor 1975:171-172 who compare Od.11 with KTU 1.22:1; and for the
comparison of the Greek heroes with the UgariIic rp'um as mighty dead
Gese 1970:91; L'Heureux 1974:273-274, n.28; De Moor 1976:337; and Ribichini, Xella 1979:157.
See on this period

Schnaufer

1970:1-33.

as well.
which

for the dead seems

of persons belonging

to

in family graves. When there was

the older ones were simply pushed

in the "life" of the dead was connected

of the body, but also with the remembrance

aside.
with

of the de-

ceased. With regard to the latter it has to be noted that we find attempts
to preserve

the identity

of the dead by mask or chest plates

on the body.

There were even traces of mummification.
After

ca. 1200 B.C. there is a clear break in the burial
graves

appear and the custom of burning

The latter has been ascribed

to Hittite

way of treating

the dead did not replace

in many places we find evidence

with the belief

in a survival

the same objects

the dead forever,
which were buried

but it is also poss-

the Mycenaean

Age3• This new

the custom of burying

of their deceased

relatives

had broken

after death akin to life on earth, because

the burning

of the body was not meant to destroy

the bones were carefully
and marked with stelae4.

Age, indicates

in the conceptions

collected

in caskets

the dead by stelae, which has its roots in the

together with the burning

of afterlife.

of the body a change

The "life" of the dead was no longer be-

lieved to depend on the preservation

of the body. Nevertheless,

drink offerings

customary.

to the dead remained

at the individual

Cf. Ibid., pp.34-57
2

Cf. Schnaufer
Cf. Burkert

food and

As a rule they were

graves in the first 30 days after the burial.

and Burkert

1977:294-295.

1970:49.
1977:295.

Cf. Ibid., pp.294-295;

glaube der Griechen,
Schnaufer

the body;

of both side by side. And it is unlikely

because

The custom of representing

brought

Indi-

were still given to the dead, albeit that they were

burnt now. Apparently

Mycenaean

customs.

the corpse was started1•

influence2,

ible that it stems from the period before

that people who burnt the bodies
Cf. M.C. Astour, Hellenosemitica,

to be present

after the burial,

providing

number

The dead were buried

that the belief

the preservation

vidual

from graves.

families.

was believed

food offerings

no more roan left for new burials

we meet in the dis-

cussion of these cultures.

chaeological

important

and later in the house of the family

the deceased

There are also traces of regular
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1970:48-50.

against E. Rohde, Seelenkult und Unsterblichkeits1898, rpt. Darmstadt 1980, pp.27-32; cf. also

conceptions

period

of Beatific

Afterlife

the dead were believed

in which

the graves

drink offerings
come up and go through
Homer represents

in the Ancient

to take part in yearly

and stelae were cleaned

were offered

the city

2.4. Greece

Near East

feasts

and decorated,

for

where-

to all dead. Then the dead would

1•

the more rational

view of the aristocratic

society

of

other hand this double
common

feeling:

the deceased

a happy

to a shadowy

and cheerless

therefore

good face is turned

which is something

of afterlife,

ception",
the world

like the lowest state of being,

or, as Homer calls it, a shadow. The existence
of the dead, which

"not a continuation

According

is called Hades,

of the personal

the fact that personal

to achieve

to the Homeric

praised him because

of his eternal

fame:

of a poor peasant

a kind of monument

according

It is more likely,

of Achilles

These verses,

however,

to

is
howwho

live as the least

which

seem to contradict

as a later addition

that this contradiction

means to describe

the state of mind of Achilles.
reaction, which

1977:298-299

rather

to Odysseus,

to which he seeks the honourable

but

Cf. Burkert

to be regarded

His words

is characteristic

and on funerary

It is remarkable

killed

burial

offerings

death

to the
is a

are not rational,

of this hero6.
Herrmann

On the

1959:53-69.

2 Schnaufer 1970:65, n.215 tries to prove that Homer did not want to represent the dead as birds or bats; the verb use (1:PL 1:w) would only denote the movement of the dead. However, if we take the many parallels
to this conception of the dead into account (see p.l00 above) this distinction seems to be too strict.
For a survey of the discussion on the complex problem of the interpretation of this term in the Homeric literature see Sonnemans 1984:59-66.
" The inconsistencies
in this description of the 4JUXn (cf. Burkert 1977:
301, n.ll) may be due to the fact that Homer sometimes needed active
dead in his epic.
S J.M. Redfield, Nature and CuZture of the Iliad, Chicago 1975, p.181
(quoted and discussed by Griffin 1980:145ff.); cf. also Sonnemans 1984:
66 who states: "Sie hat nicht vorher den Menschen belebt noch besitzt
sie selbst Leben. Bei Homer bedeutet E"UiwAOV
oder 4JUXn die Ge-wesenheit

afterlife.

against

customs

within

there

(Od.4,561-568).

Minoan

religion".

"Liever daqloner op aarde

•••

nI

Its inhabitants

which makes

live a happy

According

there before

death.

1969, pp.7-8 .

conception

This could

because

as a rule

also have a

as a token for poster-

and significance

of the person

who is

like Achilles

regard

the conception

of the blessed",

at the western
it possible

lacks

there was one

the battles

of Thebes

of the concept

end of the earth.

of
It has

three times a year.

life. They are god-like,
group of heroes

but

is taken

this group is extended

and Troy

(11.167-173).

of Elysium

to have reached

The end of this development

Cf. J.-P. Vernant, "Death with Two Faces",
Griffin 1980:96-102.

of Elysium,

as a survival

to harvest

and never-ending

were believed

Odes 2,79-80).

Cf. Schnaufer

to the Odyssey

In Hesiod' s "Works and Days"

who survived

4Juxri

as akin to the living or as

to Homer only a selected

next step in this development

is that also dead

Elysium

(cf. Pindar,

is that Elysium

in Humphreys

to

The

is

1981:285-291

and

1970:125-176.
1980:46-47.

Griffiths, "In Search of the Isles of the Blest", Greeae and Rome
16(1947),122-126
assumes that it is the religion of Egypt that had
transmitted the idea of a blissful Elysium together with the idea of
judgement after death to Crete.
J.G.

Cf. Roloff
Leiden

place.

beliefs,

but these practices

According

"the island

des Menschen".

Cf. C.J. Ruijgh,

of this very negative

who did not die, but was taken by the gods to

It is situated

not divineS.

Cf. Griffin

to chaos and

care for the body of those who are

line of thinking:

Most scholars

with

a very mild climate,

Olympian

give

So death has two faces. And its

Mycenaean

easily2,

afterlife.

viz. Menelaus,

is identical

heroes

Death belongs

take an important

of ancient

of the dead person

which

all heroes

epics

the existence

the hope for a beatific

Elysium

a

death cannot

3•

The conception

exception,

the background

the Homeric

ity the grave records
buried

positively.

are not changed

function

in Hades.

on decent burial

as a remnant

death may very well represent

Just like the other dead he is condemned

existence

that in the Homeric

and emphasis

be explained

clear

"I would

(Il.18,90-126) , have been explained

a spontaneous

in

than reign as a king over the innumerable

(Od.ll,489-491).

earlier words of Achilles

work of Homer.

4JUXn

after death. This consolation,

as is shown by the words

masses of the dead"

and per-

epics the only way to make death acceptable

a status of being memorable

of the servants

of the

is probably

life but rather

feeling

life once existed" S .

ever, is ambivalent

as a hero

without

towards

glory gained by a hero-like

cannot be influenced
to lifel.

(eighth century B.C.). In his writings the dead appear as peeping
bats and fluttering birds2 and he describes the dead person as a 4JUXn 3,

his time

attitude

the eternal
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1970:93-101.124-126.

conceptions

of Beatific

Afterlife

in the Ancient

open to all humans, but now it is located
general hope for beatific

afterlife

cults, which became very popular
initiates

a beatific

ritualsl.

lives in the mystic
a new conception
in the seventh

afterlife,

the bearer

from the body, in which

belief

as llJuxri, which can
llJuxri was now seen as

of personal

Within

that the soul which

phenomenon

the same framework

with regard

to the Greek

The heroes were venerated

origin of the Greek hero-cult

We are warned

provoke suspicion
It ·is possible

Homeric

part

to be blessed
belongs

or

the Greek

in a new body on

conceptions

because

of after-

they were be-

they could help the living. The

is still a matter

n

by Coldstream
subject,

of dispute.

If one is not

that "Greek hero-worship

where any general

statement

has alis apt to

5•

three different

to the rise of the hero-cult.
funerary

may have been the beginning
funerary offerings

offerings

First,

factors which have atwe have the Mycenaean

to the graves

of a hero-cult6,

end and a hero-cult

of important

but it is difficult
starts?

is the fact that after three or more centuries,

family
people

to decide

Much more revealing

in the eighth

century B.C.,

Cf. Roloff

1970:177ff.

and Burkert

Cf. A. Dihle, "Totenglauben und seelenvorstellung
im ~. Jahrhundert vor
Christus"
in Jenseitsvol'steUungen
in Antike und chs-ietentum, Fs A.
Stuiber, ;ahrbuch fur Antike und Christentum, Erganzungsband
9, MUnster
Cf. B. Gladigow,
cf. Sonnemans
coldstream
6

in Stephenson

century

1984:145-161.

graves
between

inspired

Apparently

factors

There

are different

persons

Heracles,

from human beings
The distance

cles, Castor

heroes4•

and were venerated

before

in later centuries

could become

called &Caoo ~ for the maintainance
5

important
heroes.

Some

at the Mycenaean

persons,

like soldiers

There were special

of the cults of "beginning"

Many heroes

were known

to be able to help the living

as healers

who protect

clubs

or unknown

in many ways

those who venerated

6

•

them

1976:14.

1921 and Burkert

1977:313.

1982:108.

1970:102.153.

Cf. Farnell 1921:4-5.17-18; K. Kerenyi, Die Hel'oen del' Gl'ieah~n, Zurich
1958, pp.18ff.; Schnaufer 1970:15; and H. von Geisau, Del' KZe~ne PauZy,
II, col. 1103.
Cf. Snodgrass

Cf. Burkert
V, col.897.

As

young man

•

4 Cf. Roloff

Del' Kleine PauZy,

a heavenly

as a time of heroes.

Cf. Th. Pekary, Del' KZeine PauZy, V, cols.1188-1189.
cult Herrmann 1959:95-99 and Burkert 1977:315-316.

1982:108 and D. Wachsmuth,

to become

the handsome

by Homer. They were venerated

fields,

like Hera-

to heaven

to be out of the question.

can be mentioned

As time went on also contemporary

who died on battle

than

off by the gods to be Zeus·' cupbearer.

Age was known

of them were described

after their death.

the rise of the mystery-cults

human being was believed

who was carried

semi-divine

and the gods is much greater

Thus it could only be said of heroes

to this rule, however,

The Mycenaean

tombs.

as protectors

have to be distinguished

that after dying they mounted

In the period

of a normal

heroes

the

system with independent

First we have the heroes who are

and Rbadamanthys

the latter heroes

and Pollux

apotheosized.

Minos

who became

between

for the primeval

Ganymede,

of the

impulse:

of the gods and who lived in the remote past. These

like

ascent

kinds of heroes.

this. The

circulation

of a new economic

es-

the people

the stories

may have furthered

by the Panhellenic

again,

new inhabitants

tombs and associated

and small towns, which had their own heroes
or founders of the dynasty 3 .

Cf. snodgrass

1976:8.

Other

is the beginning

Cf. Farnell

1980:122-123.

Mycenaean
continuity

There may also have been a socio-political

Cf. Coldstream

1982, pp.9-20.

monumental

with theml.

The heroes were supposed

1977:415.

to the ancient

there was no racial

large landowners

heroes
1
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Age and the later population.

was probably
epics2•

eighth

where

by the unknown

heroes

an exception

to distinguish

graves. The regular

where

hero-cult

the immortal

in this field, one has to be very careful with far-reaching

ways been a rather untidy

tributed

be found already

At death it is freed

is not yet pure has to return

lieved to have special powers with which

statements.

is

of ancient

descendants

life is the hero-cult.

a specialist

identity3.

to bring offerings

in regions

were impressed

their

in the mystery-cults

it was kept as if in a prison,

in the hereafter4•

earth.
An important

The

2.

element

began

of the Mycenaean

B.C. They promised
during

people

pecially

in the mystery-

they could experience

An important

of the dead person

century B.C.

of a human being,

punished

which

in the netherworld.

has its origin

in the sixth century
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1977:317-318.

See on the hero-

2. conceptions

138

'f in the Ancient
A ft er l~ e

of Beatific
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a n"pw'- ta"CP6!; was venerated, who according
against diseases. In Attica
~
to Farnell had "compeers in many other regions" 1. Famous healer heroes are
Asclepius,

Amph'araus
~

tility to women.

and Achilles.

1
In the firs t pace,

Heroes were also believed
however

,

against enemies, mighty helpers in battle.
, b t'f'
afterlife are different approaches to
Hero-cult and belief ~n ea ~ ~c
d afterlife. The first envisages primarily the rethe problem of death an
d the living, whereas the second concentrates on
lation between the dead an
the state of the dead themselves. But these different approaches intermingled

beatific

of everyday life. This becomes clear in
th'nking
~
lief
in heroes. In the Christian era and
of the be

in the religious

the later development
probably even earlier

"hero" became

2.5. SYRIA AND PALESTINE

to give fer-

they were the protectors

a designation

In this

of ch.2 a more elaborate

of afterlife

Chief emphasis

which

closest neighbours.

in the late Bronze Age, because

at Tell Ras Shamra,

vided much relevant

survey is given of positive

are found among Israel's

is laid on Ugarit

nate discoveries

the fortu-

Minet el Beida and Ras Ibn Hani pro-

information.

of the dead enjoying
2.5.1.

2

afterlife

last section

conceptions

INDICATIONS

OF CULT OF THE DEAD IN THE BRONZE AGE?

•

The burial
Mesopotamia.

customs

in this areal are on the whole the same as in ancient

As a rule the dead were buried

in tombs and were provided

with grave-goods.

This indicates

bling

death. The living are able to help the dead by keeping

life before

the corpse undamaged

and provided

There are some indications
Bronze

or late Bronze

a funnel

that afterlife

grave in Megiddo;

the entry of the grave stands

to be resem-

with the things the dead need to live on.

of repeated

food offerings.

diameter

a large storage

At the entrance

E.g., in a middle

its capstone was found pierced

shaped hole, of which the maximum

could be deposited2•

was believed

jar, in which

of another

by

is about 20 cm. Before
food offerings

grave of that period3

a

niche was carved out of the rock. A small basalt bowl was set into this
niche

in such a way that its mouth was at the same level as the surface

the rock. This might have been
rounding

an offering

place

associated

graves.

Just as in Mesopotamia

the malign

who did not receive proper

influence

care was feared,This

of the spirits
explains

See the surveys by Hrouda 1957 and K.M. Kenyon,
Jericho", ADAJ 16(1971) ,5-30.
"Grabkammer II"; cf. G. Schumacher,
20 and pl. VI.
Farnell

1921:369.

Cf. M. Delcourt,
76-77.

, de s et nultes de heros en Greae, paris 1942, pp.
Legen
v

of

with the sur-

of the dead

why in a middle

"Burial Customs

Tell el: Mutesellim,

at

I, 1908, pp.19-

Tomb 234; cf. P.L.O. Guy and R.M. Engberg, Megiddo Tombs, Chicago 1938,
pp.108ff. See on the interpretation of the finds in both graves Quell
1925:15 and Ribar 1973:46-51.
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Bronze grave in Jericho
buried there: without
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one or both arms had been removed

their arms the dead were probably

Near East
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from the bodies

supposed

to be

pretation

harmlessl.

the dead

are regarded

(see pp.36.47

by some scholars

above), but repeated

as indications

food offerings

the dead do not imply that the dead were venerated.
dication

sanctuary

a royal cemetery which

and a temple

to Matthiae

dedicated

appeared

to Reshep,

in Ebla2•

to be connected

this is the "first archaeological

cult of the royal ancestors",

Akkadian

texts about the kispu and the Ugaritic

evidence

which we knew already

of the kings",

with rites for dead kings'.
royal tombs of Byblos

Matthiae

relates

were foundS.

"Double Temple"

the

Temple"

Acof the

from the
A

He also assumes

Bronze

a connection

of Hazor, which was related

to a burial

6

found evidence

of a cult of the dead in the middle

ple aux obe Ltsques " of Byblos
In the courtyard

dedicated

to ReshepB,

and the late Bronze

outside

a great number

likely that they had been placed
very different

the temple

in size

"Temple

in Byblos,

of Stelae"

of stelae had been erected.

there at the same time, because

(from about 25 cm to nearly

interpreted

erected

Cf. Matthiae 1979 and his articles on the same subject
(1980) ,I-52 and ArOr 49(1981) ,55-65.

in a middle

For this reason

to decide

whether

the archaeological

evidence

the proposed

in

ation exceeding

temple

in Akkadica

17
2

• G. Pettinato, Culto ufficiale ad Ebla durante il regno di Ibbi-sipis,
Orientis Antiqua Collectio, XVI, Rome 1979, pp.31-32; cf. also Healey
1984:251.

cf. Y. Yadin, Hazar,

1979:567;

1957:248.252-253

and BASOR

et l'Egypte,
London

to

has shown that these stelae were
it is very unlikely

as an indication

connection

Mattiae

and Albright

finds described

that they rep-

are correct

above without

of the graves with the temple points

the normal

in

additional

of a cult of the dead, but certainly
to a vener-

care for the dead.

Cf. Burkert

Paris

4

1972, p.96.

on "stones memor-

1977:298.

"Symbols

Eastern ArchaeoZogy
City

and in general

of Deities

at Zinjirli,

in the Twentieth

1970, pp.199-231;

Carthage, and Hazor", in Neaz>
ed. J.A. Sanders, Garden

Century,

esp. pp.216.220-223.

J. Gray, Neaz> Eastern Mythology, New York 1969, p.94; cf. also VT 16
(1966) ,35-36; K. Galling, ZDPV 75 (1959),7-12; and Yadin, Hazor, pp.73-74.

1928-1929,
Cf. C.F. Graesser, BA 35(1972) ,60-61; Ribar
Barrick, VT 25(1975) ,589-590.

Matthiae

also

as references

It is not

Y. Yadin,

Albright

Albright

in Gezer

of

for

they are

Customs, p.21.

cf. P. Montet, Byblos

intercessors

cannot be proved5•

Bronze

disc and

the moon-god

persons7.

It is difficult

"Tem-

"Double

as commemorations

favor who had become

but re-excavation

simultaneously.

interpreting

1979:568.

Cf. Gese 1970:46.

,

with a crescent

to Yadin· this represents

as is assumed by Gray',

the stelae

deceased

is decorated

these stelae were intended

of the divine

for the same pur-

with the older

stelae was found at the rear of the

Cf. also C.F. Graesser, BA 35(1972),59
ializing the dead" ibid., pp.39-41.

2

6

their kindred",

rough stones

ex-

On

2 m). It is assumed

Cf. Kenyon, Burial

S Matthiae 1979:569;
pp.143ff.

Whether

One would

Greek tomb stelae.

which was probably

1

Matthiae

Bronze

3
•

of this inter-

and thus makes it

to represent.

- not to be confused

hands. According

recipients

literary

Albright

3

and his consort

resent

also used simple

of Hazor

The problem

is inscribed

it is supposed

The stele in the middle

two outstretched

with

area.

Hazor7.

building.

a cult of the dead

of the city and on top

personsl•

like the well-known

- a row of ten small basalt

6

have to do

his finds to the middle

In the temple

•

"notable

in texts speak-

in his opinion

which were found in the heart

of which traces of buildings
the middle Bronze

which

2

deceased

the person

the other hand the Greeks
pose

with a

.•.

to identify

pect them all to be inscribed

in-

texts about the rp'um3•

to this cult of the dead was found by Pettinato

ing of the "lamentations

Within

a god of the netherworld.

funerary

reference

and fear for

A more convincing

of a cult of the dead was found by Matthiae

city he discovered

of a cult of

commemorate

is that only one of these stelae

possible

Such phenomena

cording

that these stelae
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Albright

1973:23-24;

and W. Boyd

1957:243-244.

184(1966),26-27.
Cf. A. Reichert, BRL, 2nd ed., pp.207-208;
Barrick, VT 25(1975) ,590.

Ribar

1973:17ff.;

and W. Boyd
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2. Conceptions

of Beatific

Afterlife

in the Ancient

Near East

2.5. Syria and Palestine

built

tombs

consist

stone plates.
2.5.2.

UGARIT

of one square

The lack of literary

the attitude

evidence

of a number
towards

in the middle

of Ugaritic

death.

texts can be related

Bronze

As we shall see below,

the afterlife

by

necessary

can be discussed

whether

mentioned

tombs and burial

special

these

the entrance

above. But

practices

to push

There

themselves.

house

2.5.2.1.

TOMBS AND BURIAL

3
•

preserved

Minet el Beida

graves were excavated!.

rived about the burial

customs

of Ugarit.

All tombs discussed

the houses

and palaces.

only be afforded
also found within
were buried

These

by wealthy

From them some information

of the ancient

inhabitants

here are situated

within

can be de-

of the kingdom
the city, under

graves made of hewn stone or bricks

families.

the city walls,

in still undiscovered

Characteristic

and Ras Ibn Hani many well-

A number

but it is likely
cemeteries

of the end of the middle

are the family tomb~ which were

of more simple

found beneath

Age

description

offerings

to be connected

before

One tomb

into a room of the

to the dead after

with a cultic

tomb type are a number

dating

is given recently

from the late Bronze

instal-

and its relation

by Callot6•

this period.

of regular

offerings

The excavators
7

water.

Other

tokens

to bring

Cf. AAAS

offerings

an opening

offerings

open the grave again.

many libation

attested

in

con-

be provided

with

to the dead are the vases placed

in the wall of the graves.

to the dead after the burial

Some graves

and the
the grave

installations

By these the dead could easily

of repeated

the tombs under

the house

to the dead is also clearly

discovered

family

to the house to which

It shows that the house

easily.

The custom

of vaulted

AgeS. A very clear

could be entered

(1800 - 1600 B.C.)

may have been connected

This made it

without

having

to

with cuI tic in-

13 (1963) ,213.

See on this phenomenon in Ugarit C.F.-A. Schaeffer, The Cuneiform Tablets
Of Ras Shamra, The Schweich Lectures 1936, London 1939, pp.46-56 and
Sukenik 1940.
Cf. Syria

a

See on this period Schaeffer, Syria 12(1931) ,5-6; 13(1932) ,16-20; 14
(1933),109-111;
15(1934),123; 17(1936),142; and esp. 19(1938),197-255.
See also Courtois, DBS IX, cols.1203-1208
and the short survey by Hrouda
1957:600.

to the dead2•

reached

at the same time and that from within

outside

Some graves had

were buried

grave were built

pOSSible

2

it was sometimes

interments.

offerings

to bring

of one of these graves

it belongs

with the graves •

! Cf. C.F.-A. Schaeffer, Syria 10(1929) ,290-293; 12(1931) ,1-6; 13(1932) ,24.11-20; 14(1933) ,96-118; 15(1934) ,106-108.111-118.123;
16(1935) ,148152.156-157; 17(1936) ,106-109.120-121.138-144;
18(1937) ,134-142.149; 19
(1938) ,197-255;317-319;
20(1939) ,280-282; 28(1951) ,5-8.16-17; Ug.l(1939),
72-92; AAAS 1(1951) ,pl.II; 13(1963) ,127; AfO 19(1959-1960) ,193; 21(1966),
132-133; cf. also Ug.6(1969) ,121-137; E. and J. Lagarce, Syria 51(1974),
7.17-20; AAAS 25 (1975) ,43-44; K. Toueir, Archeol.oqia
88 (1975) ,66-70 and
Syria 56(1979) ,237; J. Margueron, Syria 54(1977) ,175-178; N. Saliby,
AAAS 29-30(1979-1980) ,105-139 and in La Syrie au Bronze recent, Paris
1982, pp.37-42; o. Callot, Une maison
Ougarit, Paris 1983, pp.44-45.
65-66; see also the surveys by L. Hennequin, DBS III, cols.472-475 and
J.-C. Courtois, DBS IX, cols.1200ff.1440-1441.

of repeated

Bronze

the houses,

nected

These brick

given to

tomb!.

grave appeared

the city.

many houses2•

century

the grave-goods

children

vases the top of which

to this middle

tombs beneath

graves was

that most common people

outside

Bronze

could

Another

covered with

in the room above4•

Related
In the tells of Ras Shamra,

contained

of earlier
Sometimes

above. This made it possible

lation

CUSTOMS

for this purpose.

are some indications

the burial

including

To make room for new bodies

to the family

of this period

walls

some even until the fourteenth

aside the remains

recesses

sloping

the house by a stone shaft. The

many interments

the dead at the burial.

and

some of these texts con-

to the facts from archaeology

first we have to study the Ugaritic

Age is compensated

texts concerning

cern a cult of the dead. So the question

with

tombs were used over long periods,
B.C. So they contained

the discovery

room with

They are connected

143

19(1938) ,213.

Cf. Ibid., p.228.
See on this development
O. Callot, Une maison
Shamra-Ougarit,
Paris

Courtois,

a

DBS IX, col.1205.

Ougarit, Etudes d'architecture

1983, pp.44-45.65-66;

domestique, Ras
pls.4.10.13.21.23;ph.24.25.

7

Cf. Syria 10(1929) ,291; 12(1931) ,2; 13(1932) ,4; 14(1933) ,107.115;
(1934) ,116.
.

S

Cf. Syria

14(1933) ,100; 15(1934) ,115-116.

15
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2. conceptions

stallations
gravesl.

of Beatific

like offering

A number

tables,

Afterlife

located

in the Ancient

the palaces

So it is likely that the royal family was also buried
gravez•
Schaeffer

called these graves Mycenaean
influence

found in them. In his opinion
Because

they were a minority

their tombs beneath

potamia6•
attested

to protect

pottery

they are quite

is hardly

can be regarded

as a luxury

imported

4

,

because

customs

tombs in the Aegean

(knkn)

funerary

For this kind of pottery

the same as those of the other peoples
note a more than usual emphasis

of Ugarit

offerings

The opening

2

19(1938),228;

and Ug.6(1969),91ff.

Cf. Syria 28(1951) ,16-17 and Courtois, DBS IX, col.1236. In the excavation reports two royal cemeteries are mentioned, because the first
vaulted late Bronze tombs discovered in Minet el Beida were - probably
mistakenly - also interpreted as royal graves. Another confusing element
is the identical numbering of the tombs in Minet el Beida and Ras Shamra;
cf. the remark by R. North, ZDPV 89(1973) ,155.

EVIDENCE

offerings

to graves

and funerary

is mentioned

offerings

with-

in KTU 1.19:111.41

in the wall found in some tombs may be the same as

brought

in some cultic

texts". A description

of

to the grave is found in KTU 1.142:

db/:Lt.byy.bn

Sacrifice

sry.l<fi.tr! ]

of sry to "t.t»]

d.bqbrS

who is in the grave.

2.5.2.2.1.

THE ATTITUDE

important

by byy, son

TOWARDS

]

DEATH AND AFTERLIFE

Against
2

4

The article of J. Servais, "Architectures
funeraires mycen~enne et ougari tique: un paralliHe a evi ter", in Phoenicia and its Neighbours, Phoenicia III, Namur 1985 was not available to me.

17(1936) ,109 and Ug.l(1939) ,72-92.

of Ugarit,

in which

part, we find many references

IN THE EPIC LITERATURE

Schaeffer,

The Cuneiform

to

the problem
such

of death plays

funerary

offerings.

an

One

Tablets of Ras Shamra, pp.46-56.

Against P.C. Craigie, Ugarit and the Old Testament, Grand Rapids 1983,
p.29. Craigie also speaks in this connection of the commemoration of the
dead. This is probably more correct.
Cf. De Moor 1971:170.

Cf. Syria

S Cf. R. de Vaux, RB 49(1940) ,247 and Courtois,

for a bea-

of these

3

6

THE LITERARY

A libation-pipe

mentioned

In the epic literature
13(1932),2;

hopes

of the texts.

We can only

to the dead. Howeve4

it would go too far to speak of a cult of the dead on the basis

1 Cf. Syria

on the basis

can hardly

the inhabitants

are on the whole

in Syria and Palestine.

on repeated

3.

information.

the "urbt., "window",

from abroad and given to the dead as

of the people

Whether

their dead or cherished

In some texts we find references
out further

a special giftS.
The tombs and burial

ever venerated

can only be decided

2.5.2.2.

hostilities

tenable

common in Syria and Meso-

people.

of the dead2•

was

of burying the dead beneath the houses is
many times in this region7• Nor does presence of Mycenaean pottery
to Mycenaean

Ugarit

traders.

And also the custom

prove that the tombs belong

of ancient

of the graves under the houses

of the veneration

they would have built

them from eventual

however,

be used as evidence

tific afterlife

to Mycenaean

to this kind of vaulted

whereas

l
facts alone • Even the location

145

the way they were built

these graves belonged

This theory,

in Ugarit.

in this type of

much Mycenaean

in the city of Ugarit,

there are very few parallels
region of that periodS,

because

and because

their houses

of the local population3•

2.5. Syria and Palestine

in small rooms on top of the

of the tombs were found beneath

made him assume Aegean

Near East

It has to be admitted,

however,

that the reading

knrt is also possible.

DBS IX, cols.1200-1201.

Cf. Strommenger 1957:588-589. A good example of this type of tomb in
Palestine is Tomb 1 in Megiddo; cf. G. Schumacher, Tell el Mutesellim,
I, 1908, pp.14ff.19ff. and pls.V~VI.

7

Cf. Barrelet

6

The same custom is attested in late Bronze tombs in Byblos; cf. J.-F.
Salles, La necropole
'K' de Byblos, Edition ADPF 1980, pp.65-66.

1980:8-13.

Cf. J.C. de 11oor.,UF 2(1970) ,325 and J. Gray, Ug. 7(1978) ,102.
As a rule the Ugaritic texts are cited in this study according to KTU,
but comparison with the photos and copies of the tablets sometimes led
to different readings (cf. also the forthcoming edition of the religious
texts of Ugarit by J.e. de Moor et al.).
Whenever possible the texts are stichometrically
arranged, because this
can be of great help to the interpretation.
See on the art of versification in Ugarit the articles of J.C. de Moor in Studies in the Bible and
Ancient Near East, Fs S.E. Loewenstamm, Jerusalem 1978, pp.119-139 and
UF 10(1978) ,187-217 (an outline of De Moor's theories in this matter is
given on pp.216-217 below).
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2. Conceptions

of Beatific

of these epics, the epic of Aqhat,
the Gilgamesh

Afterlife

shows some striking

Epic with regard to the attitude

reason it can be used here, like the Gilgamesh
framework

in the Ancient

for the survey of the Ugaritic

towards

similarities

of death and after-

beginning

Daniel

of the epic we are told that Daniel

a son is so important

to him is explained

25 wykn. bnh. bbt.
srs.bqrb

and his son Aqhat.

desperately

in the following

needs

In the

a son. Why

lines:

(26) »n».

bqds (27) zt:r, <rrih.
l'l'?ms?'u.qtrh
l<pr.£ml'. 'irh.

offspring

A key role in the interpretation

mimeh. (31) [klSb
sp'u.ksmh.bt.bCl

halmnth, bt. oil.

yn.

one who makes

very likely

come out his smoke from the earth,
of his placeS,

away those who do something

to him,

of the first lines is played by the dif-

as the first of the gods and also in a number of cultic

who carries him when filled with wine,

'il., "god" or "El", and
as "the god who is

So it can be interpreted

In this text, however,

•

as an as-

Daniel is called king in KTU 1.19:III.46 and Aqhat is probably regarded
as a future king (cf. the related text KTU 1.22:II.17). It has been disputed, however, whether Daniel was really a king; cf. J.C.L. Gibson,
VT.S 28(1975) ,60-68 and Canaanite MYths and Legends, 2nd ed., Edinburgh
1978, p.24, n.2; B. Margalit, UF 8(1976) ,175-176; and H.P. Dressler, VT
29(1979) ,152-161. Daniel would look more like a village chief than like
the monarch of a great city. But one does not have to be the ruler of a
great city to be called king. See against the remarks of Gibson also
Xella 1982B:624.
UF 10

So J.C. de Moor in a forthcoming note in UFo He connects this word,
which also occurs in KTU 1.43:3 (later corrected into zCtl'), with Arabic
zaCtar, Jewish-Aramaic and Syrian ?atra and Akkadian zatel'u/satara/
saturu. Cf. also Pope 1977:164 and 1981:160, n.4 who proposes to regard
it as a verb derived from the same noun.

'atr probably refers to a special cultic room in private houses,
Akkadian asil'tu; cf. Healey 1977A:247-248.

like

"mh , "his clan". It is

with

'il'ib has to be translated

that

of the ancestor.

Something

list of deified kings
mark4.

here as "the divine father,,3.

similar

can be observed

the divinity

in KTU 1.113. In this

the names of the kings are preceded

by 'il without

'il'ib can be regarded as the general designation

such deified persons.

Apparently

Daniel hoped to become

for

one of them after

his death.
A very important

Cf. the surveys by Van Se1ms 1954:125-137; Jirku 1969; Healey 1977A;
Astour 1980; Margalit 1980; Xella 1982A and Gli antenati di dio: Divinita
e miti della tradizione di Canaan, Verona 1982, pp.217-227.

'il'ib seems to have a different

by the parallel

'il has been used in that case as the element which indicates

and his share in the house of El,

and O. Loretz,

2

This is indicated

separation

one who serves his emmer-corn in the house of Baal

De Moor 1975:175 and M. Dietrich

his garments in the days of loam.

'il'ib, which also occurs in lists of the

or "El who is the father".

among the gods

additional

Cf. Dijkstra,
(1978) ,67.

season,

and II.1-8.16-23)

It seems to have been made up of the words

meaning.

one who holds his hand in drunkenness,
C

l.

one who sets up the stelae 3 of his ancestral gods ,
in the sanctuary the marjoram4 of his clan,

who drives

30 'abd.ydh.bskrn.

texts

pantheon

word

his roof in the muddy

pect of El as the father of the gods, who is for that reason the first

one who puts the lid on the abuse of his revi lers,

gl's.d .•sy. Lnh.

Ugaritic

the father"

in his palace,

from the dust the Protector

tbq.Lht: (29) n t.i eh:

5

I.42-52
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"ab , "father". This implies that it can be translated

Let him have a son in his house,

n?b.skn. 'il'ibh.

32

who washes

(KTU 1.17:I.25-33

ficult and much disputed

The epic of Aqhat is the story of king2

one who plasters

l'h?np?h.bym.r~

2.2., as a

lifel.

28

tb..ggh.bym (33) [~'ilt.

with

death. For this

Epic in section

conceptions

2.5. Syria and Palestine

Near East

text in this matter

information

is KTU 1.1095,

curs four times in this cultic text. Especially
portance

in this connection.

Cf. Dietrich, Loretz,
gon 1980:151-157.
2

because

about the state of the 'il'ib. The word
two references

In 1.19 and probably

Sanmartin

1974; Healey

it offers us

'il'ib ocare of im-

also in 11.34-35£

a sac-

1977A:249-258; and De Tarra-

Cf. Healey 1977A:256 and De Moor 1980:183-185. De Tarragon 1980:156
thinks of an unknown god, but he does not explain why this god is mentioned as the first among the gods.
Cf. Dietrich, Loretz, Sanmartin 1974:451: "el: des (verstorbenen) Vaters";
De Moor 1976:331 and 1980:184, n.66: "father-god", "ancestral god"; and
Healey 1977A:258: "divine ancestor". Against De Tarragon 1980: 155: "dieu
personnel", which is unlikely because of the parallel with <mho
See on this important though unfortunately mutilated text K.A. Kitchen,
"The King List of Ugarit", UP 9(1977) ,131-142; Healey 1984:249; and M.
Dietrich, O. Loretz, in Texte aus del' Umael.t:des Alten Testaments, ed.
O. Kaiser, Band I, Lieferung 5, Gutersloh 1985, pp.496-497.
See on this text J.C. de Moor, UF 2(1970) ,322-326.
KTU reads in 1.34: 'ug*[l'tJ, buta damaged
preted as a part of the letter Ibl.

letter Igl can also be inter-

2. Conceptions
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of Beatific

Afterlife

rifice to ·il'ib "in the aperture"
p.145

above this aperture

through which

offerings

denotes

(b "urbii) is mentioned.

could refer to the opening

to an ancestral

god a calf"l.

to "El who is the father".

As remarked

god: "for the life

and that

suggestion

based

ferent sacrifices.

From 1.11 to 1.18 the sacrifices

have to be brought

"in the house",

ferent contexts:
important

are mentioned

gods of Ugarit,

"into the aperture"

sacrifices

ancestor

cannot be classified,

22:1.9;
aperture

(1.2) is meant.

11.7-8; and 1.108:6-8).

character

The aperture

in the house of Baal mentioned
for his enemies

Mot, who made an end to Baal's kingship

1

the heading

Then comes Baal, who according

as a god of the netherworld
but the underworld

under

we assume that the founder

into the world

(KTU 1.6:11) and to her connection

which made it possible

to the most

First there is ·il'ib.

of the dead. Dagan was
3

•

The "Helper-gods"

of Reshep

doubt. With regard to Anat we can refer to her struggle
death, Mot

"in the

(cf. KTU 1.

can also be related

in the myth of Baal
to enter. Among
on earth.

to the

Their

If this interpretation

situation

Sumerian

ancestors

kings who were believed

cording

performed

2
•

to 1.27 the correctly
of the deceased

In the parallel

tectors

of his place".

spirits

of prominent

living

line this spirit
This is probably

ting up of the stelae
the sanctuary.

The marjoram

a happy

in a funerary

afterlife
context

element

to the dead3•

to the function

and 1.108:22

reminds

is the set-

of his clan" in

purposes

(cf. Exod

that it was believed

us of the stelae temples

stelae

in Ugarit.

However,

found in one of the temples

its temple

no archaeological

has been found yet. It has been assumed

of stelae

the following

connected

inscriptions

of ugarit4 prove

to

up of stelae mentioned
of Byblos

and Hazo~

It may well be that these lines in the epic of Aqhat are referring

hypothesis

of the

below).

and the "marjoram

The setting

up-

as one of the "Pro_

of the ancestor-cult

in this connection

for

to be able to help the

may have served apotropaic

12:22), but it is more likely
ensure

a reference

who were believed

of the ancestors

Ac-

like smoke curling

is described

on KTU 1.22:1.8-9

to 1.26 an important

how-

ritual would make it possible

to leave the netherworld

dead people

(see the remarks

According

to

to have

to KTU 1.17:I.25ff.,

to be able to leave the netherworld1•

wards

were

can be compared

ever, shows that Daniel hoped

the spirit

which

of the netherworld.

thing similar

is without

with the god of

with the X'p·um

kings

and the deified

to KTU 1.109 sacrithis aperture,

that the deified

The third and fourth duty of a son according

which

to gods living in the netherworld.

is mentioned,

to the myth of Baal had to descend
also regarded

become

dif-

out of the dif-

in the temple

by the fact that all gods mentioned

of the dynasty of the king

probably

be explained

have ties with the netherworld.

only one deified

of

From 1.19 probably

According

there through

we can conclude

to live in the netherworld.

that of Gilgamesh

like El, Baal and Yarikh, there were also other

viz. sacrifices

This is corroborated

supposed

on the struc-

which have to be brought

uses of ·il·ib might

next to the regular

kinds of sacrifices,

Because

Le., in the temple.
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could also be used as an exit of the netherworld.

·il·ib refers

are mentioned

to the netherworld.

to the gods living

of KTU 1.109 is correct,

that nps

introducing

as an entrance

fices were brought

this double use of the word

·il·ib. In the middle of this tablet we find two headings

The different

regarded

(or:

imply that we have both meanings

tentative

ture of this text can be made to explain

aperture".

on

nps ·il·ib

It is more likely, however,

This would

·il·ib in one text. The following

2.5. Syria and Palestine

found in some graves,

here as in KTU 1.105:112

a living sacrifice

to 1.23 the sacrifices

Near East

were made to the dead. Gray interprets

gdlt (11.12-13) as a sacrifice
soul) of the ancestral

in the Ancient

proof

to some-

confirming

this

that two inscribed
that Ugarit

with a cult of the deads. These

also had
stelae bear

(KTU 6.13 and 6.14)6:

(KTU 1.4:VII),

these enemies

So this aperture

is

can be

Cf. the article

of De Moor mentioned

on p.146,

n.4 above.

2

Cf. KTU 1.18:IV.25-26.37
describing death as the spirit being released
from the body "like smoke" (km qt:r). The same can be said of evil
spirits; cf. Y. Avishur, UF 13(1981) ,18.

J. Gray, Ug. 7(1978) ,102; Dietrich, Loretz, Sanmartin 1974:451 seem to be
of the same opinion, because they also refer to this line for the interpretation of ·il·ib as denoting a spirit of a dead person.

For Egyptian and Greek parallels
on p.146, n.4 above.

Cf. J.C. de Moor, UF 2(1970) ,325.

Cf. J.-C. Courtois,

Cf. J.J.M. Roberts, The Earliest Semitic Pantheon, Baltimore 1972, p.19
and Talon 1978:69. This has been contested, however, by Healey (cf.
Healey 1977B).

Cf. Albright

See the article

of De Moor mentioned

DBS IX, cols.1195-1196.

1957:247.

See On these texts M. Dietrich, O. Loretz, J. Sanmartin,
291; Dijkstra, De Moor 1975:175; and Healey 1977B.

UF 5(1973) ,289-
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of Beatific

Afterlife

in the Ancient

Near East

2.5. Syria and Palestine

skn.d s'Zyt

stele of that which '!.ryZ offered

pgr-offering

!.ryZ.Zdgn.pgr

to Dagan as a pgr-offering:

world

[s]w'aZp

[a sheep] and a bull for the meal.

is meant

pgr.d

Z'akZ

U'Zy

pgr-offering

to Dagan, his lord:

[sw'a]Zp.bm/:l.rt

[a sheep and a b]ull

persons.

can hardly

the sacrifices

brought

be interpreted

to Baal Hammon

tempt has also been made to relate
interpreting

as commemorations

of deceased

stelae mentioning

(cf. KAI 61; 79; 102 etc.)

I.

pgr as a stele erected as a memorial

However,

this text can also be explained

Hebrew 1;\9, "body, corpse"

because

for the dead. This asit seems to fit well in Ezek 43:7.92•

found much support,

(cf. Akkadian

text refers to a royal cemetery

adhering

to the normal meaning

pagru(m»,

if we assume

next to the temple

of

that this

(see p.250 below).

After

Kotharat,

divine

craftsman

appears

attracts

lated to pagrum,

which

corpse", pagra'wn

can even replace

can only mean

"pagrum-offering".

KTU 6.13 and 6.14 can be interpreted
animal as a pgr-offering
without

to Dagan. This word is re-

it 3. Because

probably

pagrum

"body,

To sacrifice

(cf. KTU 1.39:12.17

mian and Hittite

religion

of the dead because

and 1.102:12).

are offered

As in Egyptian,

the sun-god (dess) is connected

of the nocturnal

journey

the nether-

In the hymn at the end of the myth of Baal the sun-goddess
as a ruler of the dead

This indicates

after the semi-divine
by the goddess

El sends the

is broken;

about

In his turn Daniel

With this special

into the sphere
Anat. We cun

weapon

of the gods. This

compare

Gilgamesh

had beaten

Ishtar. Anat asks Aqhat

she promises

this to the
the giant Huwa-

to give his bow

to give him immortality

And the virgin

in return

"m.bn

2nd ed., Neukirchen-Vluyn

1979,

Cf. AHw, p.1581.
"La divinite solaire ougaritique", Syria 36(1959) ,90-101;
De Moor 1976:330; and Healey 1977A:90-103 and 1980.

0

immortality

and I will bestow

with the sonsofElyouwill

did he bring

3

is served,

to life, then one serves and
gives him to drink,

ybd.wysr.·Zh
n "mn!. dy l"nynn.

there improvises

'ap "ank: 'a/:I.wy

so I too can bring

and sings before

him

a gracious lad [who] answers his (wishes) 4

W. R61lig,

to life

KAI II, p.76.

See on this text Dijkstra,
295 and 1984:246-248.
For the interpretation

count the months.

Just as Baal when he brings to life

/:I.wy·y·S(31)r.wysqynh.

Cf. the use of the verb

it upon you.

I will let you count with Baal the years,

·il.tspr.yr/yn

Cf. H. Donner,

hero Aqhat,

ask for life and I will give it to you,

30 kb·Z. ky/:l.wy.
yOsr.

32

Anat answered:

"Ask for life,

"aiieprk: "m.b=; (29) ent:

is de-

1978:70.

A. Caquot,
esp. pp.93-98;

Epic:

blmt: (28) w'sl/:l.k.

that the

Cf. C.F. Graesser, BA 35(1972) ,42 who mentions one of them, viz. the one
pictured in ANEP 262, among the stones "commemorating an event and honoring the participants".

ce,

and reaches

·irs./:I.ym.Z'aqht.gzr

with the world

scribed

2 Cf. W. Zimmerli, EzechieZ,
BK XIII/2,
pp.1082-1083 and HAL, pp.861-862.

and given to Daniel.

of the goddess

wt·n. bt/l.t: (26) Onto

Mesopota-

of the sun through

(KTU L6:VI.45-49).

Thereupon

Here the tablet

(KTU 1.17:VI.25-38)2:

is the

worldS.

Cf. Talon

power

to her. When he refuses

an

being cut up.

sun-goddess

Kothar-and-Hasis

wa he was noticed

simply that it was sacrificed

to whom pgr-offerings

We are told

The next thing we read is that a bow is made by the

27 ·irs./:I.ym.w'atnk.

Next to Dagan the only deity

of Daniel.

to Daniel.

abovel.

In the same way pgr· in

as "pgr-offering,,4.

means

means

also explain

So the Ugaritic

The

pgr in KTU 6.13 and 6.14 is offered by cultic texts

for Ugaritic

from Mari which mention pagra~um as a sacrifice

This would

as the Punic stelae mentioned

with El on behalf

the attention

it to Dagan or to Shapash:

this sacrifice.

to have given the bow to his son Aqhat.

Aqhat has superhuman

with an under-

we can return to the epic of Aqhat.

of birth,

150 lines are missing.

Gilgamesh
solution

goddesses

for deities

and assume that the pgr-offering

is offered.

to commemorate

this digression

that Baal intercedes

An at-

these texts to the cult of the dead by

sumption

from death a substitute

stelae may have had the same function

in the morning.

They have much in common with the later Punic

sacrifice

even go further

for the one who offers

why a stele was erected

·zn. Zdgn.b·Zh

These inscriptions

was a special

We might

as a substitute

to be rescued

°zn offered

which

probably

character.
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De Moor 1975:187-190

of /:I.wyin 11.30.32

olY

and Healey

as D-stem

1977A:276-

see below.

in I Kgs 12:7 and Hos 2:17.

._._--_._----
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33

of Beatific

But the hero Aqhat

34 "al: tsrgn.ybtltm.

"Do not distort

dm.lgzr (35) srgk. hhm,
mt(!). 'ubryt.mh.yqh

Glaze3

vivification

will be poured

,

0

belongs

something

is filth.

plicitly

(it) away?

However,

[on] my head,

things

In her offer to Aqhat Anat refers

of Baal. Baal has to descend

called

also reckoned

persons

is said of him

[kJrt.srk.

are probably
to the yearly

re-

Keret

Hebrew

),'-l!I,

children

end why their father

is going to die

(KTU

:

of the assumption

that 1.38 contains

Is not Keret a son of El,

Ah!

sph (11) l-tpri.ioqde,

a child of the Benevolent

and Qadesh?

5

death

According to M. Dietrich, O. Loretz, UF 8(1976) ,37-40 spsg denotes a
vessel: "spsg-Schale"
(Ibid., p.39). The parallel with hr$, however,
makes it more likely that it denotes a material. This does not exclude
that in a different context spsg is the name of a vessel made of this
substance (cf. the double use of "glass" in English). It has been assumed by a number of scholars that these lines refer to the ancient custom of plastering the skull of the dead, as it is attested in graves of
t.1-te
Neolithic Age; cf. B. Margali t, "The 'Neolithic Connection' of the
Ugaritic Poem of AQHT", PaUorient 9 (1984) ,93-98 (with a survey of previous research). It is more likely, however, that 11.36-38 chronologically describe man's aging and death. Moreover, there is no archaeological evidence for a burial custom as assumed by Margalit et al. in the
Near East at the end of the Bronze Age. Margalit is forced to give a
rather speculative explanation of this "Neolithic connection": he assumes that such plastered skulls were a collector's item and are mentioned by the poet of the epic of Aqhat "to furnish his narrative with
the flavour of antiquity and the stamp of authenticity"
(Ibid., p.97).
Cf. against this also Gibson 1979:152.

5

removed from death,

is going to join El,

our lord the sun-down. ~

can no the.
compre

1.16:1.9-11.14-15.20-23)

"to be intertwined".

This restoration is based
tion to 1.32: 'ap 'ank.

were

every year into the netherworld,

See for this interpretation
Healey 1977A:287-293. Cf. Prov 24:11:
who "takes away" all men cannot be taken away itself.

2

To these lower deities

Keret will reach the sun-set,

(20) bOlny

'ap (10) [kJrt.bnm. 'il.

cr.

to ident-

f or when Keret seems to be dying it

Yes he is only a finger-breadth

'il

?bi"a.sps
Keret's

Next to

(KTU 1.15:v.16-20):

18 Orb. sps. lymg (19) krt.

she cannot

proposes

but one can also think of a special

called 1m 'il3•

like king Keret;

16 [k]hm l.mtm. 'u$bO[t]
17

this as a guarantee.

of El". Cazelles

2

1.17:1.24),

group of the lower deities

to the gods and not to manS and that

scorns her for this reason.

"the son(s)

153

, but in no other text is the moon-god exson of El. A connection with Baal would seem more likely

(cf. KTU 1.4:IV.47.52;

comes after?2

to Aqhat

'il,

of bn

ify bri 'il with th e moon-god

virgin,

lime on top of my skull.

that Anat promises

immortality

here.

l

I too shall surely die."

w'an.mtm. 'amt
assumed

things

returns 1. A q h a t sh ould . regard

Baal she speaks

I [too] shall die the death of all men,

38 ['ap. ~]mt.kl. 'amt.

more complicated

bu t he always

the final lot, what takes

white

hr$. l.z», qdqdy

Aqhat rightly

2.5. Syria and Palestine

answered:

What takes away death, which

spsg.ysk (37) [l]r'is.

give him, because

Near East

for to a hero your distorting
Death,

mh.yqh.mt. 'a!ryt.

It is usually

in the Ancient

[the he]ro Aqhat."

'aqht[. gz]r.
w.y·n. 'aqht.gzr

36

Afterlife

a reac-

E. Ashley, The 'Epic of AQHT'and the 'RPUM Texts',
diss. New York 1977,
p.371 speaks of "an offer she can not back up, a deceptive offer made
for purposes of acquiring the prince's bow"; cf. also Gibson 1979:152;
Dietrich, Loretz 1980:181; Margalit 1980B:252-253; and Mullen 1980:233235.

bhyk. '1m. n (! ) smb.

In your

blmtk.ngln.

15

20 'ikm.yrgm.bn

"i.l: (21) krt

SPh. Ltipn (22) hlqdS.
'u 'ilm tmtn
23
There

life, our father, we rejoiced,

in your immortality

we exulted.

How can they say, Keret

is a son of El,

a child of the Benevolent

and Qadesh?

Alas! Do gods die,

sPh. Ltrpn, Z yh

does not a child of the Benevolent

are many resemblances

live?

b etween

the passage in the epic of Aqhat about
and th e tw 0 passages from the epic of Keret. They deal with
the same problem and - What h as been overlooked by most scholars - they do

Anat's

promise

Cf. De Moor

1971.

2

H. caz;lles, "Quelle vie la deesse Anat proposait-elle
au .eune chasseur
~qh:?
~ab~S
29-30(1979-1980) ,181-183 (N.B. we assume tha~ "M. Gazelles"
J.n. e)
e of contents and "H. Gazelles" above the article are mis
prJ.nts.
See on these bn 'il
Cf. J.C. de Moor
Cf. Ibid., p.182.

Gese 1970:100-101.

and K. Spronk,

UF 14(1982) ,179.
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of Beatific

it in almost the same wayl
setting sun. This belief,

Afterlife

in the Ancient

Keret is supposed
which

called a ruler of the dead,

to go after his death to the

is quite common

is in line with the hymn to the sun-goddess

in the ancient Near East,

in KTU 1.6:VI,

in which

and with her role as intermediary

living and the dead in KTU 1.161:18-19.

2.5. Syria and Palestine

Near East

It is also believed

she is

between

the

Keret, who is called a son of El during his life, could expect some kind
2
of continuation of this state in the afterlife . To this Anat seems to refer in her promise
immortality

of Aqhat.

What belongs

(KTU 1.16:1.14-15)

28). In the following

telling Aqhat how this can be done: he will become
counting

the months.

verse is parallel

proceeding

in meaning

years, it can be connected
cult enables

the spirit

From neighbouring
month'.

on the very likely

with the belief

of the deceased

cultures

assumption

that the ritual

to leave the world

we learn that such rituals
food-offerings

to rescue the dead from total extinction,

by

one of the sons of El
that this

to the one above about Baal counting

As a rule these regular

this. The "non-death"

(KTU 1.17:VI.27-

lines Anat tries to make her offer more plausible

the

from these rituals

A pt. of the passiveD-stem("the

terpreted

as a perfect

In 11.30-32

Year Festival
ticipate

supersedes

are freed from death and the

netherworlO.

that is described.

in this festival.

2 Bartelmus 1979:55 compares what is said of Keret with the apotheosis of
Greek heroes. Cf. also the dynastic seal described in PRU III, pp.XLXLII and Ug.3(1956) ,66-77 with a picture of the founder of the dynasty
of Ugarit. According to J. Nougayrol, PRU III, p.XLI this is a "hommage
du roi deifie". In a reaction to the theory of the pattern of divine
kingship in the ancient Near East the posthumous deification of the
kings of ugarit may have been too strictly distinguished
from the idea
of the divinity of the king during his Hfe; against J. Gray, ug.6(1969) ,
295.299-300; J. Coppens, "L'ideologie royale cugaritique", in SyrriboZae
BibZieae et Mesopotamieae, Fs F.M.Th. de Liagre B6hl, ed. M.A. Beek,
Leiden 1973, pp.81-89; esp. pp.84.86; and Healey 1984:249.
, Cf. Heidel 1946:151-152; G. Wilhelm, JCS 24(1972) ,83; Schutzinger 1978:
53-54. In Mari the ritual of the kispu (see p.l06 above) took place
twice a month: at full moon and at new moon; cf. Talon 1978:57.61. Cf.
with regard to ancient Iran Boyce 1975:125 and with regard to Egypt PyrT.
373 speaking of feasts for the the dead taking place every month and
every half year.

At the autumnal

over death is celebrated'.

Ugaritic

New Year Festival

The description

of Baal being

of important

the same feast is meant'.

(nom(n»,

lad

Such a gracious

can be translated

Z nOm,

as the names
"0

lad is mentioned

of musical

based

by Healey

alternating

with the

that somebody,

maybe
on the rethe as-

that the dead could participate

In the course of the festival

Healey

1977A:281-285;

con-

of this tablet

For this reason KTU 1.113 seems to confirm

Cf. Dijkstra, De Moor 1975:187-188;
Moor, UF 11(1979) ,643.

named Rad-

in a similar

for the deified kings mentioned

on KTU 1.17:VI.25ff.

feast of Baal's revivificationS.

Proposed

instruments

parallels

We are told

who is probably

lad". This indicates

is asked to make music

verse of the tablet.
sumption

gracious

the New

that the dead could par-

in KTU 1.3:1 shows a number

Apparently

(cf. KTU 1.3:1.2).

expression

fit here

of the dead during

It was believed

text in KTU 1.113. The few words we can read on the obverse

Radmanu,
Healey represents the common scholarly opinion when he remarks about
KTU 1.16: 1. 20-33 that this is "part of the royal ideology", which "contrasts remarkably" with KTU 1. 17:VI.25ff. , "in which immortality is
regarded as of the gods alone" (Healey 1977A:202).

of this verb in

one given life,,)2 would

it is the revivification

that Baal is served by a gracious
manu

in 1.30

if the poet would

of the active D-stem.

probably

to KTU 1.17:VI.30-31.

in 1.30:

mbwy then. So here too ~wy is in-

very well, but one would have expected

of the dead.

but Anat's promise

Anat says that she too will

~wy has to be translated

Therefore,

The

In 1.32 it

to the action of Baal described

stem of ~wy in the second occurrence

have used a different

served at this festival

took place every

arguments.

in the same way. Now it would have been very confusing

Baal's victory

to the dead were believed

refers

• • . so I •

is a vexing probleml•

on the following

as an active D-stem:

She clearly

of the ancestor-

(bZmt) she refers to means a regular return to real

life. The dead who profit

revive Aqhat.

1.30.

to a son of El, viz. life and

can also be given to Aqhat

given above is based

can only be translated

"Like Baal

that king

of ~wy in KTU 1.17:VI.30-32

The interpretation
translation

155

in the

a number of

and J.C. de

1977A:278.

Cf. De Moor 1973.
Cf. De Moor 1971:42

and Healey

1977A:284.

Cf. De Moor 1973:1.8. This belief is quite common in the ancient Near
East. In an ancient Mesopotamian text an autumnal festival in the month
of Ab is mentioned, at which the heroes in the netherworld were believed
to asce~d to the w~rld of the living (KAV 218:11.1-16; cf. S. Langdon,
BabyZon~an MenoZog~es and Semitie CaZendars, The Schweich Lectures 1933,
London 1935, pp.20.22). The Sumerian text "The Death of Gilgamesh" also
seems to refe:- to a festival of the dead in this month (1.31; cf. ANET,
p.50). AccordLng to ancient Iranian belief the Fravashis, the spirits of
deceased heroes, were present at the New Year Festival (cf. Boyce 1975:

2. conceptions
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dead were revivified

of Beatific

by Baall•

11.5-6. Unfortunately,
restored

Afterlife

on the basis of the attested

"Shepherd"

in KTU 1.21 are adressed
ceased kings

(see section

New Moon:

k.tdd.b<lt.bhtm

when the Mistress

15 b.gb.rsp.?b'i

will[give

lifelto you.

(KTU 1.108: 3) proves

(who is the same as Baal).

to the rp'urn, who are the deified

that

And she also plays

a prominent

texts about the rp'urn (cf. KTU 1.22:1.11;

11.8; 1.108:6.8).

11 the coming up of the rp'urn is compared

to Anat chasing

causing the birds

to fly up

(ndd D-stem;

to

scribed

role in the
In KTU 1.22:1.
the game and

cf. also the use of the same verb

G-stem for the coming up of the rp'urn in KTU 1.20:11.2;

21:11.4.12;

22:11.

122.124). We can mention in this connection also Arabic festivals for
the dead in spring, at which the dead are believed to re~urn to .this
world (cf. R. Kriss and H. Kriss-Heinisch,
Volksglauben ~m Bere~ch des
Islam, I, Wiesbaden 1960, pp.32.35 and Mo~genstern 1966:153ff. wh? assumes that the name of this festival, ga~~yyeh, may have been derlved
from the verb rja~ay, "to become visible"; ibid., pp.259-260, n.219). and
the Greek yearly festivals of the dead, at which the dead were belleved
to came up and go through the city (cf. Burkert 1977:298-299). :h~ Greek
Anthesteria-festival
is a very interesting parallel to the Ugarltlc New
Year Festival. It is a feast of all souls celebrated in sprin~ and also
a feast of new wine connected with Dionysus, a god of vegetatlon
(cf. L.
Deubner, Attische Feste, 3rd ed., Darmstadt 1969, pp.93ff.148ff.).
For
parallels from outside the region of Greece and the Near East see T.H.
Gaster, Thespis, 2nd ed., Garden City 1961, p.45.
1

Healey also takes hwy as D-stem ("to give life") here, but he does not
draw the consequen~es of this. He states that "Baal is put forward as an
example of immortality rather than of life-giving"
(Healey 1977A:284).

2 Cf. De Moor 1976:329 who proposed the restoration 'apnnk yrp['ukm hd
y~wylkm rOy, but there is not enough rOom for this on the t~let. s~e
for the word-pair rp'/~yh Deut 32:39; Hos 6:1-2; Ps 30:3-4; sa racn 38.14.
KTU 1.10:1.9-10 also seems to refer to this o~casion, because this te~:
can be restored as follows: [hm. 'il-hld y!b.l arB (10) [hm.y~w~J.mtm, [ If
only the god Hal dad would return to earth;[ if only he would revlvel the
dead".

as a mythical

in KTU 1.17:1.26-28,

This interpretation

allusion

(= Anat) 1

When Athtart
the house

lbs!.Jwktn. 'uspgt

a garment

drk ,

because

gold,

Athtart

ing lines can be regarded

ing of the spirits

the netherworld
1.19:IV.22-25

of Khurri

enters

refers

a neckpiece

of

related

to Anat. The follow-

of the ritual of the cult of
regarded
which

as a designation
refers

as stars

to the chas-

it is better

dead who had the opportunity

could be represented

in the

of death,

to the same event as described

is closely

in this context,

the deified

Marjoram

and a chemise,

as a description

However,

the pit" of

food for a three days journey.

of the dead out of the netherworld,

sume that as in Egypt

de-

every month.

of the king: serve a banquet

'ilm kbkbm is usually

the dead. The expression
of the gods of heaven.

to the ritual practice
also took place

house of the star-gods.

The first line of this text probably
in KTU 1.91:14-15,

the spirits

in this way KTU 1.91:

cult of the royal family of Ugarit':

bt mlk. <sr. <sr.bt 'ilm
kbkbm, z<tr mtS.

(6)

of letting

by the first part of KTU 1.43, which

kt<rb. <!trt.br.gb

5 br?t_l!t.mzn.

meaning

Interpreted

which possibly

is confirmed

deals with the ancestral

to as-

to leave

(see also the remarks

on KTU

below).

The family of the king serves

a banquet

in a place

devoted

to the ances-

Cf. De Moor 1971:85-86.
2 Cf. Tromp

3

and has the positive

of de-

do this. We can refer in this
doubt whether Anat really had the power to
connection to her role in the myth of Baal as the one who defeats the god
(KTU 1.6:11).

as in the rp'um-texts

13-15 can be regarded
is no reason

meal of Baal,

of the Mansion

from the pit of Reshep of the Army.

of the dead go up from the netherworld.

2.5 2.2.2. below).
There

the sacrificial

is KTU 1.91:13-15:

The word gb probably denotes the netherworld here like 'l~ and nn~ in the
Old Testament2• It is very likely that ndd (l.14) is used in the same way

These words

spirits

chases

157

text in this connection

hd!:m (14) dlJ~.b<l-

NOW Anat says she can do the same with Aqhat.

of death, Mot

A very interesting

word pair rp'/~yh(D-stem)2:

"Hadad is a shepherd"
of Hadad

5-6.10-11.21).

text is damaged here, but it can be

the Shepherd

is an epithet

in KTU 1.21:

Then he will heal[youl

[y~whJkm.r<y.
The place name hdr<y,

2.5. Syria and Palestine

Near East

This act of Baal is described

this important

'apnnk.yrp['u(6)km.1

in the Ancient

1969:66-71.

See on this text M. Dietrich, O. Loretz, J. Sanmartin, UF 7(1975) ,525528 (with earlier literature); De Tarragon 1980:98-107; Xella 1981:8690 and the article of De Moor mentioned on p.146, n.4 above.
Cf. Hebrew

~A;

apparently

gb was used next to gb.

According to KTU we have to read trmt preceded by traces of a deliberately erased letter. It is also possible, however, to assume a correction by the scribe of ztr into z<tr.
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tor-cult.

of Beatific

Afterlife

This "house of the star-gods"

place mentioned

in KTU 1.17:1.28.

the journey of the rp'um mentioned

confirmed

connection

by the mention

108:2 below)

(11.9ff.;

funerary

This implies

mula. The closest parallel

by the yearly

ancient Near Eastern
The essential

"with Baal/with

that "with Baal"

is the Egyptian

The "counting

29) can be compared

on KTU 1.

of the months"

idea of the

of Re" l.

is hardlY

Aqhat refuses.

conceptions

But not because

served to the gods. Aqhat knows

of Baal's

Anat's proposal,

to make things look better
happy

afterlife

she ignores

is correct

1.38. This restoration

esel-

to qualify

he

With

is a real possibility,
of Aqhat

her only for the attempt
the hope for a

does not deny the chance of be-

Anat's

2 Cf. W. HeIck, Die Beziehungen Agyptens zu Vorderasien im 3. und 2.
Jahrtausend v. Chr., 2nd ed., Wiesbaden 1971; esp. pp.90.467.620. Even
temples for the deceased king of Egypt were found in this area (ibid.,
p.481). A survey of the many contacts of Ugarit with Egypt is given by
M. Liverani, DBS IX, cols.1295ff.; esp. cols.1298-1304
and 1324-1325.
cf. also D. Kinet, Ugarit~ Geschichte und Kultur einer Stadt in der Urnwelt des Alten Testaments, SBS 104, stuttgart 1981, pp.21-34.42-43.

offer

he too will

one of the rp'um,

may become

(1. 38); especially

'ap at the beginning

to /w/ proposed

of

in KTU, because

'ap Aqhat takes up the words of Anat.
answers

(1.35), because

that, be this as it may,

than a "host of filth"
With regard

is handled

to feelings

towards

in the epic of Aqhat

The aversion

between

the parallel

between

(KTU 1.15:111.2-4.

to Gilgamesh

by the superhuman
appears

year after year"
like Baal

powers

the god-

of the hero of the story.

to this proposal,

one of the privileged

of Ishtar,

by many

in which

to go much further when we notice

of Gilgamesh

that he would become

Epic,

of death
Epic is

that he should marry her. Like Anat

Ishtar is impressed

to the reaction

with the Gilgamesh

of the Gilgamesh

the

to death overshadows

Anat and Aqhat has been compared

But the resemblance

husband

are no more

to live. With regard to the way the problem

with the sixth tablet

"wailing

in the New Year Festival

as son of El and as one of the rp'um

The argument

to another

and even the

death there is no difference

and the epic of Keret.

scholars

plied

of the dead is

1.5:II.16)

(KTU 1.22:1.9-10)2.

obvious.

cording

the world

(cf. KTU 1.4:VIII.13-14;

rp'um who are allowed to participate

ing of the years
1 Cf. W. HeIck, LA IV, col.192.

of aging and

(11.36-37):

is on this last remark

is to be preferred

as full of filth

dess Ishtar proposes

to him would be re-

The problem

he too must die. It is also not by chance that Aqhat uses the word "filth"

of being born again like
that the long and

white

to

it gives him the

and warrior.

that we have to read

there is room for two letters.

It is better

than they are. By emphasizing
death. Aqhat

too must die. The emphasis

if the assumption

epic of Aqhat

return to life.

reproaches

(cf. Hos 7:9). Although

qualities

that the words

very famous as a hunter

because

is that it does not take away the threat

13-15).

that what she offers

but he tells ~~at that he prefers

that his hair will become

Keret's

the life Anat offers

but Aqhat

proposal

(KTU 1. 17:VI.

It may be assumed

but he wants more. It is assumed by most scholars
contradict

for-

stars, when he leaves the
by the sons of El

of Egypt in this area in the second millennium B.C.,
in the cities on the coast2, has contributed to this special

ement in the ugaritic

S

grow old and weak

(VU)

(see section

an accidental

of becoming

death. Aqhat knows

known

god is also at-

strong influence
pecially

is in-

159

and to keep his magic bow for himself,

She said "I too can revive you", but Aqhat

hope to join Re, e.g., as the

to the hope of the Egyptians

the moon, who is the "comrade

resurrection

difference

with Anat'

he

the sons of El". This

to this most important

star or as one of the imperishable

netherworld.

opportunity

cf. KTU 1.161:27-30).

tested in a later text found in syria, viz. KAI 214:17.21-22

morning

same as

that after his death he will be-

is embodied

offerings.

of a dead person

2.5.3.1 below).

is offered

(see p.170 be-

deadl,

coming one of the privileged
stay alive

dead and like them will have his share in the

dicated by the use of the words
close relation

the

see the remarks

(11.7-8.26;

to Aqhat

of Baal. This is more than the common
regular

marjoram

(ll.5-6) is probably

ritual

circle of life, which

dead enjoying

the same as the holy

in KTU 1.20:11.5-7; 1.21:7

of the gtrm

It is clear that Anat promises

never ending

2.5. Syria and 'Palestine

Near East

of KTU 1.43 with the cult of the dead is also

and the sevenfold

come one of the prominent

is probably

As in KTU 1.17:1.27

to the dead. Their three days journey

low). The proposed

in the Ancient

viz. Tammuz.

dead. Gilgamesh

offer

im-

refers

For him Ishtar has ordained

(Gilg. VI. 47). We can compare
(KTU 1.17:VI.30).

that, ac-

Ishtar's

Gilgamesh

this to the countdoes not want to

Xella 1982B:628 assumes that Aqhat rejected Anat's offer because he
hoped to become one of the rp'um after death. The only clear reference
to the rp'um in KTU 1.17:VI.25ff., however, is in Anat's offer and not
in the answer of Aqhat.
2 The meaning of this word is disputed; cf. Healey 1977A:286 who proposes
a translation "tinozns" or, as in other places, "Low"; Anyway,the relation with the netherworld is clear.
.
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share Tammuz'

of Beatific

Afterlife

in the Ancient

Near East

fate. He even found a solution

to the problem

of death

the herb of rejuvenation,
mortal

fame as a means

the twelfth

That appeared

to overcome

of Gilgamesh

buries

them and he mourns

IV.22-25;

Epic was probably

of mourning

in this matter.

by an attendant

succeeds

in finding

a link

with the following

passage

of

(23) dhly.. 'iZm.

dg!_h (24) bSmym.

ys·ly.

incense

In no other text of the religious
scribed this way. Apparently

funerary

context

who were believed
on their behalf,
star-gods

to emphasize

of Daniel

it could be assumed

that the divine

that it concerns

like the ritual which

Because

deified

dead persons

by the rituals performed

rp'UPrtexts

An important

argument

(KTU 1.20-22)

are

for this is the

in KTU 1.20: II. 7. Also Daniel's

rp'i) shows that it is hardly a coincidence

by the rp'um.
privileged

are very mutilated,

which makes

seems to have been written

it difficult

epithet

"man

2
•

for a son to take care of the anto perform

similar

2

Cf. Dijkstra,

(p.156) that this term denotes

the deceased

the identity

D'N91

above

to have been played

kings.

and function

This needs

According

any connection

with the

that rp'um denotes

to Gray the rp'um mentioned

functionaries5•

the

dis-

of these rp'um is still a mat-

as a name of the dead, but others

without

further

assume that the rp'um are in some way re-

dead3

regard

different

them as

and some are of the

that rp'um is the name of a group of living persons,

KTU 1.

Cf. Healey
2

groups

whereas

it

of persons'.

in KTU 1.20-22 are human

agents or

With the help of texts which were not known to Gray

1977A:161;

De Moor 1975:

cf. also the note to KTU 1.22:1 in KTU, p.65.

For a survey of the different opinions see Caquot 1981:351-356. To the
literature mentioned there can be added Healey 1977A:147-197; L'Heureux
1979:111-223; and Pope 1981.
Cf. Van Se1ms

See on this text S.B. Parker, UF 4(1972) ,100-101; Dijkstra,
210; and M.Dietrich and o. Loretz, UF 10(1978) ,69-70.

THE RP'UM

to find out

KTU 1.20 is

1

De Moor 1975:171.

So the epic of

of the cult of the dead. It

cult of the dead appears

Most scholars

has also been stated

on the tablets.

by the same person who wrote
hand. Because

that Daniel was

to his son.

It was maintained

because

lower deities
opinion

that he appears

and of the columns

17-19, but KTU 1.20 is clearly of a different

with regard

dead, especially

lated to Hebrew

cultic

which is the right order of the tablets

(cf. KTU 1.22:1.3-4).

of Daniel who longed

A key role in the Ugaritic

cussion,

in these texts about the rp'um.

KTU 1.21-22

himself

KTU 1.22.

recipiof the

of Aqhat' s sister to avenge his

that the so-called

before

we may assume

with a description

2.5.2.2.2.

takes place in the House of the

off with the preparations

fact that Daniel is mentioned

The rp'um-texts

rituals

ter of dispute

with the epic of Aqhat2•

(nrt

the tragedy

This means that the

(KTU 1.22); for only in this way Daniel would

his son again

Aqhat ends as it began:

are the gods de-

are in heaven.

to be freed from the netherworld

It is very likely

of Rapiu"

it wants

and incense

of Ugarit

to call up the rp'um

of

among thoseof-the-stars.

(KTU 1.43:2-3).

KTU 1. 19 breaks

connected

literature

listed in

It can finally be noted that

cestor - cult after his death, but who is now forced

to the gods,

of the Harnamite

in KTU 1.20:1 can be placed

be able to embrace

he sent up his incense among those-of-heaven,

dg!_ hrnmy[.]d[k](25)bkbm.

ents of the sacrifice

a sacrifice

the third.

As far as the story can be reconstructed
advised

(KTU 1.19:

KTU 1.22 de-

are probably

logicall.

in CTA is more

in KTU is in reality

what is described

marks
And he presented

of the rp'um, these tablets

the right order. This does not hold true for the order of the columns

of Anat. After many difof his son,

as a copy. And because

to call up the rp'um, whereas

the advice

the apparition

first column

In KTU 1.18

161

to KTU 1.22, it might be regarded

KTU 1.22. The order proposed

In a different

over him for seven years. The description

is concluded

scribes

like Tammuz.

the remains

identical

KTU 1.21 contains

cf. 11.29-31) ':

wyqr[yJ

murder.

added to make

seems to lead to the same conclusion.

his father Daniel

this period

partly

(pp.113-114),

as a king in the netherworld

we are told how Aqhat was killed
ficulties

death. As we saw above

to be all he could achieve

way the epic of Aqhat

in

but he lost it and had to be content with im-

tablet of the Gilgamesh

with a conception

2.5. Syria and Palestine

1954:130

and UF 2(1970) ,376-377.

See the survey by L'Heureux

1979:116-127.

J. Gray, "The Rephaim", PEQ 81(1949),127-139
Ancient Ugarit", PEQ 84(1952) ,39-41.

and "DTN and RP'UM in
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when he wrote
L'Heureux

his

of Beatific

articles

could modify

in ICI'U1.20-22

Near East

2.5. Syria and Palestine

about the rp ·wn, viz. ICI'U1.108 and 1. 161,

Gray's

theory.

is the supreme

48

C

dk. ·Um.

to him the rp·wn mentioned

According

gods. They are called rp·wn because

are the major

related to EI,who

in the Ancient

Afterlife

god of the Ugaritic

pantheon

they are

lines probably

and who is
allelism

also called rp·u. Some of these major
ities, who are also called rp·wn.
in other texts would
chariot-warriors,
According

originally

gods have their own subordinate
"of the earth"

have been members

the rp·wn

eponymous

de-

as they appear

of an elite group of

"were an early Amari te tribe related

ancestor

glory. They may have persisted
in Ugarit

general. Both meanings

was regarded

as the god Rapi·u.
as ancestors

Heltzer

this term had developed
were inherited

In ugarit

fore

of the rp·wn.

from Mari. He wants

He assumes

the

D'Nn,

were re-

sun-deity

to translate

among those scholars

D'Nn"

who emphasize

it is an ethnic

viz. "shades

in texts

and in JCI'U

that it can also have the

of the dead",

in other texts 3.

In order to get a clear view of the rp·wn the most important
ing with them have to be discussed

the

term denot-

is also mentioned

it this way in ICI'U1.15:III.14
the possibility

the night.

was associated
the rp·wn were

The

context

with the spirits

of the dead staying

there. Ap-

found there too.

called

class of dead persons.

"gods of the

For we know that the dead were

Mesopotamia2

"gods" in ancient

13; Isa 8:19). Whereas
Israel,

the same as the ·ilm ar?,

this happens

and Israel

only sporadically

it seems to have been more common in Ugarit,

and the Hittites.

An important

is a list of deceased

kings,

called

and

as with the Egyptians3

text in this connection

each one being

(cf. I Sam 28:

in Mesopotamia

is KTU 1.113, which

·il (see pp.147.155

above) .

texts deal-

the "rp·um-texts"

about the character
KTU 1.20-22~.

of the rp·um can be derived

As was remarked

from

on pp.160-161

above the

on each tablet

is probably

in a hymn to the
order of the tablets

and the columns

(ICI'U1.6:VI.45-49):
not the same as in the edition

sps (46) rp·im. t/:ltk

Shapash,

sps. t/:ltk.
·Unym

Shapash,

you rule the ghosts;

Cf. Gese 1970:92;

L'Heureux 1974; 1979:201ff.; and "The ye-Ude harapa - a Cultic Association of Warriors", BASOR 221 (1976) ,83-8~; cf. a;lso ~; ,Margulis'iBL
89
(1970) ,300-302; D. Sperling, Encyclopaed1-~ Juda1-~a: ",1\, 9.79 an
.
Mullen 1980:261-264. This interpretation
lS
cr i.t.i ci.zed by Pope 1981.
174 and D. Pardee, AfO 28(1981-1982) ,266.
1977A:195.

3 M. Heltzer, "The Rabba·um
(1978) ,5-20.

of ICI'U.But this is of less importance

here.

you rule the rp·wn,

Z Cf. Heidel

Healey

why the

in ICI'U1.5:V.6. ·ilnym (1.47) seems to be the name
of the netherworldl•
·ilm and ·ilnym might refer in this

to a certain

sometimes

original

2

to understand

be-

the

here.

At the end of the myth of Baal the rp·wn are mentioned

1

to travel through

mentioned

Much information

47

the dead has been mentioned

So it is not difficult

"i.lm (1.48) are probably

netherworld",

of this as the name of an

called the.Rahba ·um, which

1.161, but he does not exclude
as Hebrew

during

ruling

above). The sun was believed

into a name for the dead in

by Israel, where

In his opinion

of the sun-goddess

(see pp.150.154

of lower deities

can be mentioned

ing a Sutean sub-tribe

sun-goddess

by the clear par-

it very likely that mtm in the last line refers
back to rp·urn in the
(cf. also ICI'U1.22:1.6). So in this text the rp·urn are related
to both deities and dead persons.
The conception

to

ancient race of giants.

same meaning

indicated

of legendary

as part of the royal family"Z.

garded as the dead, but also and independent

character

structure

line and ·ilm in the third line. This

first line

parently

earthly

have a chiastic

of ·ilnym in the second

netherworld

Finally,

let the dead be your company.

makes

The rp·wn

they are looked back to with awe and reverence

that already

behold,

who also had EI as their patronl.

to Healey

Ditanu, whose

let the deities be your company,

hn, mtm (49) "dk,
These

163

in Mari and the Rpi(m)

in Ugarit",

OLoP 9

Cf. Hornung

Muller

1946:153

1975A:71,

and Bottero

n.42;

and Healey

1977A:181-182.

1980:28.

1971:149.

First published by C. Virolleaud, La legende phenicienne de Danel, Paris
1936, pp.228-230
(ICI'U1.20 was considered to be part of the epic of
Aqhat(or Danel) and, therefore, numbered IVD) and "Les Rephaim. Fragments de poeme s de Ras Shamra", Syria 22 (1941) ,1-30. For recent discussions and translations of these texts see A. Caquot and M. Sznycer,
Textes ougaritiques, I, Paris 1974, pp.461-480; Healey 1977A:160-194;
L'Heureux 1979:129-159; and G. del Olma Lete, Mitos y leyendas de Canaan
segun la tradiaion de Ugarit, Madrid 1981, pp.405-424.
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2.5. Syria and Palestine

So we start with KTU 1.20:1.

rp]'wn.tdb/;'n

[

2

[

tis' dl• 'ilnym

[

4 [tqr]b wt<rb .sd
[

may they[

6 ['iIn]ym.tl/;'mn

[wrpl"wn4• tstyn
8 [trds]. 'il.d<rgzm

10 l dbh l t: dbh.
11

[May they descend,]

[

[the goddess]

, aJ71Y'

]

As in KTU 1.6:Vl.45-49

[

The same invitation
to be regarded
can be compared

to the "company

on a tWigG•

the sacrifice

(lower) deities

the rp'wn

fruit

in KTU 1.19:1.41,

[mrkbt]

for them.

which

celebrates

of
6

to

frp'wn}

out accidentally.

Cf. Dijkstra,

trd see KTU 1.24:42-43.

Iutu, "twig".
De Moor 1975:201-202.

the horses,
the ban[ners].
their chariots,

sun[set
t

the gh[osts on} the plantations.
And Daniel,

hmmy[.}
bqrmti,

on the third]

the rp um arrived on the threshing-floors,

mt<t.

(7)

the man of Rapiu said,

the hero, the Harnamite

man replied:

"[Let the rp "uml on the threshing-floors,

'ilm.bqrb.mft<t.]

let the gods on the planftations],

Pope 1~77:1~5-16~ and Song. Of Songs, AncB 7c, Garden City 1977, pp.574579 po~nts ~n th~s connect~on to the cosmic symbolism of the nut (cf.
Cant 6:11). He assumes that "the walnut grove" is a name of the Kidron
Valley and denotes by the symbolism of the nut the entrance of the netherworld. If this surprising theory is correct, it fits the context of KTU
1.20 very well.

no

KTU reads ]p*m. Because of the parallel 'iInym we would expect here
wrp'um. on the tablet there is room for three letters before the signs
that are still visible. So perhaps the damaged letter was I'ul and not
Ip/. Otherwise we would have to assume that the writer left one letter

(9)

3,

may the gho[ sts} flutter to the holy place ';

After

mg,J rp own. Lqrnt»,

yib.gzr.mt

May [the rp 'urn] flutter2 to the holy place

They went one day and a second.

'i[lnym. Ll

Read with CTA: wt<rb instead of kqrbm in KTU. The copy of Virolleaud
leaves both possibilities open.
110:1

lines in

ca[me to their stallions}.

'ahr.a[pam.b!_li]

Baal's vic-

to the expression

It is poss-

with parallel

seven in my house,]

They mounted

5 tlkn. ym. w!_n

olives and

["

[raised]

t"i[ty.l<rhm]

1 KTU reads b= "d, but the traces of the first letter which is visible can
also belong to a lsi; cf. Dijkstra, De Moor 1975:214 who connect it
with Hebrew lYO, "to strengthen (oneself) with food".

can be compared

column is severely damaged.

lines by comparison

harnassed

wy<n.dn'il.mt.rp'i

The "entering of the canpany"
in Gen 49:6.

it is said of them that they

They tied up [the chariots],

4 teln. lmrkbthm.

8

Cf. Akkadian

'asr.

(3)

dg[lm.ts'u]

"on the day

where the full development

tdd.

(2)

sswm. tiemd,

(1.4)

rain'. So, again, there appears

with the New Year Festival,

For the restoration

below).

eight in my palace.

'a!_rh.tdd. 'iln[ym.]

in Ps 89:8.

(cf. KTU 1.22:1.15:

bbty]

['a!_rh.rp'wn]

tory over death.

4

in trees,

and olives.

!_mn.bqrb.hkly.

and equated

are asked to enter

(D,~,j7,10)

of the holy"

this fruit is said to depend on Baal's

2

as Sitting

on KTU 1.20:11.2

the rp'wn with lower goddesses

in KTU 1.24:42-43

to restore many

ab'

1* [

of Amurru.
]

of the date of this sacrifice:

of the summer fruit". This summer
gourds) is also mentioned

separately

KTU 1.21-22:

the god of the nut-trees,

to take part in a meal prepared

The company

In 1. 5 we find an indication

be a connection

drink.

can be found in KTU 1. 108. As in KTU 1. 108 the verbs have

as jussives.

on nut-treesl

bile, however,

]day[

the rp'wn are called

with the dead. They are invoked

descend

here associate

because

Just like KTU 1.20:1 the second

who is sitting

[I have sacrifi]ced

]ym[

;

mentioned

called Kotharat,

eat,

[yea,] may the [rp]'wn

['ilt].dt. <I.lty

as birds

Jon the day of the summer fruit.

May [the gho]sts

7

9

3

[May they draw] near and enter the company

ln bym.q:>

(see also the remarks

The nut-trees

]may the ghosts [be str]engthened;
[may they e] at like the dead of the dead.

2

are described

pictured

i

[t 'ikll. kmt mtm

3

5

Imay the l rpl um take part in the sacrifice;

[

In 11.8-9 two of the rp'wn
probably

165

2

tdd is derived from the verb ndd/nwd,

"to fly up, to hasten", like Hebrew
this is said of birds (cf. Isa 16:2; Jer 4:25; cf. also the use of
,lJ Ln Prov 26:2). Although it is also possible to connect it with ndd
"to stand" (cf. L'Heureux 1979:134), we prefer the first meaning beca~se
of the common ancient Near Eastern association of the dead with birds.
It also explains the use of ndd D-stem in KTU 1.22:1.10.
llJ

Cf. KTU 1.17:1.28.

The suffix can be explained

as he-locale.

C6i1ceptions of Beatific Afterlife

in the Ancient Near East
2.5. Syria and Palestine

(10)

dt>it.yspi'.

let [the ghosts] who came be fed,

"im.dtlk.]

of tmn

line (1.1*) based on this
the ritual described

3

(1.1) as a number

I ].

and the reconstructed

first

but it is confirmed

in KTU 1.161, which mentions

by

seven rp'um and seven

sacrifices made to them. We can also compare this to the many references
in the ancient Near East to demons, who are inhabitants

lates the rp'um
derived

It has been assumed

to the Phoenician

god Esmun, whose name would have been
"ancient

"ancient gods" is not explicitly

Hi tti te equivalent

gods"

the name Esmun is probably

from the number eight, but from the word eem, "name"
the Hittite

of the netherworld,

that the number eight re-

from the number eight, and to the Hittite

this is not very likely, because

7

,

mentioned.

6

•

But

not derived

and the number of
Moreover,

the

of the rp'urn seems to have been the group of "ancient

kings" of the netherworld8•

1.19:1.42-43;

The number eight was probably

I

Cf. the use of qr' in KTU 1.21:11.2.10; 1.22:11.4.9;
D'Nlv in I Sam 9:13 (those invited for a sacrificial
(parallel to D'N91) .

2

See for this translation

only used in KTU

of shr and 1?r Dijkstra,

and 1.161. Cf. also
meal) and Prov 9:18

Cf. Caquot, Sznycer, Textes Ougaritiques, p.478 who propose to translate
tmn like tm with "there". They refer for this to KTU 1.17:V.2, but there
the readi~g tmn is uncertain. Healey 1977A:171 and L'Heureux 1979:133134 prefer t~ relate the number eight to the days of sacrificing (cf.
KTU 1.22:I.21ff.). This does not exclude, however, the possibility that
the rp'urn appeared in the same number.
Cf. the Sibittu, "the Seven (demons)", mentioned in ancient Mesopotamian
sources; Dumuzi was taken to the netherworld by seven demons, who can be
compared to the "seven lads and eight boars" accompanying Baal on his
way to Mot (KTU 1.5:V.8-9). In the New Testament we hear of persons who
are possessed by seven evil spirits (Mark 16: 9; Luke 11 :26). Cf. also
the seven plagues mentioned in Deut 28:22.25 (cf. Bailey 1979:13.31).
Cf. J. Ebach, WeZtentstehung und KuZturentwicklung
Stuttgart 1979, pp.262-263 following a suggestion
by Virolleaud.
Cf. Gese 1970:190.

mes Haas 1976:209.

LUGAL

(cf. KTU 1.14:1.8-9;

of the spirits of the dead

Tristram

even noticed

was

"a

bei Philo von Byblos,
which was made earlier

not uncommon.

very strong feeling among all Eastern nations,
that any birds which resort to a sacred
edifice, thereby claim the protection of the deit
It
y.
was esteemed sacrilege to disturb such.
To the
present day the Moslems cherish tenderly
any birds which resort to the
mossqua s " I. Ps 84: 4
seems to express the same attitude towards birds in the
temple. The belief in birds representing
the dead may have contributed to
the feeling observed by Tristram.
In 11.2ff.

the rp'urn are pictured

as more human, travelling On horsed
ange oes not contradict the interpretation of
the
previous lines, because we know th
at Ugaritic deities can also be described alternately as humans, as animals, and as
This ch

winged

De Moor 1975:215.

3 Cf. already R. Dussaud, Les decouvertes de Ras Shamra (Ugarit) et Z'Ancient Testament, 2nd ed., Paris 1941, pp.185ff. who proposed to read
sbe btk bty (cf. KTU 1.5:V.8-9).

See on these karuiles

conception

seven

tak~ng the physical form of birds is also attested in the literatur
f
Ugarit
Th
'
e 0
•
e rp urn are described as fluttering (ndd; KTU 1.20:11.1-2; 1.21:
11.3-4.12; 1.22:II.5-6.10-11.20_21
and
Ras Ibn Hani 77/8a+13+21b:ll.14);
they are startled like birds ( dd
n
D-stem; KTU 1.22: 1.10). Apparently they
were believed to come like birds to the holy
1
p ace to enter the company of
the gods (KTU 1 20 I 4)
• :.
• The presence of birds in temples

drawn carriages.

6

1
para lel to the number
Micah 5:4 and Eccles 11:2).

am]brosia

have been questioned",

acting in groups of sevens.

as the common

T~e common anci.ent Near Eastern

[

The interpretation

1.20:11.1

feed those who were in[ voked and came
Go round [with] apples, ambrosia2,

167

cording
warriors

these lines denote the ~'um
.~
(cf. also KTU 1.22:II.22-23). There

to L'Heureux

are,

"angels,,2.

Ac-

as a class of chariot
however,

same

very

in-

teresting parallels in other cultures of the idea of spirits of the dead
travelling this way. A Phoenician
iot3. The ancient Iranian
text mentions a demon tying up his charspirits of dead heroes, the Fravashis, who were
also pictured as birds, can appear as horsemen too".
And also the Greek
heroes receiVing sacr'f'
1
~ ~ces cou d be pictured with a horseS. Perhaps also
H.B. Tristram, The Natural History of the Bible
4th
pp.159-160; cf. also CAD "I" pp 210-211
b'"
ed., London 1875,
,.
on ~rds an the temple.
Cf. Ug.2(1949) ,41, fig.14 3· 4(1962) ,98, f' 79
.
VIII.
' r
~g. ; and Syna
31 (1954), pl.
Cf. De Moor

1981:111.

See p.127 above. This important
11 1 .
1979'42
d
para e ~s also mentioned by Horwitz
.
an Pope 1981: 174. The latter al
dd
the Greek Dioscuri depicted on a f
so as
..
another parallel, viz.
to partake in a sacrifiCial meal f~~e~~~g~~:le~s
coming on horseback
tween the Dioscuri and th'
•
e correspondence bee rp um, however, remains rather vague.
Cf. Herrmann 1959:60.
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the widely attested custom of burying
gether with the deceasedl

horses

chariots

to-

has to be connected with this conception,

al-

though it is more likely that the horses
as the personal
The rp·um

belongings

arrive at night

the dead to appear

(1.5), which

that it is another

reference

·a!r>h.rp'um

being repre-

of birds3•

by the return of these birds.

into the netherworld

5

(4)

took place on the threshing-floors

Daniel's epithet
Rapiu is probably

"man of Rapiu"

coincides

ht .> alk

very likely that Baal was his patron
dard parallel

to mt rp'u is mt hrnmy.

only once. This text

8

(1.7) is used very often in this epic.

The word hmmy

(7)

Then he will he[al you],
the Shepherd will [give
1
you ife againl'
Now I will go, [one d ay and a second],

[ym. W!n. ]

and

have to connect this name

(the final yod can be regarded

but the identification

of this place is problematicals•

as a yod-gentilieum),

For ancient Mesopotamia see Strommenger 1957:607-608 and the Sumerian
text "The Death of Ur-Nammu", 11.74-75 (cf. Kramer 1967:118 and Foster
1981:622); for Ebla see P. Matthiae, Akkadiaa 17(1980) ,16. The Hittite
rituals for the royal funeral alsp mention sacrifices of horses (cf.
Christman-Franck 1971:69. 71ff.). See for Greek parallels 11.23 (cf. Burkert 1977:297) and for the Skythians Rolle 1979:96-121.
Cf. De Ward 1972:5 and Healey 1977A:174. According to Wensinck 1917:1-6
the threshing-floor was used for mourning rites; apparently because of
the intrinsic connection between the dead and the (fertile) l:and.
Cf. De Moor 1971:176.

2

Pope 1977:166 associates it with the H'
to connect hmm with the mount.
H
1nnom Valley. It is also possible
paraphrase· of Gen 6.1-4 the E~~n
.ermon (Hebrew 111J1n), because in a
certain Danel (cf. ~garitic Dan~oi~c book of Enoch 6:5-7 speaks of a
scended from heaven to th
1e. as one of the fallen angels Who demounta1n Hermon to
th e Old Testament some of e th.
generate the giants
In
assumed that this traditio
~se g1ants are called Rephaim. It maY·be
't
n 1n I Enoch has its
t·
1 e religion and that this
"
l'
roo s 1n ancient Canaanor1g1n
ed ~o a delib
t
.
( f 111J
c.
1~ in Amos 4:3) conn ti
'.
era e m1sreading of OJ1~*
ec ng 1t W1th 01n, "ban".
Most restorations of thi
II and 1.22:11 and'
t~ text are. based on parallel lines in KTU 1.20:
1n
s tablet 1tself.
The ~es~oration bt mrz<y depends On
.
ment10n1ng a btt ~·7
"'•
an Akkadian text found in Ras Shamra
••
.
~"v~ ,omap-za-~
(RS 15.88).

rp ~m 1n 11.2 and 9 is hardly a vocati
.
one would expect nn'um th
.
ve as 1s usually assumed

because
·
. -t'
en. It 1S also poss'bl
r
a 11 e 1 11ne even likely th t
1 e and because of the para we have a double
·t·
h
p enomenon in Old Testament Heb
gen1 1Ve here (see for this
rew GK §128d).
Healey 1977A:162 takes the lamed b f
is very unlikely, however
becaus e ore ~d as a negative particle. This
lamed can be left out (Cf: KTU 1 ~O~ccor ing t? parallel passages the
particle here.
• .11.2). So 1t can only be an emphatic

Cf. De Moor 1976:328; see also the remarks on KTU 1.108:1 below.
to W.F. Albright, BASOR 130(1953) ,26-27 and Yahweh and the
Gods of Canaan, London 1968, pp.102.206 it is a place in the Lebanon
called Hermel~ Harnam. D.N. Freedman and F.I. Anderson, BASOR 198(1970),
41 assume the following development of this name: Harnam>Harmon>Hermel.

S According

ouse,

[I will come in]to my palace."
And Daniel said:

is used separately

with a place name hrmm

[on the] third day I will arrive at the h

['ab·u.bqr>]b.hkly.6
wy <no <dn>·i Z

The

shows that it denotes Daniel

We probably

flutter to the holy place,

makes it

and Rapiu a name of Baal". The stan-

(KTU 1.19:IV.22-25)

that it is not the name of a deity.

relation.

(KTU 1.17:I.17ff.)

I call [you into] my [pa]lace.
May the rp'um

Marzeah.

'apnnk.yrp['U](6)[km.]
[yl;.wy]km.p'y. S

(cf. also Hos 9:1-2).

of Daniel to El

,

may the ghosts flutter [to] the [holy place;]

[tb'u.bt.m]pz·y.

that part of the New Year

a deity with whom Daniel had a special

fact that Baal spoke on behalf

2

[tdd.]

[wb]!Z!t. 'amgy. lbt
Festival

should say:]

[may they come into the house of my]

For

His return may also have been marked

It is not unlikely

["Then Daniel

['Come into the house of] my Marzeah
go into my house [for the rp.um3].

['a!r>]h. ltdd. ·ilnym

of the

by Baal's return from the netherworld.

to the myth of Baal his descent

with the vernal migration

to the beginning

'i t: ]

I inVite you [into] my [hou]se,

they come to the place where they can feed. It may be

suggested

[

'iqr>a·(3) Ikm, bqrb, h]kZy.

Semitic place of

of the rp·um

wy <no dn l (1)
[b ·u.bt. lmrz 'y.

Lk bty (2) [rp'im.]
[bb]ty. "aehkm,

is the usual time for spi·rits of

It is also an indication

new year, which is introduced
according

* [

takes with him in the grave.

(1.6). This seems to be a traditional

ghostly visitation2•
sented as birds:

1

and chariots have to be regarded

(cf. I Sam 28:8). They arrive on the threshing-floors

and the plantations

tentatively

the deceased

and sometimes

See for this restoration

of 1.5-6 p.156 above.

The lines 6-8 can b
e restored by comparison with
parallel also indicates that'·l
.
KTU 1.20:11.5-7. This
be corrected in dn'il
Th
~ ~n KTU 1.21:II.8 is almost certainly to
1.19:II.12.
.
e same m1stake (homoioteleuton)
was made to KTU
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[b'u.bt.mrzO]y.

"[Come into the house

lk.bty.r'p'im
10 [bbty.

'a?]~km.

May the rp'urn

'i[lnym]

In this text the rp'urn

°

or mrzM

cultures

are invited

beings by a communal

hn.bnk.

{to the holy]
place."

of Daniel's

which is also attested

Its participants

practise

nected with the cult of the dead. Because
we will return

communion

hn[.}M[kk.}

Mar-

f"abJd

qym. 'il

has been ques-

to this issue in section

2.5.2.2.

(6)

f:.m.yi_bS.sm.
7

ydk.

bl.smti,

'il.mtm.

yi_(! )bs. brkn"; sm. "i.l , gzrm

3. below.
The implications
above. The rp'urn

of the restored

discussed

on p.156

food and drink but also return

to

can only be temporarily,

lines are very interesting,

because

they indicate

to the place of the festival,

zbl.mZk.

that

of the journey of the rp'urn,

that they were believed

to follow Baal

iod of three days occurs within

stand the Canaanite background

which

is in line with the fact

(cf. KTU 1.17:VI.28-29).

It is not easy to determine

the same framework

of the hope for reviv-

of this Old Testament

text

who are the speaking

(see section

text. If the interpretation

characters

3.

go and do as is premised

to the rp 'urn".

in this

of 11.5ff. given above is correct,

then we have to assume that Baal takes the initiative

in 1. 6: "Now I will

In 11. 5-6 Baal is spoken of in the

third person,

whereas

best solution

seems to be that 11.1-6 are also spoken by Baal: he advises

11.9ff. repeat the first lines of the text. The

to invite the rp'urn;

1 Cf. recently

were the
brothers,

whom El made to stand Up2 in haste.
There the name of El revivified3

the dead,

the bleSSings

of the name of El revivified the heroes.
There rose ups Baal Rapiu,

in 11.9ff. Daniel does as Baal told him to do.

H.-J. Fabry, ThWAT V, cols.11-15.

(10) bb,

ClZmy.

There

rustled6

of

Anat.
the host of the filth,

tStr.

cnt.?d.

as when Anat chases the game,

"pt», smm
causes to fly up the birds
He slaughtered

of heaven.

oxen,

This per-

4.1. below).

Daniel

to shoulder

iomh», Onto

12 tibh, "al.pm.

in Hos 6:2. It is very likely that KTU 1.21 helps us to under-

fragmentary

(9)

shoulder

the highness, the king, the unrelated 7,
km.tdd(ll)

i.e.,

the journey from death to life, takes three days. The same is said in KTU

ification

mhr bOZ
i_m.y~pn.~yl

Baal's journey from the netherworld

1.20:11.5-7

8 i_m.i_mq.rp'u.bol.

your lips will kiss the boy."
There,

i.e., for as long as

lasts.

The following

[he who will gra}sp your hand,

the warriors of Baal and the warriors

life. Of course, this return
the festival

11.5-7 were already

are not only promised

your holy pla}ce1,

your holy place.

Lo, [your} off{spring},
(4)

f:.m (5) i_km. bm i_km. "ahm,

with divine

son,

your grandson

?gr. tmeq, sptk.

in later

your

10, {he will protect

bn bn, 'ai_rk.

3

shows that it was also con-

this connection

"Lo,

hn ' a] i_rk. ycjmr]

"house for the r'p 'urn". The l~arzeah (Ugari tic

meal. KTU 1.21 clearly

tioned by some scholarsl,

flutter

to come to the house

is a cultic association,

in this region.

KTU 1.22:1:

[flutter] to the holy place,

may the gh{osts]

zeah, which is also called

as in KTU 1.14:V.29-V1.15.

I call you [into] my {pala]ce.

(12) [tdd.]

['ai_]rh.ltdd.

mrz

So We have here the same kind of repetition

[I in]vite you [into my house],

"iqratkm (11) [bqrb.hklZy.
'ai_rh.r'p'urn

of] my [Marzeah],

for the r'p 'urn.

go into my house

171

The restoration
1.17:1.28.30.

of this line is based on

the assumed parallel

with KTU

See for the interpretation of qym as "to rise
Legacy of Canaan
2nd ed
L Ld
up" (D-stem) J. Gray, The
38; cf. the use ~f D1v i~' I~:~1:~2~~6256' P14·128and De Moor 1980:179, n.
. ,
: ; and Ps 88:11.
Cf._D~ Moor 1971:117 and 1981:179
h
basu S-stem.
w 0 connects Ugaritic i_bs with Akkadian
KTU, p.65, n.2 proposes to read in 1 7· b k
'
because a repetition of ytbS'
th' •. y r,n ~nstead of yi_(!)bs.brkn,
t '
an
a.s verse a s considered t b
I'
I ~s, however, not unusual that'd
t' 1
0 e un ~kely.
leI lines; cf. S. Segert, JAOS 10~(~~8~~~30;~rds
are repeated in paral-

Cf. J.C. de Moor, in Bewerken
en bewaren
Fs K Ru '
44, n.50 who connects Ugaritic tmn with ~ ab'·
n~a, Kampen 1982, p.
tower up" Th'
1
_..
...,
r a,c samaqu, "to be high,
•
a.s c early fits the context (against Pope 1977:169).
Cf; De M~or 1971:117. The use of this verb
rp urn be~ng represented as birds.
is another reference to the
This translation

will be discussed

below.
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also small stock.

'imr.qm?

yearling

ZZ'im.

is not surprising
be the creatorl.

calves,

sheep,

kkap (15) Z·brm.zt.

of rams,

a multitude

of lambkins.

to El first

To those who came over the olives were
like silver,

of Keret

among the fruit on the table in the halll,

16 dpr.!Zbn.bq·Z.

bq"]: (17) mlkm,
hn.ym.ysq.yn.!mk
18

(19)

gn.

wine without

yn. 'isryt.

The purple

tU!) .mr!.y/:Lr!.oil.

the rp'wn
a third,

!Z!.rb·.ym.
/:Lm§ (23) !d!.ym. tZ/:Lmn.

on the crest

(26) [ymm.]

Baal the Almighty

[yqrb.b/:Ln]t.r·h[.]
'abyn (28) [dn'il..mt.rp'i.]
(29) [mt.hrnmy.]5

the revivification

1973:II,

Cf. Pope 1977:177 who connects

Ll.25-29

~l~n

Cf. the opposite

is described6•

Ugaritic

with Arabic

as "rp'u(m)

with the same words

of

may have been

it is more likely that rp'u

is

'aZ'iyn, whl.'chl.'Sa 1so wrl.tten
'
b efore his name,

Cf. De Moor 1980.
Cf. H. Ringgren, ThWAT I, coL 205.

Thus far it

p.145.

fira·.

after KTU 1.17:I.16-19.

statement

of

with mh» b<Z in the same

group of persons

However,

sense

number

to the rp'urn.

Cf. Van Selms

1954:96.

Cf. A.F. Rainey, in Orient and Occident, Fs C.H. Gordon,
ner, AOAT 22, Neukirchen-Vluyn
1973, p.142.

zu Vorderaaien,
PI"

like

because

distin-

only few

in KTU 1.17:I.2 etc.;

that only a limited

of belonging

or at least a comparable

for people

of Ugarit

has this restricted

(1.8) 5 can be interpreted

(cf. also KTU 1.22:11.6-8).
of Baal7

Daniel

person

is poor;

1978B:91.

Agyptens

into an epithet

It probably

Baal,,6. This seems to fit the context,

an epithet

a masculine

In the epic literature

etc.).

we have
which

They are also called

a word denoting

(Elhu in KTU 1.16:1.46;

rp'u b'Z

(1.5). Perhaps

of all gods as brothers,

literature2.

share in the blessing

The much disputed

meant

[came],

the man of Rapiu,}

of the rp'wn

are called gzr

line a similar

[day],

in I Sam 14:5.

are restored

r

[the hero, the Harnami te man, is c }rying.

13 and Healey

Cf. W. Helck, Die Beziehungen

Cf. the use of

3

[he approached} his friend [wi th merc}y:
"[Daniel,

qualities .

only in his reti-

to life. So Baal contributes

are called brothers

of "hero" in KTU 1.22:1 as well indicating

on the flank of the Lebanon.

Then, on the seventh

[wYZ]k. 'aZ'iyn.b·Z

Cf. De Moor

,

persons

dead persons

roan on the summit
4

by heroic

as

this action.

of the rp "um,

gzr developed

,

4

guished

and Aqhat in KTU 1.17:VI.20

a sixth day they ate,

in the dining

b?q[.]b'irt. Zbnn.

In ll.5ff.

drank

manhood

3

as El, because

indication

in ancient Mesopotamian

to the

not felt to be contradictory

to return

(gzrm) (1.7). Being primarily

heroes

who has reached

they ate,

the rp'urn drank

bt. 'ikl. bp»

?·[q.gzr]

of the Lebanon,

a fourth day,

a fifth,

rp'urn (24) tstyn.

27

necklace

dew of must grown by a god.

rp'wn (22) tStyn.

mk.bsb"

is attested

Lo, one day and a second

21 hn.ym.w!n.tZ/:Lmn.

25

after-effect,

wine of happiness,

·nq.am d(20) Zbnn.

in this matter

for the rp'um

this to the general

to

is found in the epic

in the words used to denote

in his own way to the revivification

to compare

similar

The roles of Baal and El with regard

It is not clear why the rp'um

must of wine fit for rulers,

mr!:..yn.etmm.
yn.bZd

wine of Thamuka2,

he 'was believed

to help Danl.'elto get a son, he has to go

and something

by the difference

Baal is just as important

the other hand it

On

life, because

of the rp'urn were probably

nue is it possible

in the hall of kings.
Lo, one day he poured

When Baal wants

(KTU 1.15:II.12ff.).

is indicated

to be raised.

that it is El who gives

(KTU 1.17:I.24ff.)

revivification
to those who came over the gourds were
like gold,

173

that this would be done by Baal, but in this text Baal ap-

to be only the first of the rp'um

pears

and the fattest

<gZm.dt.snt
14

was suggested

He slew bulls

§qZ.P'm
13
'1JJIrIri' 'iZm.

2.5. Syria and Palestine

in Ps 88:11.

For a survey

see Healey

Cf. L'Heureux

1979:146.

ed. H.A. Hoff-

1977A:176-177.

Cf. De Moor 1976:325-329; Healey 1977A:177-180;
and Dietrich, Loretz
1980:179. An important argument is derived by De Moor 1976:328-329 from
the West-Semitic personal names containing the root rp'; cf. in this
framework also ARM XVI/1, 50.266.
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because Baal is called rp'u in KTU 1.108:2

in the Ancient

Near Ea,st

and in the epithet

2.5. Syria and Palestine

of Daniel,

also I Sam 17:55-58),

god named beZ mrp'. Baal can be regarded

whereas we also know a Phoenician
then as the first of the rp'um.

field. In ancient Greek religion

which mentions

1

all soldiers

and in the Akkadian

the dead persons

diers who fell while
princes2•

of Baal and warriors

to think here of the soldiers who died as heroes

erated as heroes

on perilous

campaigns"

for believers.

to be helpers

the Fravashis,

chariots

above also points

(KTU 1.20:II.2ff;

"the sol-

in battle

and pro-

just like the ancient

to their being

1.22:II.22ff.)

can also be regarded

another warrior

of Anat is mentioned,

Their

as equip-

ment for this purpose.

of Anat. He is called mhr

lower deity Yatpan, who is a servant
rior of the Lady". Yatpan

is used by the goddess

takes the form of a bird,

a kite, to carry out his mission.

is a winged demon. This description
already noticed

similarity

between

rp 'um. A perfect parallel
Dynasty":

all persons

solution

after the soldiers

it mentions

to the problem of translating

last group of dead persons has to be invoked.
tion "usurper",

of the

referring

to Akkadian

is called

utnapishtim
X.iiL47ff.l

D'nnn

Cf. Finkelstein

the Styx in Greek

1966:97.

even the father

are called

"those who came over"

that a river or sea sep-

and Hubur in Akkadian.

itic sl:J.Z mmt,
of

story of the flood Dilmun is called

This conception

can also be found in Job 33:18,

completely

two words,

viz.

nlllJ,

death

"p.l.aco

of

the stream

identical:

(Gilg.
"land

"to
The

(n'7~),,5.

"his soul draws near

(across) the sea". The difficult
by comparing

"the stream of the realm of death,,6.

by KTU 1.14:1.20-21,

The place where

from this world by the water of death

and in the Sumerian

can represent

de at.h"

D'nnn

and 0'

f

it to Ugar-

p.rooab Ly also
"sea'I.o

This

is

from which we learn that both ym and sl:J.l

7.

princesses,

nor anyone who

is probably

and the "king" a

De Moor proposed

a transla-

mar l-a mammana , "son of nobody"

II, coL 1104.

of the banquet

at the end of this verse can be explained

confirmed

of the

eZZmn/

by Ugaritic

with no relative,

of this term is the belief

lives is separated

(cf.

De Moor 1971:117

and 1976:342;

cf. also Xella

1981:285.

G. del Olmo Lete, UF 9(1977) ,38. Pope 1977:170 connects it with Arabic
"al.ima, "to know". R.M. Good, UF 13(1981) ,118-119 rightly critiCizes
this, but his own translation "eternal" is etymologically unconvincing
and does not fit the context.
See-on the mention of these spirits of the dead in Mesopotamian
ture Finkelstein 1966:115 and Bottero 1983:170-171.186.
Cf. Ebeling

De» Kleine Pauly,

somebody

In SOme Meso-

t etrim l.a mamma-

arates the world of the dead from the world of the living. This river of
death

Cf. Tromp
Cf. H. von Geisau,

could have been expressed

of the dead

3.

being unknown.

consist

terms for the

the term eZZmy, which

in KTU 1.161:7. After the "highness"

similar

eZZmy: "whose child?", Le.,

to the pit, his life to the place of death
he

(with the needs of the dead)". This text may offer the

the same as "Tltm

Something

"spirit of nobody"

22nd verse of Job 33 is almost

indication

"princes,

caretaker

that are taking care of them

texts such a spirit is called

4.

like KTU 1.161. For this

suggest to connect it with the spirits

who do not have any relatives
potamian

De

2.

On the other hand it is not very likely that

in a list of ancestors

spare hf.s soul from the pit, his life from crossing

"war-

Apparently

for this is offered by the "Genealogy

from east to west who have neither

concerns himself

reason we tentatively

"vizier"

eZZ, "child" in Ras

(cf. also Ugaritic

st,

the rp'um and lower deities.
as general

etymology

viz. the

to kill Aqhat and he

of Yatpan is another

zbZ, mZk, and eZZmy (1.10) can be regarded
Hammurapi

was mentioned

of the crossing".

In KTU 1.18:IV.6.11.27

fits in with its place in a list of royal per-

Ibn Hani text 77/18, rev.3).

(ebrm). The background

soldiers as in the Akkadian
active as warriors.

a reasonable

In 1. 15 the participants

who were known as' armed

the fallen

which

The same can be said of Del Olmo Lete' s translation

an usurper

nama)

The fact that the rp'um are called war-

riors of Baal and Anat and not simply
text mentioned

offerings,

Dynasty",

are listed among kings and

tectors of the city in which they are worshipped,

fighting

were ven-

of the Hammurapi

funerary

It

aspect as well, if we take into account

the fact that Greek heroes were believed

horsemen

of Anat.

on the battle-

who died in battle

"Genealogy

who receive

We can think of another

Iranian spirits of dead heroes,

1.

Moor offered

In 11.8-9 the rp'um are called warriors
is possible

sons

175

litera-

1931:132.

1969:147-151.

Cf. De Moor

1971:186.

Cf. J.C. de Moor and K. Spronk,

UF 14(1982) ,156. In KTU 1.5:I.21-22

we
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The place of the banquet
is another

longed to the rp'um

is called

[Go into the house

[I call

[!:.m.YEmqn] (7) mhr.b"U.]
(8)

"nt .

'a?~.km.
b} (10 )

'a!:.r[h.rp'v~.tOO}
'a1rh.Zt[dd. 'iZnym.]
[!:.m}(12) y~pn.~y[z.M.}
[mllc, "Umy}

em", "at lrtm. [rp'um.}
Ibn; "i.Ln l (14)ym.

15

]

srrrn. prst[ .y?q. ]

hkZ.y.

[I •'nvite
[May the rp'um

flutter

to] the holy place,

may {the ghosts flut}ter to the holy place.
May the host

[of the filth]

[the king,

the unrelated.}

Listen,

you

rustle [there!,

['abY'.spsm} (25) b!:.Z!:..

[After

column probably
by their

the original
more

likely

be regarded
nately,

the gh[osts

contains

reaction

words

order was probably
that KTU 1.22:1
as the answer

spoken

(11.22ff.).

on the third
arri[ved

on the threshingfloors,}

on the plantations}.

different

followed

by Daniel

It was already

remarked

from the numbering

to the vow made by Daniel

the rp'um,

invoking

after KTU 1.22:11.

one can only guess what precisely

}

[

above that
in KTU.

It is

KTU 1.22:1.2-3

(11.15ff.).

can

Unfortu-

is said here by Daniel.

which

texts describing

[hZ}n.yst.rp'u.mZk.

oil of decision,
made

to KTU 1.20-22

seem to belong

to the epic of Aqhat

rites connected

with the veneration

there are
of the

rp'um. The first of these texts we discuss here is KTU 1.1083:

]".

[

Next

two cultic

wySt

[a vow}:

(2)

"Zm.

['il. )gi:_r.wyqr.

[LO}, may Rapiu, the eternal

king drink".

And may [the god) Gathar-and-Yaqar

drink,

} over Amurru,
L1.16-18

The restoration of the broken passages is based on parallel pas~ages ~n
KTU 1.20-22 and on the average number of signs missing on the r~ght s~de
of the tablet.
We do not follow

ch[ariots},

one day and a second}.

sunset}

[the rp'um}

'ifln}y[m. Zmt"t)

followed

gho]sts.

are told that Nahar, "river", a title of the sea-god Yam, .mi~es the CUp
for the god of death, Mot. Gibson rightly remarks ~at th~Sd~:t~r~~~~~_
a poetic allusion to souls being taken across the r~ver 0
ite Myths and Legends, p.69, n.l).

2

the horses}.
their

[rp'um],

[pay attention,

[Daniel)

the holy place."

[came to} their stallions.
They w[ent

This

you into] my palace.

hm.ym[

1

"rhm.

tUkn.ym.wEn·}

26

into [my palace}.

for the rp'um],

I call you [into my house},

[He poured}

(16) ydx-.

[harnassed
They mounted

of Baal,
of Anat.

the ghosts}

KTU here;

cf. the copy by Viro1leaud.

are restored

after KTU 1.16:VI.23-24.

2

Cf. the use of ~J~ in Exod

3

Cf. C. Virolleaud, Ug.5(1968) ,551-557 (editio princeps); J.C. de Moor,
UF 1(1969),175-179;
B. Margulis, "A Ugaritic Psalm", JBL 89(1970),293304; De Moor 1973:11,24-27;
Caquot 1976; L'Heureux 1979:169-187;
and
Dietrich, Loretz 1980.

" yst

r

May [the rp "uml flutter [to the holy place} ,

l tiemd. sswm}

flutter} to the holy place,

[my house

I will call the rp+um [into my house}

[invite

mg[y.rp'um. Zgrnt}

Why

]

[dn'iZ.ndr]

2

Then

you into my palace}.

[Baal Rapiu and the warriors}

of his kingship,]

[may the ghosts flutter}to

may the gho[ sts} flutter [to the holy place},

Come into

the throne

They tied up the ch[ariots},

[ti'ty.Z}(24)

[May there rise up} the warriors

Lk b[ty.rp'im.]
[>iqra'km.bqr

(19) 'a?~.rp'im[.}

23 t"Zn.Zmr[kbthm.}

,

177

the cushion of the seat of his do [min ion]

['iqra'.'ilnym} (20) bqrb ,
h[kZy.}
[> a!:.rh.
rp "uml (21) too.

for the r[p'um}.

into my house

[May the rp'um

['a!:.rh](6) l.tdd, 'iUnym. ]

[

you

I invi[te

5 'a!:.rh.r[p'um.tdd.}

[rp'u.b"Z.wmhr]

gra[sps

of my Marzeah,}

come into my house

'iqr['akm.bqrb.hkZy}

lm.qdt[

[hn.bbty}

into my house},

and Palestine

nbt.k~!:..d[rkth.}l

22 'asr.mr[kbtm.}

[bbty. 'a?~}(4)km.

13

y'u[bd.ks'a.mZkh}
18

'a!:.rh[.ZtOO. 'iZnym}

Zk.bty.r[p'im.}

(9)

This name

like kings be-

[go into} my palace.

lb 'u.bbt. mrz"y]

11

dead

"And let them co[me

[yb'u.bqr] (2)b.hkZy.

[bbty]

(11.16-17).

2.5. Syria

(cf. also 1.10).

w.yUk.bty.]

3

"hall of kings"

of the fact that only important

indication

Near East

7:27 and 8:17.

(11.1ff.) is probably a jussive. This is indicated by the consistent
uSe of the shorter form yst instead of ysty; cf. De Moor 1973:11.24 and
UF 1(1969) ,176 who also points to a parallel in the Akkadian text KAR214.

r
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'iZ.y!b.bC!trt
3

the god who is dwelling

'iZ[.]!P?bhdrCy.

the god who is judging

dysr.wy:J!nr
b tp uomel.tm.

bbbr.k!r.?bm

with the merry companions

6 wtst. Cnt.g!r.

And may the Anat of Gathar

bCZt.mZk.
b

C

(7)

the Mistress

Lt. drkt ,

the Mistress

[bCnt.kp!.
wCnt. d'i. d'it.

[mrnZ'at.b]mr.spr.
In.

'U iJn!.cgZ 'iZ (12) [Ctk.]
mdl d. 'iLsd.

Y$d.mZk (13) [

i

2

at the banquet

4

]

And may the god [
the god who sucked3
[who

the belo]ved
May mZk be feds {

[say to the king and} his family:

(19)

[Oz. }

[a}sk Baal for [strength}.
[He will bless}

your coming,

2

Rapiu,
Surely,

the [eternal}
[the grace3}

king your [going}.

of Rapiu,

,

[bnt.}rp'i.mZk

b4mrh.hZ(23)

['anh.}

the ete.rnal king,

under his protection, under his po[wer},
under his patronage,

}

30.

will place you, on [your} request,
"Lm,

bbtkh.hnmrth.

of El, Shed.

Cf. Hebrew on~n; cf. T. Penar, BibZiea 55(1974) ,106. The expression cz
mst can be compared to Dn70 7y in I Sam 20:24 and to 1"0 7y in Prov 23:

the eternal king,

under the force [of Rapiu},

of El,
[Atik}.

For kpt, "royal kap" or "turban" cf. Akkadian kubeu . KTU 1.108:6-8 can
be regarded as a precise description of the goddess Anat as she is pictured on the seal of the dynasty of Ugarit (cf. PRU III, pls.XVI and
XVII): she wears a head dress and is clothed in a robe of feathers; cf.
also the haematite cylinder representing a winged goddess with head dress
(cf. A. Caquot and M. Sznycer, Ugaritie ReZigion,
Iconography of Religions XV,8, Leiden 1980, pl.XXllIa). According to Caquot and Sznycer
this goddess can be compared to Anat. L'Heureux 1979:178 points to the
clear parallel with the Akkadian epithet of the god Sumuqan, viz. beZ
kubsi. It is very interesting to note that Sumuqan (or Shakan) is known
as a chthonic deity (cf. D.O. Edzard, WM 1/1, p.118), because Anat as a
She-Kite is clearly associated with the deified spirits of the dead.

cZm.

b':« (22) [rp'i.}mZk.

] drink,
the heifer

arrive,

[Ask for grace,}

Z tstk. Z'irst(21)[k.}
2

}
}

[When the rp'um}

rp'u mik (20) [CZm. $'at}k.

[she who fills] the horn withnewwi[ne].

wyst. 'iZ (11) [

[

a heifer

[

[

[rp'um.P

['i}rs. ib";

cattle,
}

[and may drink} Reshep
}

(17)

}

} its firm-fleshed
[

}

[ybrk. Imqk:

of the royal cap!,

she who soars in the high heaven,
she who devours

}

(16) [

[rgm. ZmZk.w}drh
18 ['irs.i:mt.}

of dominion,

and the Anat of the Kite, the She-Kite,

rbpt (9) lbemlml , Irm.
'akZt. cgZ cZ.mst
10

[k]mgy

drink,

of the high heaven,

the Mistress

[

}

[
[

[

of Kothar.

}

[and} may Eloah drink [

} 'itmh

[wyst.}rsp

of ki.ngship,

the Mistress

bCZt.smrn.rmrn
8

15

dancers,

[

}
}

[

wi th the tambourine and the cymbals,
with the anointed

(14) [

[

with the lute and the shawm,

bm (5) rqdm. den,

)

[w]ySt. 'Uh

in Edrei,

who sings and plays

bknr.sat.lb,

4

[

in Athtarot,

Zr(24) [p}'i. "are ,
czk.:J!nrk.

to the r[p}'um

under his beneficial strength,

of the earth.

Let your force, your protection,

Z 'a (25)nk. h tkk:
nmrtk.btk

your power,

(26) "uqr»,

your patronage,

your beneficial

Zymt.sps.wyrh
27

throughout

strength be in the
middle of Ugarit

the days of Sun and moon

wncmt.snt. 'iZ
and the happiest

This text does not have the same ~'Sitz im Leben"

of El's years.

as

KTU 1.20-22. Whereas
the latter belong to the epic of Aqhat and are a story about the
'
invoking
o f th e rp um, KTU 108
t'
con a~ns the text of a related ritua14• In KTU 1.20-

This line is restored
Cf. Deut 28:6 and Ps

after KTU 1.20:11.6;

cf. also KTU

1.124:1.

The difficult iJn! can be explained as a participle G-stem like ytb in 1.
2. The context and especially 1.9 suggest a connection with Arabic iJn!,
lito sipll.

Cf. KTU 1.17:1.16

4

This line is restored

S

For $dy,

~'Heureux 1979:186 calls this text a "my tho 1 ' 1
as based on a
d' ff
.
oqa.ca narrative", but this
,
very ~ erent interpretation of the
~t tells us that El gives strength to Baal.
text. In his opinion

after KTU 1.3:111.43-44.

"to feed" cf. msd ed, "to give a banquet"

(KTU 1.114:1).

121:8 for the restoration

on "grace" as a quality

of 1.20.

of Baal.
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22 the relation between

Daniel

Afterlife

in the Ancient

and his deceased

first place; KTU 1.108 is primarily

concerned

Near East

2.5. Syria and Palestine

son seems to take the

with the welfare

ceased kings

of the

can be personified,

and perhaps

city. This makes it likely that KTU 1.108 is part of the New Year Festi-

used as another

val (cf. esp. 1.25)

cause in other

1,

wine, viz. in autumn
11.16-17

which

takes place

in the period

(1.10). And if the restoration

speak of the arrival

of the foaming

new

of 1.17 is correct,

of the rp'um coinciding

with Baal's

return

from the netherworld.
It was already
Rapiu of Daniel's
identification
The word

Keret •

epithet

Against

(11.1.19.21)

and the Rapiu mentioned

of Rapiu with Ba.al, however,

oil in 11.2.3.10

and some scholars
3

above that Rapiu

point

is the same as the

in KTU 1.22:1.8.

is not generally

accepted

and 11 has been taken as the pro~er
to the role of El as a healer

this it can be argued

•

name El

that in this passage

(KTU 1.16:V)the

does not oCCUr and that El does not drive away Keret' s illness

himself,

but only creates

Ugaritic
meant'.

religion,

a certain

place

which

Shataqat

to do this. Other

of the concept

of the kingship

scholars

of El in

But this does not exclude

the possibility
kingship"

that it refers

ascribed

to Baal

11.7-8.10-11).

with
113

deities

to Baal,

(KTU 1.2:IV.

mention
invoked

of 11.2-4

•

is based

Caquot and Sznycer

that Rapiu is the first of the rp 'ums•

think of a personification

shades of the royal dead6•

It is difficult

of the rp'um,

to imagine

who are the

how a group of de-

with

11.6.10

suggests

This Yaqar is probably
obv.l.14

that the two members

name Kothar-and-Khasis

The second member

also mentioned

likely either,

because

less equal.

or

is mentioned

the identification

Cf. C. Virolleaud,
200(1970) ,12.

2

Caquot, Sznycer, Ugaritic Religion,
from the earliest times".

p.19.

They translate

mlk. elm "king

rp'i yqr3. It is not un-

(KTU 1.2: IV. 7 etc.) next to Kothar

to be more

that Gathar

6

to KTU 1.

in a text from Ras Ibn Bani,

as one of the rp'um:

A good

(KTU 1.2: IV. 11

etc.).

for g1r of some kind of beverage".

Cf. L'Heureux 1979:213, n.44. S.B. Parker, "The Ugaritic Deity Rl'ipi'u",
UF 4(1972) ,97-104 thinks of an independent deity, but he does not explain why this god Rapiu is not mentioned in any of the numerous lists
of gods. The identification with Reshep proposed by Cooper (mentioned
by Pope 1981:172-173) is also unconvincing.

Cf. A. Jirku, "Rapa'u, der Furst der Rapa'uma-Rephaim".
ZAW 77(1965),8283; B. Margulis, JBL 89(1970), 301; and Caquot 1976:299. Ribichini, Xella
1979:155-156 identify this rp'u with Yaqar mentioned in 1.2.

can be identified

of a dual deity also appear separately.

etc.) and Khasis (KTU 1.2:IV.7

Cf. De Moor 1973:11,24.

S

that wyst at the end of

for this is the fact that in the myth of Baal we find the double

1

, Cf. F.M. Cross, Canaanite Myth and Hebrew Epic, Cambridge 1973, pp.16.
20-21; see on the kingship of El W.B. Schmidt, Konigtum Gottes in Ugarit
una Israel, 2nd ed., Berlin 1966, pp.23-25.

(CL

by the name of a god. We assume that this is a

called Gathar-and-Yaqar1•

2

BASOR

to

likely stichometry

oil yqr, who is the most ancient royal ancestor according

example

Gathar

Ug.5(1968) ,553 and J. Blau and J.C. Greenfield,

lines is Baal's

of 11. 18ff. is addressed

on the most

What we have found thus far definitively
agree to the opinion

from

here the fact that the only one of
in the following

and that the request

A comparison

nr. 77/8a+13+21b,

10) .
Most scholars

2

usual

would make it likely that by mlk in 1.1 El is

because we also hear of "eternal

(11.7ff.)

The interpretation

dual deity

verb rp'

point to the prominent

We can finally

Ugaritic

the first line is followed

in the epic of

This can be

with Baal, be-

Baal.

This
2

Anat

can hardly be denied.

in favour of the identification

texts the rp'um are said to follow Baal on his return

the netherworld.
the important
consort

stated

argument

but that Rapiu in this text is the first

of the rp'um

also the eponym

181

one would

excludes

An epithet
expect

In the letter

next to a statue

the two members

of Baal

(11.21-24).

meaning
is not

of a double

KTU 2.4 a statue

is not the same as Baal. A very important
of this Gathar

the proposed

or name of Baa15

deity

of a god named
This confirms

text with regard to

is KTU 1.43. On pp.157-158

above it was

Cf. A. Caquot, ACF 78(1978) ,575. For the well-known phenomenon of dual
deities in Ugaritic religion see J.C. de Moor, UF 2(1970) ,227-228.
Cf. Ribichini, Xella 1979:155-156. See for a survey of the many different interpretations
of yqr Dietrich, Loretz 1980:171-173; for the opinion that Yaqaru was the founder of the dynasty of Ugarit see K.A. Kitchen, UF 9(1979) ,132-133. Yaqaru is also mentioned as such on the dynastic seal of Ugarit (cf. PRU III, p.XLI).
The severely mutilated text shows a number of similarities with KTU 1.
108 (cf. lsd.qdS in 1.13 with oil sd in KTU 1.108:12) and KTU 1.113 (cf.
nOm in 1.15 with KTU 1.113:10).
Assumed

by B. Margulis,

Cf. Dietrich,

Loretz

JBL 89(1970) ,293 and L'Heureux

1980:175.

1979:169.171.
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demonstrated

that the first part of this text deals with the ancestral

cult of the royal family. The second part
within

also belongs

It speaks of g!rm in 11.9 and 17 as gods

this framework.

with 1.1) parallel

(11.9ff.) probably

to the two "Anat-goddesses"

(cf. 1.9

portant among the rp tum can act as singer or judge among the gods.
Cttrt and hdrCy (11.2f.) can be interpreted either as place names or as
names of deities
of Bashan,

word g!rm is probably
tioned

also a dual, because

two identical

their sacrifices

with the deities

24) and Anat

together

to the king

.(cf. KTU 2.4:21-

So they appear to have much in
represents

the two most

rp'um, viz. Gathar and Yaqar, who are called up with Baal, Anat

and a number of lower deities.
3) and singers

Also their functions

(11.3ff.) qualify

as judges

them as lower deities

(KTU 1.108:

or at least as the

first among the dead.
dead persons
In Mesopotamian

as a judge in the netherworld

acting

as judges is well-known

ritual

texts Gilgamesh

(see p.113 above)

and the famous Greek judges of the netherworld,
to Hesiod's

Dareios is described

1.17:VI.31;

as part of the blessings
ification.

"The Persians"

and

dead act

the deceased

king

Josh

Our interpretation
translated

to KTU

is mentioned

as Radman

with Rhadamanthys2,

as Gathar-and-Yaqar3•

singing was a very special

function.

The

(1.2), a

So he has the

same holds true for the judgbeloW).

Rephaites

1:4)

settles

section

and by the relation

that

the suffix probably

between

(11.17-18).

the

etr=

discovered

consort

of Baal.

to g1r

in the

"Anat of th'" Kite".
to some

YHWH and "his Asherah"

therefore,

as deified

"Anat-goddesses"

(see p.178,

of the goddess

as a bird and with

on the dynastic

seal of

n.l above). On this seal we see a

the deified

ancestor

sits on a throne

with a cup in his hand. The living king is standing before
this living king stands Anat.

can

to the role of Anat in the

tallies with the way she is pictured

scene of the royal ancestor-cult:

also

with

queens.

that 11.6ff. point

of Ugarit

as rp'um together

like Baal. These

3 •

Anat as the

In KTU 1.108 it is then stated that Gathar and Yaqar

royal cult of the dead. The description

sented

(11.11 and 14),

that the same could be said of the Ugaritic

This much is certain,

a head-dress

rp'um

nt g!r in 1.6 has to be

state can be compared

Hebrew inscriptions mentioning

favour

c

and the two "Anat-goddesses"

have their Anat. So they are not only revivified

be regarded,

in

the Ugaritic

below).

"nt: d'i likewise

We translate

question

by KTU 1.43: 13 speaking

refers

The use of the name of Anat in the construct
recently

the

between

2.5.3.2.2.

of g!r in 1.2 implies

of "his Anat", because

same text

and Deut

(see on the relation

It may be suggested

in the cult by the queen, because

him and behind

that Anat was repre-

it is very likely that next to

who was already

From KTU 1.3:I we learn that this

(see also the remarks on KTU 1.124:3.12

13:12

"Anat of Gathar,,2. This is supported

the last dynasty

given to Baal and the rp'um after their reviv-

above as one of the judges in the netherworld.

Cf. Roloff

Rhadamanthys

is called a singer can be related

The singer of KTU 1.3:I can be identified

same functions

ing

Minos,

and 1.113. In these texts singing

lower d8ity who has been connected
mentioned

also

Rapiu Baal, they also had a consort

above),

as king and judge of the netherworld 1•

The fact that Gathar-and-Yaqar
1.3:I.18-20;

(see p.131

"Works and Days" the beatific

(11.124.254) and in Aeschylus'

in

is mentioned

just like the Hittite

"ancient kings", who are now kings of the netherworld

Aiakos. Also according

(cf.

of the first possibility

It is not unlikely

The idea of prominent
the ancient Near East.

as judges

ll

and the Old Testament

of sun and moon. They are also

(cf. also KTU 1.112:20), Baal

(cf. also KTU 1.109:25ff.).

according

The g!rm receive

sacrifices).

common with the rp'um. The dual god g!rm probably
important

to g!r are men-

and KTU 1.112:17-20,

to which the g!rm receive

closely related

two sacrifices

Edrei

(11.11.14; cf. also KTU 1.109:26-27

l

.
The clear parallel w'th Josh 12 ..
4
~
mentioning "Og, king
one of the last of the Rephaites, who lived in Ashtarot and

11.18 and 20). The

(cntm;

183

Only the most im-

1970:127-130.

2 Cf. De Moor 1971:68.
Cf. also I1.20,232ff. which tells us that Ganymede was taken by the
gods to the Olympus to serve them as cup-bearer (see p.137 above).

Cf. Dietrich,

Loretz

1980:172.

Cf. Ibid., p.175.
Cf. A. Lemaire, "Les inscriptions de Khirbet el-Qom et l'Asherah de
Yhwh" , RB 84(1977) ,595-608; J.A. Emerton, "New Light on Israelite Religion: The Implications of the Inscriptions from Kuntillet cAjrud", ZAW
94(1983) ,2-20 (there appears to be more evidence for ~lis phenomenon in
Ugaritic texts than is assumed by Emerton, p.8); W.G. Dever, "Asherah,
Consort of Yahweh? New Evidence From Kuntillet CAjrud", BASOR 255 (1984) ,
21-37; A. Lemaire, "Date et origine des inscriptions hebraiques et pheniciennes de Kuntillet CAjrud", SEL 1 (1984) ,131-143; and M. Weinfeld,
"Kuntillet CAjrud Inscriptions and Their Significance", SEL 1 (1984) ,
121-130.
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the king

(cf. KTU 1.43:23-26)

the queen played

, nt role in the d
ana prOITQne
kites

cestor-cult,

'
just as both prof~ted

f rom ~'t (cf . KTU 1.161:31-32).

in the part of the ritual described

were used in the Egyptian
'n

to KTU 4.149:14-16

rites were pro bably performed

certain

~ gUgarit and there are also indications
of
the cultl. So maybe

KTU 1.108:6ff.

cult. Be this as it may, we can conclude

Anat th
~n

the part of the queen in

What is said of this Anat will also hold true for the deified
the dead. So When kites descended

on the sacrifices

could very well have been thought

to incorporate

ritual of the cult of the dead.

dead. This can be connected
and 167 above).

in the temple,

The identification

of Gathar

here as, b~rds
h

According

with a passage

in the cultic text KTU 1.112.

and Anat w~t
just as Baal is said to come down upon his sacrifice

may have had a special

meaning.

Although

, pro bl ems in distinguishing
also had the~r

ent species among the

Small

birds of prey3,

the

people

of

between

they had noticed

differ, 1

offered

New Year Festival

to the

bird of prey and therefore

further up in the sky than any
otherin
4
F
must have pre-eminent powers of sight.
or

All this is supposed

cestors played

to have happened

the people

a heifer

(cf. KTU 1 .18'IV
'. 17ff).,

at the banquet"

(1. 9), because

to assume that kites representing

a role in certain

rites in spring.

as a herald

appear to have been familiar

in Ugarit,

because

of springl

area from the beginning

of March

onward2•

with Baal's

return in autumn,

his descent

in spring. This assumption

Whereas

they may have use d spec~'ally trained

is a passage

"
Athtart of Khurri enters the pit". This probCf. also KTU 1.43:~, When
near the royal tomb followed by the
ably refers to a r~te performed
f the ancestors (11.2ff.23).
bringing of sacrifices to the statues 0

l 't
of the1959
Bible, 109.
pp.181.189 and A. Parme3 Cf. Tristram, The NatUX'a, H1-s ory
This can be illuslee, All Birds of the B1-~le, New Y~~~ deno~e~·bOth the eagle and the
trated by the fact that ~n, Hebrew,
lleled by d'iy, "kite" (KTU 1.
vulture, whereas in Ugar~t~c nsr ~s para
18:IV.17ff.; 1.19:1.32-33; cf. Hebrew nN7).
4

Cf. Tristram, p.188.

S

,
See for this interpretat~on
0 f th e verb
,',bsr Caquot,
abic Sznycer, Textes
ba{1UX'a III. "fixer
Ougaritiques,
p.439, n.a who connect ~t w~th Ar

6

in this

are associated

they may also have been believed

to forebode

is supported by the fact that the

falcons or

Cf. De Moor 1971:104.

de haut".

bird arrives

the kites

with falconry

the epic of Aqhat

2

anthe

and it may have had the same

kite is among the birds that are closely related
1

of autumn. Now

the venerated

In ancient Greece

we know that this migrant

this may

that the kite is known not to be shy at al16•

of Ugarit

far up in the sky.

at the beginning

w~'th her role in the royal cult of the dead
function

Because

the fact that they have

as birds Who are now hovering

black kite was saluted

,
refer to the c~rcumstance

celebrating

of the

hovers

KTU 1.18:IV.20-21 it is said especially of the kite that he looks down
from far aboves• It can also be noted that the identification of the Anat

described as "devouring

(KTU 1.14:II.24-25).

may have been part of the rituals

(cf. KTU 1.114:1)

there is also reason

of Gathar with a kite tallies

girm

the spec~a
left the netherworld

"
which
quaLi.t.Le
s 0 f th e k'te
a,
,

of the

of this text the gf:.rm "descend Upon the banquet",

to 11.18-19

The banquet
Ugarit probably

they

the royal spirits

,

It is not su rp ra"si.nq to find that the dead are represented
(see pp.100

spirits of

e

2

kites, however,

that

by the queen
,

that she could represent

describes

in KTU 1.108, just as live birds

Accor -

and the

the kite: "it is very sociable;
Tristram,p.181
reported about tents will soon attract a large party of
slaughter of a sheep near the
dless of man and guns, and enjoy a
black kites, which swoop down regar
also be noted that in many
noisy scramble for the refuse". It ~an is described as swoop~ng down
classical Greek sources the black k~te A Glossary of Greek B1-rds,
on sacrifices; cf. W. d'Arcy Thompson,
Oxford 1936 (rpt. 1966), p.120.

(KTU 1.19:I.29ff.).

in "The Birds"

"Then the kite became
110£

the

to death and drought

Most interesting

of Aristophanes:

king of the Greeks."

Greek?"

"Yes, and When he was king he taught us to wallow
the kites." (11.499-500)
This passage

in

in this connection

describes

a peculiar

way of greeting

on the earth for

the first kites of

spring.

It has always been more Or less a riddle to which ancient custom
3
Aristophanes is referring here . It now seems possible that he is mocking
at a Phoenician
expected

mourning
descent

rite

(cf. KTU 1.5:VI.14-16)

into the netherworld.

i.e., the kings of old were believed
This is not the only indication
D'Arcy Thompson,
Cf. De Moor

on the occasion

of

It is very likely that tile
to follow him.

that anCient Ugaritic

belief

in deified

pp.119-120.

1971:176.

Cf. T. Cock, Ausgewahlte
1927, pp.65-66.

Komodien

des Aristophanes,

IV, 4th ed., Berlin
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spirits of the dead being represented
served in later Phoenician

customs.

formed every year on the occasion
garded as the successor
the land they perform
beating
air"

they proclaim

conception

2.5. Syria and Palestine

of the rites per-

of Adonis,
Lucian

who can be re-

writes:

"Throughout

When they cease their breast-

that he lives and send him into the

last words

of the spirits

Near East

seems to have been pre-

of the revival

lamentation.

(De Dea Syria 6) 1. These

Ugaritic

as birds

In his description

of Baal in this region,

solemn

and weeping,

in the Ancient

can be connected

of the dead being

with the ancient

resurrected

with Baal

and taking the form of birds who fly up to the sky.
With regard to the origin
teresting

parallels

in a funerary
Egyptian
above).

from Egypt

context

influence

of this conception

to the role of the kite and related birds

as in KTU 1.1082•

upon the Ugaritic

In the first place

we can refer to some very in-

They confirm

conceptions

it is noteworthy

that birds belonging

that the dead are able to leave the grave. Another

for this can be compared

about Isis bewailing

her dead husband

all the more interesting

Osiris

discovery

influence

of two small bronze

statues

el Beida3.

royal ideology

the fact that the "Sitz

is further

as imported ware.

by the

from the 14th or

with the Uraeus-snake

the double
between

of these statues

the king with the god Horus.

ond statue, which is inlaid with gold, is a local product'.
be explained

of Anat' s

confirmed

of falcons dating

about the connection

identifying

tradition

One of these is wearing

crown, the other is pictured

legs. There can be no doubt
Egyptian

in this matter

This precious

par-

cf. also

the resurrection

tioned in the royal cult of Ugarit.
Because

the beginning

who is meant here by
in the ritual

its

with the
The sec-

So it cannot

work of art may have func-

2

3

Cf. H. Altenmuller, LA II, col.95.
species were sometimes confused.

As in Syria

thssoula 1976, p.13.

and Palestine

different

Cf. Syria 10(1929) ,288+pl.LII; Ug.l(1939) ,32+fig.24; J.-C. Courtois, DBS
IX, coL 1284. One of the statues is also pictured in Caquot, Sznycer,
Ugaritic Religion, pl.XXIIIc, but it is wrongly described as found at
Ras Shamra (ibid., p.27).

, Cf. C.F.-A.

Schaeffer,

Ug.1(1939) ,32.

to decide

(1.12). One can think of the king who took part

and translate

"may the king feed

that it is one of the deities

called up to join the banquet, because the enumeration of gods seems to go on until 1.16.
It is possible to
identify mlk with Ell; for KTU 1.22:1.5-6 shows
that the creator god plays
an important part in the
" f'
rev~ va ~cation of the rp "um. On the other hand it
is unlikely that El was mentioned in this place,
i.e., among gods who are
all related to the netherworld.
If we proceed on the
proposition that mlk
also belongs to this group of deities, the fact that
we hear of both "mlk
at Athtarot"
(KTU 1.100:41) and
"mlk in Athtarot" (KTU 1.107: 17) becomes
very interesting. Apparently he has the same residence as Gathar-andYaqar. We can also compare
of the "host"

him to
(l;.l)

of

mlk

mentioned

'n KTU
~
1.41:48

and 1.87:

mlk.

This host is mentioned together
with the sunrise and sunset and the "host of
the daylight". As the latter
host belongs to the sunri:se, the "host of lk
m "can be considered as belonging to the
sunset and the dark world of the dead. This makes it very
likely

that in KTU 1.108:12

related

to the Mesopotamian

mlk

is not the word for king, but has to be

chthonic

deity Malik2•

This god or demon is

associated with the malku/maliku, a plural form of malik, who receive
funerary offerings. The
lkse ma u also appear in an Ugaritic list of gods
written in syllabic script among the minor gods as ~
LIKMES3
A
d'
.
. ccor ~ng
to the parallel alphabetic version they are the
equivalents of the mlkm
(KTU 1.47:33), who are probably the same as the
"host of mlk=, The malk'U
can be compared with the Anunnaki as underworld
cd'
g s. Something similar
may be assumed with regard to the Ugaritic mlkm.
Some scholars propose a
direct relation between the mlkm and the ~'um5. Th
~~
e main argument for
Cf. Dl.etrich, Loretz

Cf. H.W. Attridge and R.A. Otten, The Syrian Goddess,

of 1.13 is lost, it is very difficult

mlk

• .". It is more likely,
however,

52 speaking

as "the Great Kite". This is

when we take into account

13th century B.C. in Minet
pharaonic

(KTU 1.108:8;

to an Egyptian

im Leben" of KTU 1.108 is the feast celebrating
consort. Egyptian

to the

very interesting

the fact that Anat is called kite

KTU 1.18:IV.20-21);

of

(see p.158

the Ba of the dead indicating

hawk family are often used to represent

allel concerns

the assumption

of afterlife

187

1980: 177.

c~. M. Weinfeld, UF 4(1972) ,136-137. See in general on this
god H.-P.
M:,ller, .Z~PV 96(1~80),11-14;
Jaros 1982:178-182; and on the
sacrifices
ana mal~k~ ~n Mar~ Talon 1978:65-71.
Ug.5(1965),45.60.
Cf. J.F. Healey
Ugarit", SEL 2 (1985) ,115-125.'
Cf. Healey

1975 and Talon

"The Akkadian
'Pantheon

List'

from

1978:68.

Cf. Healey 1977A:272; Healey
Ribichini, Xella 1979,

1978B:

"the dead semi-diVine

kings",' and
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in the Ancient

It has to be emphasized,

also clearly distinguished

plained

as a reference

to dead persons

Uberh6hung

vervielfaltigt

sie darstellen;

with this deity.

as denoting

de-

"healers",

to connect

like rp'u, which

rp'um is an indication

mlkm may have denoted
aspect

Ugaritic

Because

It can

world. This is confirmed
of Athtarot

Moreover,

in the netherworld.

by the cultic text KTU 1.100, which mentions

with different

he is called up from his heavenly
We tentatively

suggest

places

mark the different

Safon
aspects

mIk

a connection

between

in the Old Testament

of the dead possessed

afterlife

assembly

Ugarit

of Keret

is never praised

named Ditan mentioned
as being

of Ditan.
this is hardly

as one of the venerated
and Aqhat

deadl.

that life after

as a happy prospect.

in the last line can be compared

one of the famous ancestors

to

of the dynasty

of

(cf. KTU 1.124 and 1.161:3).

In KTU 1.161 the rp'i 'ars are paralleled
refer to the spirits

of dead kings.

of Baal:

also KTU 1.6:VI.45-47

•

This might explain

why this

The very important
times,

by qb s ddn:

For this reason

These names

'ars probably

clearly
refers

'ilm 'ars (KTU 1.5:V.6; cf.
'ilm/rp'um).

as in the expression
for the word pair

clearly

shows

2
text 1.161 , which has been mentioned
the

relation

of the r-p~um

with

the

already

royal

cult

several
of the

dead.
1

According

of Baal, who overcomes

to Ugaritic

the same power.

belief

the mighty

So when it is given to the

loc.cit.
1978:66 and MUller, p.12.

Lagrange, Etudes sur Ies religions semitiques,
2nd ed., Paris
1905, pp.107ff.; R. Frankena, Takultu: De eacral.e maaltijd in het Assyrisahe ritueel, Leiden 1953, p.102; Mulder 1965:69-70; Talon 1978:79;
and ;M.Weinfeld, UF 4(1979) ,154. They all connect Mo.Looh with Baal. See
also section 2.5.3.2.3.

4 Cf. M.J.

of the earth,

from the epics of Keret

here to the netherworld

1 Cf. H.-P. Muller, ZDPV 96(1980),13 who maintains that the maIku are "gegenUber den Toten relativ
eigenstiindigen Unterweltsgestalten".
Healey
1984:250, n.18 does not want to exclude the possibility that the mIkm
were demons; cf. also SEL 2(1985) ,120.

3 Cf. Talon

we learned

Gathar-and-Yaqar

mIk as the chthonic aspect of

for ever with the power

death as Rapiu, king of eternity.

Muller,

Keret,

spr.db/:!.?Im

Report on the sacrificial banquet of the shades

3•

in KTU 1.108 ends with the wish that the king and

the city will be blessed

spirits

(KTU 1.15:III.2-4=13-15):

does not speak of the death of Keret,

to the happy

The person

can only be served with child sacrifices.

The ritual described

exalted,

in the gathered

(1.9).

deity does not drink, but has to be fed. For we know from the Old Testament
that Moloch

words

is used

with off-

abode but also from the netherworld.

4

Baal and the god Moloch

that he will be blessed

among the rp'um

death as one of the rp'um

i.e., Baal when he is in the nether-

(1.14) but also Baal as he lives on his mountain

These connections

dead as

the context

a reference

mIk

is mentioned

of the deified

their state as kings

of Baal,

Be greatly

bphr qbe dtn

here next to mIk. Just as Baal is the first of the rp'um he is also the

So mlk is the chthonic

one of them. The same metaphor

the promise

with the following

'ars

b tk rp'i

"counsel-

Rapiu, king of eternity.

an aspect of Baal,

first of the mlkm. Whereas

is praised

mt i.d rm krt

Muller

wie die Toten,

can be translated

or "king,,3, it is possible

in KTU 1.108:12 with Baal, who is called
be regarded

spring Keret

can be ex-

189

in ihnen kann sich der Gott Malik

the word malik

haben,,2. Because

lor" but also "prince"

associated

with regard to Keret. After

the occurrence

to Malik,

that the malkli.are "zahlreich

may be right in assuming
ren g6ttliche

Nevertheless,

who are related

king he can be said to have become

that the maZkli.are

however,

from these kingsl.

context of the maZku,

in a funerary

2.5. Syria and Palestine

to the maZkli. are associated

this is the fact that in Mari the sacrifices
with deceased kings.

Near East

Cf. Levine,

De Tarragon

1984:655.

2

~~. A. caquo:, ACF 75(1975) ,427-429 (editio prinaeps); Ug.7(1978) ,4135 (photioaj,
De /.loor1976:333-335.341-345,
revised in BiOr 38(1981) ,374378; Pope 1977:1~7-181; Healey 1978A; Pitard 1978; L'Heureux 1979:187193; R.M. Good,
Supplementary Remarks on the Ugaritic Funerary Text RS
34.126", B~SOR.239(1980) ,41-42; Xella 1981:279-287; Bordreuil, Pardee
1982; M. D~etr~ch and o. Loretz, UP 15(1983),17-24;
and Levine, De Tarragon 1984.
In Ras Ibn Hani text 78/20:15 ?Z is a deSignation of an evil spirit· cf
J.C. de Moor, UF 12(1980) ,432. In Egypt, Greece and Mesopotamia the'dead
could also be_called "shades"; cf. W. Schenkel, LA V, col.536; Od.11,207208; and B~ttero 1980:28. So it is not necessary to assume an error of
an unexper~enced
s~ribe (against Dietrich, Loretz, UF 15(1983),18; cf.
Xella 1981:284). P1tard 1978 and Levine, De Tarragon 1984·651-652
d
"shade" a
t h
d
.
regar
s.a me ap or enoting protection. Although this would be in accordance . W1th the function of the -",
='um
(cf ••.•KTU 1 17·1 28) ,wepreeraf
Li
1teral 1nterpretation
because of the clear parallels mentioned above.
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You invokedl

"al re]

qbi'tm.rp'i.d[dn]

He invoked

qr'a.trmn.rp['aJ

he invoked

qr'a. tr. ellmn
qri'tm.rp'i.

'ar?

You

qbi'tm.qb?dd[n}

He invoked

qr'a. 'u.nqm[d.}mlk

The throne

'ibky (14) wydrne.

weep3

hdm. penh

the rp 'um of old.

of Dida[n].

of Niqmad

the king.

[in·}w.!e[y}
'a[rbl".w.!:_e [y}
ii·w·iey
30 sbe.w·iey.

iU;.n.mZk
w.ybZe. "udm' th
c dm.w. e dmt. c dmt:

the table

'isan.sps.

Be hot, Shapash,

Miseries

w. 'isbn (19) nyr.rbt.

Let Shapash

Lks'i(!)

descend
descend

seven and he sacrificed;
you offered

bt( f) h.

0

throne,

after your owner

into the earth,

into the earth

1 See with regard to the problem of the use of different verbal forms ~f
qr' in 11.2-12 Dietrich, Loretz, UF 15(1983) ,18-19. They can all be 1nterpreted as perfect tense (cf. Xella 1981:282). The change of plural
to singular forms of the perfect coincides with the change from general
reference to the rp'um
(11.2-3.8-10) to specific rp'um (11.3-7.~1-12)
and probably also with a change of subject. This implies that th1S text
is a description, not a prescriptive
ritual (cf. De Moor 1976:335). A
prescriptive ritual is also unlikely because 11.12ff. indicate that we
have to do here with a very special occasion.
With regard to the stichometry it can be noted that 11.1-12 and 2:-34 of
the tablet appear to coincide with the stichometry; 11.13-26 cons1st of
shorter stichoi. This difference is probably due to the contents, the
latter describing the more emotional part of the ritual. These words
may have been spoken during the ritual itself, together with 11.31-34.
Cf. J.C. de Moor and K. Spronk, UF 14(1982) ,177.
Pardee

1982:126.

and hail to his house,
hail to [Tha}ryell,

SZm.bth.

hail to her house,
hail to Ugarit,

SZm·igrh

hail to its gates!

This text describes
dynasty

of Ugarit

believed

to bless

Didan or Ditan

Cf. Bordreuil,

a bird.

Hail, hail to Ammura[pi}

slm. 'ugrt
34

and he sacrifi[ced},

six and he sacrificed,

slm. [i}ryl
33

the king!"

One and he sacri[ficed},

cry from above:

"After your owner,

'atr (21) beZk. 'ar?rd.
oar? (22) rd.

of miseries!

yea, be hot, Great Luminary!

"Ln, sps. t?a

ia. Um.

32
up his tears!

and miseries

the king,

- woe! - Niq[mad},

f[our}

tqdm e?r

of the king -

under

five and he sacrificed,

31 slm. slm. "mrLp=i ]

yea, let one swallow

the unrelated,

the rp'um of old,

three and he sacrificed,

29 !;ms.w·iey.

-

him!

under the mighty,
under

in the dust

and Radan,

[two] and he sacrifi[ced},

28 !:_li·w.!ey[.}

and shed tears!

weep before

Sidan

under Ammithtamru,

t/:lt(f). 'u.nq[md}.mlk
27 e8ty.w.yey.]

the k[in]g,

- woe~- Niqma[d},

under
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26

the stool of his feet -

Zpnh.ybky.

20 'air.beZk.

25 t/:l.t.emitmr.mIk

the unrelated,

the Assembly

(24) eUmn.

ta t. rp 'im. qdmym

and Rada[n},

Ammithtamru,

he invoked

ksi'.nqmd[.}

tat.fr

the rp'um of the earth,

invoked

you summoned

and lower yourself

tat (23) sdn.w.rdn.

the rp['uJ,

the mighty2,

they invoked

qr'a. emitmr[.}m[Z}k

16

Sidan

w.spL "p»,

of Di[dan}.

the rp['u},

Tarmen,

he invoked

qr'u.rp'im.qdmym

the Assembly

Ulken,

he invoked

qr "a. sdn. iard] n]

15

Near East

the rp'um of the e[arth],

You summoned

qr'a. ·uZkn.rp['a]

10

in the Ancient

2.5. Syria and Palestine

qri "tim. rp'i.

5

Afterlife

a funerary ritual in which all deceased members of the
2
are invoked . ·The ancestors receive sacrifices; they are

the living king in return3.
(cf. KTU 1.15:111.2-4)

lists and is probably
murapi

Dynasty"

4.

also appears

in Assyrian

the same as the Ditan of the "Genealogy

He probably

was the founder

King-

of the Ham-

of an ancient Amorite

This is probably the name of the queen; cf. Dietrich,
(1983) ,303 and Levine, De Tarragon 1984:653.

Loretz,

dyn-

UF 15

Cf. the use of the verb N1P in I Sam 28:15. The calling of the name was
also an imp~rtant element in the Mesopotamian kispu-ritual; (cf. Bayliss
1973:116); 1n the cults of the dead of the Greeks(cf. Burkert 1977:299),
the ancient Iranians (cf. E. Lehmann, ERE I, p.455) , and the Hittites
(cf. Christman - Franck 1971:70). Cf. in general Wensinck 1917:24-30.
Cf. the relation of N~l and P7~ in Isa 57:19; Jer 6:14; and 8:11. See
for the hope for the bleSSing by the spirits of the dead also Heidel
1946: 154; Otten 1958: 16; and Bottero 1983: 173. See for parallels to the
blessing formula in this text Levine, De Tarragon 1984:658-659.
Cf. Finkelstein
1966:98.101.
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asty with several branches,

because

he is not only the ancestor

of AmmuraThe seven sacrifices

pi of Ugarit, b u t a 1 so
Apparently

the ~'wn
r:

10), whereas

the king

r

0f

h's
~ Babylonian

namesake

(!) and Keretl.

in general were invoked by the priests

mentioned

rp tum called up according

predecessors

(11.4-7.11-12).

vokes the "rp'wn

as one

(cf. the custom of honouring
for the "unknown

is reserved

for the grandfather

(11.11-12). His father Niqmad

of his death still evokes

lustration
dynastic

apparently

cries of mourning.

and father of king Ammu-

a bird, which is the common sacrifice

of Ugarit

A beautiful

a throne

'ilm.rbm. "m dtn

by the

(see p.183 above), which pic-

to the deceased

king was quite

5

common in

the ancient Near East 3.
first the different

by the call to mourn

world

4

•

wys'al.m~t.yld
wyCny.nn.dm
C
t ny.n'ad.mr.q1:z
wst.b[b}t
cnt.tr1:z
d
1:z 1
m[r}.q1:z[.}wst
c

items are mentioned,

The sun-goddess

also to give light and warmth

(11.18-19)

Ditan plays

kymgy. 'adn

il-

on a throne with a cup in his hand.
ances t or S1'tt'ng
1

This custom of giving

mous ancestor

to 11. 13ff. the

in the royal cult of the dead is offered

sea 1 of the last dynasty

tures the venerated

probably

every time followed

is asked to be intermediary

and

to the dead kings in the nether-

(cf. KTU 1.6 :VI. 45-48 and 1.15:V.16-20).

a prominent

of the deadl.

here is KTU 1.124~ in which the fapart:

10

De Moor 1976:324; E. Lipinski, "Ditanu", in Studies in Bible and
A~~ie~t Near East, Fs S.E. Loewe~stamm, Jerusalem 1978, pp.9~-110; and
P Xella in Mesopotamien
und se~ne Naehbarn, I, ed. H.-J. NLssen and J.
R~nger, ~erlin 1982, p.331 who calls him a "chef mythique".

3 Cf the banquet scenes on funerary stelae and reliefs in ANEP pl.63063; and the reliefs on the sarcophagus of Ahiram of Byblos (ANEP pl.
456~459), which all picture a throne, table, and ~ foot. stool for ~e
deceased. It was not unusual to provide the dead Ln theLr graves ~Lth
a table and a seat (cf. Strommenger 1957: 600.608-609 and P •.M~tth~ae,
Akkadiea 17(1980) ,16). There are also parallels to the UgarLtLc rLtual
to provide the dead king with furniture; cf. Lambert 1960:42 (a table
for Gilgamesh) and Christman-Franck
1971:72ff. (a throne and a table for
the deceased Hittite king).
Precisely the same phenomenon can be obse:ved.in.the ~it~ite r~tual for_
the deceased king: after every single actLon 1t LS saLd the sLnge:s ac
company themselves on the harps; the singers call 'woe!'" (cf. Chr1stman-Franck 1971:69ff.; esp. pp.80-81).

When arrived

the Lord

of the Great Gods with Ditan
and he asked a judgement
Ditan answered

"You shall answer:

'Take a bottle

and put it in the house
Take fresh

of the child,

him:

(fruit of) myrrh and put it

wst.bbt.wprC[t}
hy.1:zlh.wymg

and put it in the house

ml-i akk,

cm dtn

dm.bm.m1:zy

Cf. Otten

his illness

Your messenger

1961:130-133

reached

Ditan,

the judgement'."

And Di tan

(also) answered

"Clean

house

our

.•

and it will bring

to a head.

he received

wyCny.nn

of myrrh

of the Anat of Terah3.

in the house of Baal. Take

Cf

2 See for the conceptio~ of deceased kings sitting on thron~s in the
netherworld De Moor 1976:335 who mentions in this connectLon IS~14:9;
Gilg.VII.iii.2-3;
and "The Death of Ur-Nammu", 1.135; ..
cf. also
e
Egyptian "Book of the Dead", ch.47 (cf. J. Leclant, LA I, co1.1157 and
Kees 1956:92).

4

to spirits

bbt.b l.bnt.q1:z

l.qh. m~t
1

fallen solthe king sac-

died not long ago: the mention
According

is sent after him into the netherworld2•

of this ritual

In 11.13-17

Finally,

the king also inThe last text which needs discussion

royal furniture

all unidentified

soldier").

of old".

A special place
rapi

of

of old" are

Because
rifices

some of the very early kings may have been forgotten,

with the number

the "rp'wn

by
diers with one monument

their names in so far as they were known to him

in 11. 27-30 coincide

to 11. 4-8. Apparently

(11.2-3.8reckoned

(cf. 1.31) called his individual

193

and Gurney

him:

1977:42 for Hittite

parallels.

Cf. C. Virolleaud, Ug.5(1968) ,563-564 (editio prineeps);
J.e. de Moor,
UF 2(1970) ,303-305; M. Dietrich, O. Loretz, J. Sanmartin, UF 7(1975),
540-541; Pope 1977:178-179; A. Caquot, "Remarques sur 12 tablette alphabetique RS 24.272", in Studies in Bible and Ancient Near East, Fs S.E.
Loewenstamm, Jerusalem 1978, pp.1-6; M. Dietrich and O. Loretz, UF 12
(1980) ,395-396; P. Xella, in Mesopotamien
und seine Naehbarn, I, ed. H.J. Nissen and J. Renger, Berlin 1982, pp.329-331.337~338;
and Pardee
1983. The text given here is based on Pardee's new collation.
3 Pardee 1983:135-136 connects tr1:zwith the first two words of the following line and translates "a new vessel of myrrh", but he admits that he
is totally uncertain as to the meaning of the word tr1:z.However, 1:zdtmr
is better taken apart, because we can interpret the first word as anindication of newly gathered fruit (cf. Akkadian eS8u; cf. CAD 'E', p.375).
This leaves us with the expression bbt Cnt tr1:zparalleled by bbt bCl.
We tentatively suggest that "nt: tr1:zis the name of Anat in a construct
state Like "Anat of Gathar" and "Anat of the Kite" in KTU 1.108:6.8. It
is tempting to assume that tr1:zis also the name of a venerated ancestor.
He would have the same name as the father of Abraham (cf. Gen 11:26).
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Nea.r East

appears

for the fish and dog

15 Ldg.7;)1Xl-b

7;)
'atr. 'in.mr

and afterwards

the bitterness

will be no more."

judge. It also offers

.
description of a spiritualist session, which gives us
This text gl-ves a
the
'nformation about the function of the most important of
some valuable ~
·th
the text mentions his arrival together Wlrp'um, Ditan. The beginning of
verb used here is also used for the dethe Lord of the Great Gods. The
,
d Rapiu Baal in KTU 1.20:11.6; 1.
scription of the arrival of the rp um an
.
1.108:16. This already indicates that by thl-s
21:11.7; 1.22:11.25; and
could be meantI, which is confirmed by the obLord of the Great Gods Baal
be used to denote the deified royal ancesservation that "Grea.tGods" can
title to the designation of the dead
tors like Di tan 2 . We can compare this
and it is also interesting to note that in Mesoas gods in KTU 1.6:V1.47
normal epithet of the Anunnaki,
potamian ritual texts ngreat gods" is a
If of the living
netherworld acting as judges on b eh a
who are gods of the
spirits3•
In Egypt the beaand helping people who are tormented by evil
same title". So the
·udges in the hereafter have the
tific dead acting as J
to Baal coming up from the netherfirst lines of KTU 1.124 seem to refer
favour of Ditan. We can compare
1.108:16ff.:

In KTU 1.124 this help

consists

arrived

evidence

rp iui m) from the verb rp ", "to heal".
much difference
sopotamian

Having

between

the deified

studied

the Ugaritic

17 and 1.161:4-12)
like shades

could work as a

for the derivation

of the word

And again there appears

ancestors

to be not

and lower gods like the Me-

vI.28-35;

(cf. KTU 1.161:1).

royal ancestors

1.20:1.5;

They are revivified

celebrating

Baal's

(cf. KTU 1.22:1.10.

1.20:1.3;

1.22:1.6.9-10)

as birds

they live

(cf. KTU 1. 17:

Baal can be

and 1.108:1).

Normally

have to live in the netherworld
and they receive

for their needs in the realm of the dead
They are represented

Therefore,

(cf. KTU 1.22:1.8

of the royal ancestors

where

with Baal to take part

return to life

11.6; 1.21:I1.5ff.15ff.).

called the first of the rp'um

6:VI.45-49;

the rp'um we may conclude

texts concerning

who are called up from the netherworld,

in the New Year Festival

spirits

(cf. KTU 1.108:2).

ancestor

Anunnaki.

that rp'um is a name for the deified

22:1.8-9;

the

(cf. KTU 1.

offerings

to provide

(cf. KTU 1.22:1 and 1.161:13-20).

(cf. KTU 1.20:I.8-9;

dead appear as warriors

1.22:1.9-11

and 1.108:

(cf. KTU 1.20:11.2-3;

11.6-8),

but more important

1.

seems to be their help as healers

one of them is asked for help.
concerning

a sick childs,

of a judgement

to heal the child6•
he is asked

i.e.,

conclusive

deified

this to KTU

(1.11) asks a

when the rp'um have

as Gathar-and-Yaqar

how an important

8). As rp'um the deified

world, taking Ditan with him.
The messenger

to have the same function

So KTU 1.124 describes
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Ditan, who

gives a judgement

(m!_pt),

(cf. KTU 1.124) and in securing

the welfare

34). They possess

like the rp'u par exceLLence,

healed,

healing

i.e., revived

them

power

(cf. KTU 1.21:11.5-6).

also be given to the living king
in Atti deLBibLica neLLe Pa~

of the city

(cf. KTU 1.161:31-

This power,

(cf. KTU 1.108:16ff.),

Baal, who
which can

is the power to

395-396 and s. Ribichini,
Cf. Dietrich,

l

L~retz,

~F 1~~98~~

e e AntropoLogia

overcome

La seconda sett~mana d~ St ~o
gu f
t the fact that Baal, who l-S
. .
1982 P 846 who re ers 0
.
tr~st~ca, II, Rome
~.
d
f the deified deceased k Lnqs .
resurrected

from death,l-S the lea er 0
.
identifies the Lord of the Great Gods w:eth yba2 Cf. Pardee 1983:133.who
likely because Ditan, who seems to e
qar. However, thi~ l-S not ve~ a more 'prominent position than Yaqar. For
subordin~te to thl-S r;ord, he the belong to the gathering of Ditan (cf.
it is sai.d of all rp um that
Y
KTU 1.161:3.10).
. h H
3

f
C.

A

"Cf

und Akkad~sc

1983: 199-2

00

e

ymnen

.

Otto, in HO 8.1.1., p.72.
. mtpt yLd Pardee 1983:132 and H. Cazelles, "m!_pt a
See on the expressl-on _.
178ff who assumes a more general
ugarit", or.53(1984) ,177-182; esp. pp.
•

.

meaning.
6

Sumerische

E

.

5

5 d n

F lkenstein and W. von 0 e ,
a
... ch 1953
346 and Bottero
und aebete, Zurl, p.
•

. E
t 'see p 92 above),
.
is ascribed to dead heroes:en
gyp,
.)
The same functl-on
127 above) and Greece (see pp.137-138 above.
ancient Iran (see p.

death.

We can translate

rp'um as "healers" I, because

the verb rp " not only re-

fers to curing a disease but also to the "healing"
Chron 7:14)2.

So the term rp'um denotes

They can also be called

I

a function

"divine ancestors"

of a country
of the deified

(cf. II
dead.

('{L'ib; KTU 1.17:I.26),

"gods

Cf. A. van Selms, UF 2(1970) ,368; De Moor 1976:324-325; Ribichini, Xella
1979:150; Astour 19"80:233; and Caquot 1981:356. For scholars like Healey
and Heltzer, who take it as an ethnic term, there is no need, of course,
to translate it; cf. Healey 1977A:154. But with regard to Rapiu as an
epi thet of Baal Healey also thinks of a "healing sense" (ibid., pp. 179180). He even admi.ts that "it is natural to link rp'u with rp'um" (p.
180; cf. also p.183). Nevertheless, he holds to a gentilic usage and
rejects the translation as "healers" (ibid., postscript, p. II) .
Cf. De Moor

1976:324

and CAD

'A', I, p.345.
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(of the earth)"

('ilnym,

"i.lm, 'ilm
('ilm

1.1 etc.), "star-gods"

(d kbkbmi
"kite"
mlk"

kbkbm:

KTU 1.19:IV.24-25),

(d'iy;

(l;l mlk.,

KTU 1.108:8),

KTU 1.43:2-3)

5.3.2.2. belOW).
The rp'wn, especially

(KTU 1.47:33).

of this word

(see sections

2.5.3.1.

with regard

KTU 1.15:111.2-4

and 1.108:23-24)

tions about the Rephaite
ugaritic

conceptions

can be related

giants, which

of the rp'um

is provided

by a legal text concerning

and 2.

dqny

5

wst. 'ibsn

(3)

emm

(4) b cbtio

to appear-

9 ksp omsm
11

'is

(10)

but6

(12)

rb ,

'al.ydd

(13) mt.mrz(l

among the rp'um

connected

(cf.

at your disposal our
storerocms,
expel you from my house,

is president7:

let no man of the Marzeah

rise

di mnk

give the silver, the shekel that is with
YOu."

17 tqlm.yso

They have paid the shekels.

18 yp(l. 'i!Jrsp

See

(19)

bn. 'ucirnn

Witness

is 'iijrsp

son of 'ugrnn

and °bdn son of sgld.

below).

2.5.2.2.3.

viz. the relation

is mentioned

Th e treaty mentions

a house

in which

a large sum

0f

a room is

money

re-

as a pen-

THE MARZEAB

problem

mrzh) to the rib.lals concerning

the "house of the Marzeah" is

for the Marzeah.

in.The Claremont Ras Shamra Tablets
AnOr 48
e i: t-o pr-incepei , R.E. Friedman, "The MRZH' Tablet
,Rome 1971,
(1979-1980),187-206'
and
M
D'
tr'
h
•
~rom Ugarit",
Maarav
2
eines MRZH Klub
.
,.
~e ~c and O. Loretz,
Der V t
._
s a.n Ugarit", UF 14 (1982) ,71-76.
er rag

~;:3~~~9
There is still one important

1

established2
in
his house3:

and say to Shamuman:

tn. (16) ksp . iql

Apparently

The Marzeah

a Marzeah,

tradi-

with the

and 1.161:8.

Shamuman

nevertheless

And Shamuman

14 wyrgm. l(15)smmn.

served

further discussion,

with

I shall pay you fifty (shekels of) silver.

c

w em.im

which

"If I have placed4

lk(! )m.

(6)

tam. 'ag(7) rskm.(8) b.bty

(cf. KTU 1.

Marzeah

20 w.obdn (21) bn.sgld
section 2.5.3.2.2.

an d can be associated

(cf. RS 15 .70'. Sh a t rana; KTU 4.643: Anat).

information

1 mreh. (2)

and Ditan,

to Old Testament

(cf. KTU 1.108:2-3

18.01 and KTU 4 .643·3)
.

RS

deity

.
vd.neya
rds or is inter-

possesses

KTU 3.91:

of evil demons we know

are clearly

(cf.

one part~cular
Further

to

2
1.82 •

from texts like KTU
The fact that the living ruler could also be counted

ested ~n .them

a~&., Mmar-za-~ .. RS 15.70 and 15.80;

The Marzeah

and Old Testa-

of the netherworld

The rp 'wn are the counterpart

1.

We have to as-

with members (Akkad'an
~
amil ma-ar-zi-

(Akkadian btt

accommodation

cf. also
. KTU 3.9: 2-6 below).

and "host of

rp'wn like Gathar-and-Yaqar

are many similarities

to be some kind of institution

~ RS 14.14; cf. also mt mrzh. in KTU 3 •.
9·13 an db n mrzh in KTU 4.399:8)
and special

of the dead, we can also find there some

prominent

and 1.108). There

ance and function

1.17:1.28),

aspect, viz. their ability

have much in common with the lower deities
20:11.1-2

or "those-of-the-stars"

this title is used in Phoenician

indication

traces of the original meaning

1.20:

is used more than any other name for the

the most important

ment texts as general

1.6 :VI. 45-49;

(smym; KTU 1.19:IV.241,

(,pnr; KTU

1.87:52) or rml.km

sume that the name rp "um, which

help the living. Although

pears
hi.
KTU 1.5:V.6;

"those-of-heaven"
"protector"

KTU 1.41:48;

deified dead, denotes

'ar?;

in this connection
of the Marzeah

the rp'um

in a number

(cf , KTU

of economic

which

demands

(ugaritic mrzo or
1.21:11.1.9;

1.22:11.2)3.

and legal texts.

It ap-

Cf. also the Phoenician deity Shadrapa, "the demon heals" (cL Gese 1970:
198-201 and De Moor 1976:329, n.44) and the fact that in Mesopotamia Shedu was a good demon (cf. D.O. Edzard, WM Ill, p.49).

~~:~~'

For this use of th ever b qny see De Moor 1980:176.
If Iwl in ~tw is not a scribal error, we have to assume a rare form of
the pronom~nal suffix masculine singular third person; cf. Friedman, pp.
192-194.
For perfect consecutive containing
tence see GK §112 kk-ll.
Cf. Akkadian

Cf. De Moor, Spronk 1984:246.
See in general on the institution of the Marzeah in the ancient Near
East H.-J. Fabry,ThWATV,
cols.11-16 who also discusses the uqaritic
material. To the literature with regard to the ugaritic Marzeah mentioned there can be added L'Heureux 1979:206-212.218-221.

abu.su and Hebrew

wm is a by-form of Iwl;

the

condition

in a conditional

sen-

DUN.

cf. Ruth 4:5.

Cf. the rb mrzh"
., p.resa.Ld ent of the Marzeah" ment'
d'
the Roman period; cf. Milik 1972.109 .. ~on: . ~n texts from Palmyra of
.
,J. Te~x~dor, CRAI 1981, p.301.
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J1 yq!q!.

km.[
alty. The contribution

of the members

may be assumed therefore

(1.18) was probably

also high.

It

that only the rich could afford the wealth

th-t

to
7

partake in a Marzeah
It is noteworthy

like the one established

that only male members

zeah is concerned with vineyards,
during the New Year Festival

by Shamuman.

are mentioned.

Because

the Mar-

1.

The

10 c!trt.tCdb.nsb

(KTU

This includes

Anat who is often called "the virgin".

the goddess

Apparently

who have borne

Athirat,

to join the licentious

fact that the Marzeah
tival corroborates

festivities

it was forbidden

can be compared

of the New Year Festiva1

for

between

the Marzeah

text mentioning

by some elements

14 b'il.

the Marzeah,

"i.l: dbh-.bbth.

m?d.?d.bqrb

(2) hkl.h l , J

He roared to his father El:

"aekl x-c.]

mythological

17 'il.hlk.

in his house,

-s

in his palace.

El is sitting with his Marzeah,

!wiJne unto satiety,

he drinks

skI'

must unto drunkenness.

Zbth.

Let El go to his house,

(18) lh-?rh.

yCmsn.nn.!kmn

"El is sitting as if he is on the henbane

(19)

proceed

wsnm.

wngsnn.h-by.

Thakuman

to his residence!"
and Shanam supported him

and brought him to the steward'.

He called in the gods for the carving:

20 bcZ.qrnm.w~nb.ylsn

He-with-the-horns-and-the-tail

tlJ:urrn.

"Eat, gods, and drink,

21 bbr'ih.w!nth.qZ.

"He has fallen into his own dung and urine.

(3) 'ilm.wtstn.

drink wine unto satiety,
must

trt. "d. skr.
yCdb.YI'h-

(5)

unto

"i.l . km mt

drunkenness!"

Yarikh put down the meat of the back,

gbh.

Cf. De Moor 1973:1,

'ar?

El is like those who descend into the earth! ",

"nt: (23) wC!trt. t?dn

Anat and Athtart went scouring

J (24) tCU. I
J (25) !

Cf. De Moor 1971:67.74-75.

scolded:

El is like a dead man,

'iZ.kyrdm.

22

[

3

The gate-keeper of the house of El roared to them:

?h-.lq? 'ilm.

tstn y<n> Cd sbc
4

for him

one dbes not put d own a sh oulder for a puppy ~".

'abh.gCr.

ystqz.

was giving a banquetS

(12) bt. "i.l.

-ii. y!:.b.bmrzhh.
16 yst!.yln.
Cd sbc.

KTU 1.114':
El was sacrificing

and Anat.

and Anat its shoulder.

y!b.'iZ.kb(15)

play an im-

and the New Year Fes-

in the following

Athtart

Athtart put down a haunch

wCnt. ktph

tr!.
tival is also supported

He approached

Z'inr. tCdbn.ktp
The

in this regard to the New Year Fes-

the theory of Pope that sexual activities

portant part in the Marzeah 3.
The assumption of a connection

•

with a stick (gloss: with a rod) under the table.

pn : lm, k (! Flb, tCdbn (13)neb . "One does not pu t down a haunch for a dog,

2

mothers

(gloss: of the banquet) ,

but whom he did not know he beat

Zh

bhm.ygcr.!iJr

but not

Below the tables for the god whom he knew2
he put down bread

yZmn.

9 C!trt.wCnt.ymgy

Baal drinks from the new wine from "the holy

text speaks about women and goddesses

'a!rt).

yCdb. ZJ;m (dm?d).Zh.
(8)

J he tore it out.

like [

t:.Zh-nt."i.l , dydCnn

(bqrC) btm.th-t.!Zh-n

we can compare this to the fact that

11
1.3:1.14-15)

(6)

iad L ydCnn

cup which no wanan may see, the beaker which no goddess may regard"

children (.,'ait and
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In.

I they went up

(

seven !

J

12.

pope, Song of Songs, pp.214-221.
Cf. C. Virolleaud, ug.5(1968) ,545-551 (editio
princeps);
De Moor, UP 1
(1969) ,167-175; pope 1972; P. Xella, "El e il vino", SSR 1/2 (1977) ,229261; L'Heureux 1979:159-169; B. Margalit, "The ugaritic Feast of the
Drunken Gods", Maarav 2 (1979-1980) ,65-120; K.J. Cathcart and W.G.E.
Watson, "Weathering a wake: A Cure for a Carousal", Proceedings
of the

Irish Biblical
Association
4(1980) ,88-98.
S m?d is interpreted as a participle, like dbh- in the parallel stichos,
taken from the verb ?dy, "to give a banquet". We now assume that edt: and
the noun med in KTU 1.14: 11.26 have to be derived fran this verb as well
(against J.C. de Moor and K. Spronk, UF 14(1982) ,162); cf. S.E. Loewenstamm, Comparative Studies
in Biblical
and Ancient oriental
Literatures,
AOAT 204, Neukirchen-Vluyn
1980, pp.372.410-422.

2

=.

Whereas Virolleaud
could see no th i
This may be a case of "wishf 1
~~g ~f~er
,.
C
U
rea ~ng ~nsp~red

KTU reads km.k=l=b«
by 1.12.

~ l: ~yd nn
This expl'~ns wythe
h
m~ss~ng
and is
onla casus pendens.
'
preposition
y appears ~n the second, parallel stichos.

is

Cf. J.C. de Moor, UF 16(1984) ,355-356.
Cf, De Moor, UF 1(1969) 173 Th
'
certain. C.H. Gordon, "~e ~evi~ tran~lat~on "steward" is admittedly un33 (april 1985) 15 pro
' ~BY , NewsZetter
for Ugaritic Studies
,
poses a relation
'th Ebl '
'~n (Isa 26:20), and 11'~n (Hab 3.4
w~
, ~te lja-ba-lja-bi,
Hebrew
person comparable to the devil Of'J~~i:~~Ch 2n h~s ?pinion all denote a
may be attractive
but it '
and Chr~st~an tradition. This
,
as no more than a hypothesis.
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or some other weakness" 1.
] (26) [O!)trt.

b[

]

wOnt[

Ath]tart

in [

and Anat [
and by these they brought

27 wbhm.t~~b[.~l.y]dh

This orgy can be related

]

back

[the strength
of his ha]nds,

when they healed (him), 10, he awoke!
28

tion we can also mention

°rk

bS

u. (30) wr'is.

pqq.wsrh
31 yst. 'a~h.dm

layout

the pith

pu

of its

"Sitz

im Leben":

The last lines of this text give
.
against a hangover seems to be suggested to somebody
in 11.29-31 a recLpe
b the redrunk as El in the mythological part of the text. May e
who was as
f sane help to the "patient".
citing of this story was also believed to be 0
.
of a heavenly Marzeah, beWe cannot simply call this text a descriptLon
not the same as the Marthe banquet mentioned in 1.1 is certainly
cause
th important gods;
.
d'
1 15 The banquet is prepared for
e
zeah mentLone
a.n . •
1
dare
1 we r deities have to be satisfied with a place under the tab e an
o
.
ds The second part of the
dependent on the benevolence of the Lmportant go
.
th
2
d of the ugaritic pan eon
story blasphemously ridicules the supreme go
d d
d
d urine, which can be regar e
d
3
:: :e:: :::: ::
o~a~: ::::r::eo:at:':f
anthe dead • In all probability
S i
illustrate this situation of El. So we
the Marzeah is mentioned here to
lead to total drunken;
t
with
one
IS
Marzeahu can
can conclude that "to S ~
the association with the
Th·s and especially
ness, which resembles
deat.h
L
r a clue to the solution of the
f'
henbane drug (11.14-15) offe
stupe ylng
the word Marzeah. They confirm pope's
difficul t problem of the etymology of
.
mrzh. with Arabic rzh , "to fall down from a fatLgue
connection of ugaritic

1

Cf. De Moor, UF 16(1984) ,356.

2

This text can be regarded as an
of El; cf. De Moor 1983:35-36.

indication

3

however,

and in this connec-

(1.31). The relation with the

could also explain why the Marzeah
of the rp'um, because

cf. 1.1) of

by the fact that the

is mentioned

this takes place

the possibility

in texts

at the same occa-

that the Marzeah

was

held on other times as well.

t it (on the brow) together with the.juiie
of autumnal olLves •
an indication

than new wine,

the olives of autumn

sion. This does not exclude,

and the top,

the node and its stalk;

zt.brpnt

about the invoking

(db~;

banquets

This is corroborated

gods drink must, which is even younger

New Year Festival
What one should put on the brow of the patient:

29 dyst. ll?bh

to the sacrificial

the autumnal New Year Festiva12•

of the impending

down-fall

.,
to
d who have no one among the Li,
va.nq
We often find the idea that the dea
n t.: cf Ebeling 1931: 18h
t eat their own excreme,
•
th
take care for them av~ 0
lIes Etudes sur les dieux et les my es
19' R. de Mesnil du BUlsson, Nouve
1976.210' Bleeker 1979:86-87; and
de' Canaan, Leiden 1973, pp.29-31; Haas
K ~ 18:27 and Isa 36:12 have to
xella 1980 who demonstrates that also II g
.
be interpreted against this background.

All this does not imply that the institution
to do with rites concerning
Marzeah
Ugaritic

in other cultures
evidence

2

•

of the Marzeah has something

Unfortunately,
either4•

the references
In addition

with the rp'um

viz. Jer 16:5-7, where

with mourningS,

dead that was related

1

the dead

are not conclusive

that links the Marzeah

to later traditions,
associated

3

to the

to the

we can only refer

the "house of the Marzeah"

is

and Sifre Num 131, which calls the cult of the

to Baal Peor a Marzeah.

The LXX translated

nT10 in

Pope 1972:193-194 and Song of Songs, p.221. This meaning of the word
Marzeah also explains the use of nT10 in Amos 6:7. For other proposals
with regard to the etymology see O. Eissfeldt, Ug.6(1969) ,189, n.84 and
R. Meyer, UF 11(1979) ,603-604.
Cf. De Moor 1973:1,9-10.
The relation between the Marzeah and the cult of the dead is still a
matter of dispute. The Marzeah is directly linked with the cult of the
dead by Pope 1972:190-194; 1981:174-179; Song of Songs, pp.214-221; "Le
MRZH a Ougarit et ailleurs", AAAS 29-30 (1979-1980) ,141-143; and B. Porten, Archives from Elephantine, Berkeley 1968, pp.179-186. Other scholars
deny this and assume that the Marzeah is a cultic society which has nothing to do with a cult of the dead; cf. O. Eissfe1rlt, Ug.6(1969) ,187195; L'Heureux 1974:266-267.270-271;
and H.-J. Fabry,ThWAT V, col.13. A
middle position is taken by those scholars who are of the opinion that a
relation between the Marzeah and the cult of the dead is possible, but
that it is only one aspect of the Marzeah; cf. J .C. Greenfield, "The Marzeal).as a Social Institution", Acta Antiqua 22 (1974) ,451-455; RB 80
(1973) ,48-49; J.C. Greenfield and N. Avigad, IEJ 32(1982) ,125-126; Healey 1977A:173; P. Xella, SSR I/2 (1977) ,250-255; De Tarragon 1980:144147; and Loretz 1982B.
See the surveys by Porten, Archives from ElephGntine, pp.179-186
Fabry, Thl'lATV, cols.13-16 who come to very different conclusions
regard to the relation of the Marzeah and the. cult of the dead.

and
with

It is a matter of dispute whether this was done already in the original
prophecy; cf. the difference of opinion with regard to the history of
the literary tradition between Loretz 1982B:88-90 and Fabry, Thl'lATV,
col.15.
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of Beatific

parallel to the Marzeah
This offers an illuminating
three basic elements
Jer 16:5 as V
{1taaos shares
and Palestine. The Greek
of syria
"drinking-bout" or designates a wild
with the Marzeah. First, it means
which, thirdly, could
.
religious club,
f
ry rites of
feast1.·nggroUp; secondly, it 1.S a
hero-cult or the unera
ce
have as its goal the maintainan
of a
. . M
eah had the same
. 1 that the Ugar1.t1.C ar-z
its membersl. It is very 11.ke y
.'
f the deified anceslearn that the sp1.r1.ts0
.
function. From KTU 1.20-22 we
during the New Year Fest1.val.
t the house of the Marzeah
tors were invited
0
communion with the dead was pract on this occasion a
So we may assume th a
the drunken El is comThis could also explain why
tised in the Marzeah.
wi th the dead was exthe communion of the living
pared to the dead: if
roles. The living
articipants could change
d as a reality, the P
perience
brought to life.
'k the u
dead and the dead were
h
11.e
.
society in w h'1.C
were
in ugarit the Marzeah was a cult1.c
We can conclude that
. has to be seen within the
.
dead could be practised. Th1.S
.
ccmmunion W1.th the
g communal meals W1.th
of the much attested custom of organ1.z1.n
framewor k
. principally also a meal for the
dead The Mesopotamian kispu-ritual 1.S
usually held
the
•
.
2
S·milar meals, which were
· 11.·vingrelatlves.
1.
S
deceased and h 1.S
Egypt3, Greece", and Palmyra .
near the grave, were known in
~taaoG.

Baal was accorded
the treatment
volence

vv .1.P.

HOPES FOR BEATIFIC

AFTERLIFE

towards Baal

A number
First,

(and, implicitly,

of serious

objections

friendly

way by Mot. Margalit

interpretation
tive particle
meaning

this theory.

to assume that Baal was treated in a

refers

for this to KTU 1.5:1.22-26,

of this text is very questionable.
in 1.22 as "metrically

unlikely"

1

but his

By leaving out the negahe completely

reverses

of the textz• He is also forced to give a new explanation

1.5:11.6-7,
Margalit

which

according

tries to prove

the fruit are fearing

to most scholars

speaks of Baal's

the

of KTU

fearing Mot.

that not Baal is fearing, but that the land and

for him

3.

However,

in that case the proncminal

fixes in these lines and in 1.4 would have different

antecedents,

suf-

which is

very unlikely.
Margalit
cording

also refers to sexual pleasures

to KTU 1.5:v.17-234•

nes' "The Frogs" mentioning
wenches",

He compares

for Baal in the netherworld
this with a passage

a "flute-girl"

who are at the disposal
can be adduced;

funerary

to ensure the satisfaction

rituals

of Baal with a heifer
substitute

Margalit

However,

in the netherworld.

Margalit

is mentioned

of the sexual desires
ignores

primarily

for its result: Baal needs a
again. Just as

after Dumuzi had taken her p Lace ",

to have somebody who looked like himself

fore also clothed him with his robe7• Another
in this connection

of the

the fact that the mating

to take his place when he leaves the netherworld

KTU 1.5:V.17-23

Even

e.g., the care that was taken in Egyptian

Ishtar could only leave the netherworld
Baal wanted

ac-

in Aristopha-

and "two or three dancing

of Heracles

better parallels

.'
2nd ed , Oxford 1970,
Cf M.N. Tod, in The oxfo:r:d c~as~icat D~~I~~~~:1l89;
";'dE. puech, RB
p.255; T. Pekary, Der KLe~ne au y,
,

the

of Mot's bene-

to the shades who inhabit his king-

have to be raised against

there is no reason whatsoever

Apparently

to Margalit

in the realm of the dead. In his opinion

dan generally)".

f '1' r with a concepof ugarit were
am1. 1.a
.
netherworld, which awaits prom1.nent
"special preserve" in the
'sassertion on his intion of a
.
. Hades" 6. He bases th1.
"the Elysian f1.elds a.n
~~~,
1 which would describe how
'n the myth of Baa
terpretation of a passage 1.
people

According

status"

of Baal by Mot "may be seen as an expression

dead in the hereafterS.
2.5.2.2•4.

203

Afterlife

argument

against

and therethe use of

is that this scene does not take place

1980A:106.

Cf. J.C. de Moor, UF 11(1979) ,640.

90 (1983) ,493.
Margalit
Z Cf. Bottero

1980:38.

s.

Schott, Das schone Fest im

1980A:112-113.

Ibid., p.124.

,

cols.868-869 and
Cf. C. Aldred,
II,
1953, pp.91-92.
WUstentaLe, Wiesbaden
173 and Burkert
Schnaufer 1970:15-16.17 2 ;
..Cf. Farnell 1921:352-354;
1977:297.315.

Cf. Alster 1972:13; Kramer 1980; and in general
nasieva 1981 and Gurney 1977:55.

S Cf. Milik 1972:194.

Cf. Gurney

LA

6

cf. Margalit

1980A:125-1

28 and Margalit

1980B.

Cf. Kees 1956:95.202.264;

Hornung

1982:137; H.Altenmuller,

LAII,

col. 841.

on this phenomenon

Afa-

1977:57 on the substitute for the Hittite king in royal clothes.
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in the netherworld,

but on its border.

db» (1.18) is not "the infernal

are deified and can b
e regarded as equal to th 1
e ower de~t~es
pare th a.s to the status of th d
• We can come eceased kings according to the
conceptions
in the Mesopotamian Ur III-period.
Because of th
h
e arc aeological facts mentioned above in section 2.5.1.4.
and a number
of links with texts fran Mari
it may be assumed
that the veneration of deified
in ancient Syria. The
ancestors was not uncommon
Ugar~t~c literature does not expliCitly conf'rm the
interpretation
of the
•
archaeological finds in Sy
ship of the dead, but
ra a as referring to a worthe key role of the cult of the dead
Aqhat certainly points
in the epic of
in this direction.
There is. one element
which distinguishes the Ugaritic
conceptions frolU
those of the Ur III-period: the
Ugaritic deified kings were believed to
come to life "with Baal" at the
New Year Festival and to jOin in the festivities celebrating the
resurrection of
0

plane", but simply the "steppe"

separating

world of the dead as in Mesopotamian

the land of the living

conceptions

sd s/:LI;/T01It can be trans-

1.

lated as "the fields near the stream of the realm of death
above). So we can assume that Baal procured

from the

a substitute

(see p.175

before

crossing

the river of death2.
Finally, Margalit

0

refers

to KTU 1.S:V1.6-7,

according

to which

the

0

o

0

0

"steppe"

and

"the fields of the

called "loveliness"
scholars

the

Fields

all grounds for Margalit's
hope for the benevolence

death" are

are euphemisms3•

of a "V. I.P. status"

for Baal in the netherworld.
hypothesis

of

(ysmt). However, with most

that in general

in

This takes away

the dead could also

of Mot. There are no traces of this in the lit-

Just as in ancient Mesopotamia

dead in the netherworld

realm

that these qualifications

that there are no indications

some kind of Elysian

erature of Ugarit.

of

and "delightfulness"

(nCmy)

it has to be assumed

We may conclude

stream

was regarded

be feared there: darkness,

coldness,

as unhappy.
hunger,

the existence
There are many

thirst,

of the
things to

and the god of the
temporary

dead who devours his victims.

But that does not mean that the people

ugarit did not also have expectations

for a bearable

afterlife

of

or even

more than that. The living could also help the dead in the netherworld.
The people of Ugarit

appeared

seen from the many indications
dead were enabled

to continue

to be very active in this matter
of repeated

offerings

in one way or another

as can be

in the grave. The
the way of "life" they

were used to.
A special place in the Ugaritic
royal dead. They are venerated

Cf. De Moor 1971:186

conceptions

as healers

and Bottero

of afterlife

who can bless

is taken by the

the living.

They

1980:31-32.

afterlife.

only make life in the netherworld
revivification
can be
called a form of beatific

Indications of this relatively
positive concept of th
found elsewhere in
e afterlife can be
anc~ent Syria as well. Next to
discussed abo
the archaeological facts
ve we can ment20n some indications from the period after
1200 B.C., especially KAI 214 (see below).
It was already remarked that
this deviation from the common
Mesopotamian conceptions may be due to
foreign inflUence. Because of
the many clear Egyptian parallels noted
above it may
be assumed that the strong political
this area in
influence of Egypt in
the third and second millennium
B.C. has left 'ts t
the Concept of afterlife.
•
races in
Of course, this Egyptian influence
pected ~n the first place in
t
is to be ex~n ernat~onal trade-centers like Byblcs and
1
Ugarit • The Egyptian ideas
about the Victory over death
could easily be
connected with the belief in Baal's
victory over death, because they share
a basic element, viz. the belief in
the ever repeated return from the
netherworld.
0

0

o

0

Cf. also the critical remark with regard to this theory by Hutter 1985:
138+n.64. We cannot agree, however with Hutter's assumption that Baal
wanted offspring to take care of his funerary offerings after his death.
For this task is performed by Ana t (cf. KTU 1.6: I. 17ff. ) •
Cf. Gibson, Canaanite MYths and Legends, p.73, n.4. To the texts speaking euphemistically of the netherworld can be added KTU 1.5:11I.lff.
where the netherworld seems to be called "dwelling/land of bliss" (tbt/
'ar? /:Lan; cf. Arabic hasanah , "beauty, delight", which is also used-to
describe beatific afterlife). The reason why the myth of Baal speaks so
often in this euphemistical way of the ne.therworld may have to do with
the fact that it is Baal who is forced to stay there. The poet may have
wanted to avoid describing the horror awaiting this important deity.

Another

factor of some importance

0

in the development

of the
ancient

~n our opinion Strange goes too far
2deas about afterlife and
when he assumes that the Egyptian
resurrect~on we
evant at the end of the Bronze A
re spread throughout the
ge and a.n the Iron Age" (Strange 1985: 38).
0

L

II

0
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of Beatific

have been the influence of Hittite
of afterlife may
h
.
to the Hittite sp ere
Syria belonged for some centur~es
religion, because
conceptions of afterlife, which probably
of influence). So the Ugaritic
Syrian region as a
th t can be found in the
represent the conceptions
a
.
of Syria as a meeting
.
11
flect the political situat~on
whole fa~rly we
,re
.
of afterlife
Basically, the ugaritic concept~ons
lace
for
many
cultures.
1
P
. tho matter, but there are c ear
concur with the Mesopotamian ideas ~n
LS

syrian conceptions

traces of Egyptian

and Hittite

forget his duties

Greenfield

compares

is also attested

this text to

2.5.3.1. NON-ISRAELITE

(EXCEPT ISRAEL)

the Mesopotamian

offerings

SOURCES
the region of

cult of dead kings
comparison

between

literary

and

ancient Syria and Palestine. Although a
.
lly very difficult, especially when they
archaeological evidence ~s usua
t' n of the dead in
the clear traces of venera ~o
belong to different places,
representation of the dead
cultic buildings related to the graves or the
oint to the same attitude
Ebla, Byblos, and Hazar P
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different
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Hadad in this text. Greenfield
2.5.3. THE PERIOD AFTER 1200 B.C.

the

in this region, viz. in Mari, and of which the calling of

the name of the deceased
sume influence

influence.

(cf. KTU 1.17:1.25-33):

Whoever of my sons grasps the sceptre and sits upon my seat as king
over Yaudiya and confirms his rulership and sacrifices to this Hadad
and mentions the name of Panammuwa, let him say: "May the soul of
Panammuwa eat with Hadad, and may the soul of Panammuwa drink with
Hadad". (KAI 214:20-22; cf. 11.15-17)

neither
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e1 and never as something like the living
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been used in
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.
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monument was believed to be a represen could only mean that the grave
which the dead live on ". AStour , who comes to the
tion of the dead, in
bX'
KAI 214 calls the
.'
rd to the meaning of n o ~n
'
same concLuef-onw~th rega
.
the rule" 4. The
t~on which proves
conception behind this text "an excep
d
the rp'um as it is describe
clear parallel with the revivification of
.
however, shows that we have to
in the religious literature of Ugar~t,
rooted belief in this region.
do with a deeply
can tell us a lot about
sarcophagus of Ahiram of Byblcs

t 1000 B.C.G• Acafterlife5• It stems from abou
phoenician conceptions of
b 1 f r
sarcophagus it was made by Itto aa
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his father Ah
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identify the person pictured on
alive7. This makes it also possible to
d king. He is sitting on a
sarcophagus as the decease
B
one side of the
ld a drooping lotus flower.
on a foot stool and he ho s
throne with his feet
The famous

1 Cf. Wolff 1977:43.

The deceased king receives many gifts which are laid on a table before him.
It may be noted that the same furniture is mentioned in KTU 1.161:13-20.
We can also mention in this connection a number of Aramaic and Neo-Hittite
funerary stelae with similar representations of a seated figure who is receiving offerings and who is, like Ahiram, listening to music made by attendants1. On some of these stelae the dead are pictured eating and drinking without attendants2.
Some elements of the Neo-Hittite stelae seem

to point to the belief

that the deceased persons pictured there were deified. Kestemont has pointed
out that they are holding objects in their hands, which can be interpreted
as divine symbols 3. The Neo-Hi ttite stelae can also be related to the
earlier Hittite rituals for the royal dead, who had become gods and to
funeral scenes in Egyptian art4, but this does not imply that also the
ancient Hittite belief in the posthumous deification of the royal family
was accepted and even extended to common people, or that the Egyptian conceptions of beatific afterlife were shared.

Inscriptions on some of

these stelae5 give only the names of the dead and tell something about the
people who have erected the monuments or try to defend it by cursing graverobbers. We have to assume that the main function of these stelae was to
secure the lasting commemoration of the dead and also to make sure by
means of this magical representation that the dead would never have to
suffer from hunger or thirst in the hereafter, even when the regular food
offeringsG had stopped.
Phoenician conceptions of afterlife in the period after Ahiram did not
change much. From phoenician burial customs7 we learn that the corpse was
treated with care and that offerings were given to the dead in order to

2 Cf. C. Westermann, THAT II, col.88.

"la personification du defunt, le
Cf. Gawlikowski 1970:23,who speakS of de aon ame",and Westermann , col. 71.
e son immortalite ou la demeure
gage d
Astour 1980:228; cf. also Maag 1980:199, n.28.
this sarcopha1 456-459· see in genera 1 on
f KAI 1 and 2 and ANEP, P s.
'
C ..
2nd ad ,, pp.269-270.
gus M. We~ppert, BRL,
.
"JANES
5(1973) ,354th sarcophagus of Ah~ram ,

3

4
5

6

Cf.

E. porada,

372.

"Notes

on

1 Cf. ANEP, pls.630, 632, 635, and 637 and the discussion by Hawkins 1980
and Kestemont 1983.
Cf. ANEP, pls.631 and 633.
3

Kestemont 1983:58.60-61
cf. R. Giveon , IEJ 9(1959) ,59 and Hawkins 1980:216.

e

.
ymbolof revivification strange 1985:
s
.
and upraised lotus may have
See on the lotus as an Egypt~an
teen the droop~ng
.
.
b
37-38. The difference e w
afterlife as opposed to th~s l~fe.
to do with the Egyptian idea of
.
"IEJ
9 (1959),
" .
God on the Sarcophagus of Ah~ram r
B Cf. R. Giveon, King or
t on Canaan, Gottingen 1978, pp.31-33;
57-59 and The Impact o~(~~~) 22-25 who thinks'of Mot.
against M. Haran, IEJ
,

Cf. KAI 1; 2; 225; 226; and Hawkins 1980:217ff.
See on some Phoenician texts found at Cyprus mentioning funerary offerings E. Puech, Semitica 29(1979),19-26.
Cf. J.-F. Salles, La necropole rKr de Byblos, Edition ADPF 1980 who
gives a description of a cemetary used from the eighteenth untill the
sixth century B.C.
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interprets

these as representing

the dead standing

before

the sun-

"The Og will
" (h<g ytbqsy, h'd:!>

iobk.l.
dr fwd:!>J').The use of the verb bqs in this context can be compared

R~l~ig translates: "der machtige Og wird mich rachen"; cf. I Sam 20:16
(~b~d., p.5), but he does not exclude the translation given above. cf
also J. Teixidor, Syria 49(1972) ,431.
'
.
R611ig, p.6.

See in general
1975B.

on the inscriptions

on tombstones

in this period

MUller

Cf. CAD "E", p.398.
Cf. W. R511ig, "Eine neue Phoenizische Inschrift aus Byblos", in Neue
fUr Semitisahe Epigraphik, II, ed. R. Degen, W.W. Muller and
W. R611ig, Wiesbaden 1974, pp.1-15.

Ephemeris

, The line can be partially restored, because a common expression
to have been used; cf. Ps 45:18; 145:13; and Esther 9:28.

seems

For a ~urvey of Punic tombs see p. Cintas, Manuel d'araheoZogie
punique,
I, Par~s 1970, PP.430~442; II, Paris 1976, pp.239-387; and H. BenichouSaf~r, .Les tombes pun1.-ques de Carthage: Topographie
struatures
insrmpt1.-ons et rites [unerai.re«, Paris 1982.
'
,
Cf. C. Picard, RB 83(1976) ,588 and J. Debergh, "La libation
dans l'Occident punique", Akkadiaa 16(1980),48-49.
J. Ferron, Mort-Dieu de Carthage
Paris 1975, pp.254ff.

ou les stiles funeraires

funeraire

de Carthage,
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eigth century B.C. were found beneath
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clay coffins
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on the headpiece
"grotesque"

to the Philistines

younger.

2.5.3.2.

coffins

istine funerary

how-

in Palestine

clay cof-

also made by the Philis-

this implies

ideas about the afterlife,

customs do not differ

the other Phil-

from those of other inhabitants

of

1

J. Ferron, Grants de Carthage,

2

E.g., M.T. Barrelet, in Le palaie et la royaute, CRAP.I 19, ed. P. Garelli, Paris 1974, p.56 (Hammurapi standing before Shamash) and F. Abi.tz,
Konig und Gott, Agyptologische Abhandlungen 40, Wiesbaden 1984, pls. 3,
5, 7, 9, and 10 (the king standing before Osiris).

3

1974, p.154.

Cf. T. Dothan, The philistines and their Material Culture, London 1982,
pp.252-288 and Excavations at the Cemetery of pei» el--Balah , Qedem 10,
Jerusalem 1979 (cf. also IEJ 23(1973) ,129-146) and E.D. Oren, The North,
ern Cemetery of Beth Shean, Leiden 1973, pp.132-150.

, Cf. F.V. Winnet and W.L. Reed, The Excavations
36-37(1957-1958), Cambridge 1964, pp.59ff.
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Cf. L. Kuchman,

"Egyptian Clay Anthropoid

Cf. K.A. Kitchen, in Peoples
Oxford 1973, p.68.
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the king of Babylon
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with a more or less detailed

the dead. It seems to deny the pOssibility

description

of obtaining

of the world of

beatific

afterlife.

How the oppressor has ceased,
the oppression3 has ceased.
5 YHWH has. broken the staff of the wicked,
the sceptre of the rulers.

at Dibon in Moab, AASOR

6 He struck peoples in his rage
(with) unceasing blows.
He tyrannized nations in his anger
(with) relentless' prosecutions.
7 The whole world is at rest and quiet.
They break forth into singing.
8 Also the junipers exult over you

For a

survey see

Yassine

1983.

Ibid., p.33.
Read with lQIsa and the
JAOS 88(1968) ,53, n.38.
sail", which is used in
have to assume a slight
as a dale t .
Read ~~~ because

S

of this period.
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as another
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Egyptians.
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B.C., the latter are probably
"natural"
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of Egyptian

to Egyptian
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belong-
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LXX ~~~ln
instead of MT ~~~.n;
cf. H.L. Ginsber~
This can be connected with the verb ~~l, "to asIsa 3:5 next to ~AJ, just as in this verse. We
copying error in this text, a resh being misread

of ,~~; cf. BHS.

Coffins",Sercrpis4(1977f.),11-22.

of Old Testament

Times, ed. D.J. Wiseman,

There is no need to change the vocalization of the word q.ln (cf. BHS) ,
because it is a good parallel to the noun ~Jn; cf. HAL, p.598.
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together with the cedars of Lebanon:
"Since you lie down no man comes up
to fell us".
Ib

9 Sheol beneath is stirred upl
to meet you at your coming.
She rouses2 the shades because of you,
all the leaders of the earth.
She raises from their thrones
all the kings of the nations.
10 All of them will answer
and say to you:
lIyou too, have become weak as we,
li~e us you have become".
11 Brought down into Sheol is your pride,
the sound of your harps.
Maggots are the bed3 beneath you
and worms your covering.

IIa 12 How have you fallen from heaven,
Helel, son of Dawn,
felled to the earth 4
(you) who defeated
nations!
,
"ns
the same verb is used for the disturbIn Phoenician grave ~nscr~pt~o
9 .5. 13:4.6-7), but here Sheol iting of the dead in graves, (cf. KAI th:'u~e of T)'l hif. in v.16b). The
self is said to be trembl~ng (Cf· ,
texts' cf Erra I, 1.135 (cf.
,
'
sed in MesopO t ~an
r
)
same express~on ~s u
" 197
(cf. Kramer 1980:118 .
AHw, p.761) and "The Death of Ur-Nammu,
•
,
.14 and 38:18. Because ~lN~ ~s a
For Sheol as a person see also Isa 5. t d as 'nf abs
which implies
,
11
'nterpre e
~.
.,
Leminine noun, lllY ~s ~sua ,y ~h
to be vocalized as O'vo (cf. BHS
that O'vo in the follow~ng l~ne as
'T

2

and GK § 145t) .
3

~~~. a~:~~!~~~~
necessary.
4

2.5. Syria and Palestine

l'f in the Ancient Near East
After ~ e

in Esther 4: 3
1 is not impossible here. It is also used
So a different vocalization, as proposed in BHS, is not

'
13 wh e it is used without a prepos~For "~n, "to defeat" cf. Exod ~7:t 'd o:r ~y and refers for this to the
tion. BHS proposes to read ~J :ns ea
influenced by the occurrence
ad'
ng of the LXX ~s pro bably
.
,th
6b
LXX, but th e re ~
f 0'1)' is in accordance w~
v. •
of this word in vv.9-10.1~. ~e use 0 it is not improbable in this conSo, although this express~on,~s ra~:~d to emend the text. R.C. van
text. For this reason there ~s, nlo
h XI 6" JBL 99 (1980) ,173-184
"H8Les
"al: gwym and bG~ k"
games
r
d
'
Leeuwen,
,
and regards this as a "pseu o=epa+
translates "helpless on your ac
f Dawn to a lowly mortal in the
thet contrasting the lofty Helel son, 0 '-1),
"back"
followed by enclitic
1
f d th" He takes 0'1)' as
A-,'
h
posture 0
ea
•
f
th' is derived from lQISa were
memo The most important argument or
~s
en this was done because it
e uw
this mem is left out. According to ,van t :
however
more likely that
'zed as encl~t~c. I ~s"
t
was no longer recogn~
, lQISa to actualize the tex ,
, ' another example of the tendency a.n
th~s as
,"
t' u , cf van der Kooij 1981:94.
viz. by reading
my na a.onr:
.

13 And you said in
"I will ascend
Above the stars
I will set my
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your heart:
to heaven.
of Ell
throne.

I will sit on the mount of the assembly
on the crests of Safon2•
14 I will ascend above the heights of the clouds
and make myself like the Most High".
15 Yet you are brought down to Sheol,
to the lowest point of the Pit.
lIb 16 Those who see you will stare at you,
will ponder over you:
"Is this the man who made the world tremble,
who shook kingdoms,
17 who made the world like a desert
and laid its cities3 in ruines?

18

Who did not let his prisoners go home',
all the kings of the nations?".
They all lie in honour,
each in his "house"..

Because of the many names derived from Canaanite mythology in this part
of the text ~N is most likely the name of the Canaanite deity here. A
comparison with km hkkbm 'l in KAI 277:10-11 as proposed by M.H. Pope,
ThWAT I, col.272 (with more literature) is problematical, because it is
to be doubted whether this can·be translated in the same way; cf. Donner, R6llig, KAI II, pp.331-332 •
The original meaning of ilJl' is "thigh". As a metaphor it denotes the
ridge of a mountain. So it is not a point far away (cf. Ezek 38:6.15;
39:2), but a very high point and can be opposed to the lowest place in
Sheol (11~ 'nJl', v.15b). Therefore, 119~ 'nJl' can be regarded as the
equivalent of Ugaritic mrym spn , "heights of Safon" (KTU 1.3: IV.l. 38;
1.4:IV.19), which is the residence of Baal (cf. also the reference to
Baal as "rider of the clouds" in v.14a). Now this verse seems to identify the mountain of Baal, Safon, with the mountain of the gods. In the
literature of Ugarit, however, the mountain on which the gods assemble is
not connected with Baal, but with El, who is the head of the pantheon.
Probably different Canaanite conceptions of the dwelling-places
of Baal
and El have been intermingled here; cf. W.H. Schmidt, THAT II, col.578
and Houtman 1974:147-148. This assumption is confirmed by the fact that
in the next verse we find an allusion to El, to whom refers the title
"the Most High" (lp~y),
which is paralleled by a comparison of the
oppressor with Baal, "above the clouds".
The suffix in l'lY refers to the feminine ~~n. Instead of changing the
we can assume a constructio ad sensum here influenced by the masl~,n; cf. GK §1350.
this constructio

praegnans

GK §1170.
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20
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IlIa

Never more be named
the brood of evildoers:
21 prepare the shambles for hiSosons
because of the sins of the~r fathers.
the world
They shall not rise up to possessz
and fill the earth with leaders
IIIb

22
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says YHWH of Hosts,
name and the remnant of Babylon,
"and I will destroy the
posterity", says YHWH.
the offspring and the

"And I will

°t a possession of the hedgehog,
23 "I will make ~
pools of water,
the besom of destruction",
and I will sweep it with
says YHWH of HostS.
r the interpretation of the texts, which
Wherever it may be helpful fo
0
h ter an attempt is made to dedOn the follow~ng c ap
,
d
1
d
are discussed here an ~
th t t The method used was eve ope
scribe the strophical struc~ur~o:
~ewe~n'Ugaritic and Hebrew poetry can
by De Moor and van der Lugt.
e~lrl
V~t structural unit is not the syllable
o d as follows'. the sma
0 stres s .
be summar~ze
. tes f wordS bearing a ma~n
o
a word or clus er 0
b t on
but the foot, Loe.,
0
Lb L . 0t is not based on metre, u
ugaritic and Hebrew poetry ~s 71e~~ e, ~ able limits every unit can be
free rhythm. This means that w~th~n reason
o
0 0 ult to understand in this context. Th~
MT llCl, "branch", a.svery d~ff~c
10k ly that lYl has a meaning whd.ch
structure of vv.19-2?,amake~ ito:e~is~r:ason the proposal of Gunkel and
is parallel to l>'!l, ,c0I:J?se;,
F0
attractive (cf. Jahnow 1923:240).
Jahnow to read llC', 'Geb~lde , ~s very
a part nif of the verb lY',
It is possible to go further and to da~sumef the u~e Of'this verb in Ps
o
lYll
"what is forme ; c .
mb A
r"to form", v~z.,
0
f
d in his mother's wo . ppa
139:16 where it is used of ~an be~~ l~~: not recognized anymore by the
ently it was written defect~vely
babl metiri.
delete the difficult O'lY, pro
y
According to BHS we have 0
1 t lOne of a strophe is not uncomcausa, but the lengthening of the da~'l'~ "stallions", as a designation
mono We tentatively sugg~st to rea
0 ht;even assume a by-form of this
of rulers (cf. Y1N ',ny ~~ v.9b). We m~g
word: O'lY (cf. Ugaritic r).
C de Moor, "The poetry
d van der Lugt 1980 and J ..
See p.145, n.5 above(an t I)" Or 53(1984) ,262-283.
of the Book of Ruth par
,.

Massoretes.

t

expanded or contracted. Usually the stichos consists of no more than three
feet, whereas the number of feet in parallel stichoi is very often the same.
The nozrnaL Hebrew verse contains no more than four stichoi and the strophe
usually no more than three verses. The limitations for larger structural
units, which are called here stanza and substanza (others speak of canto
and canticle), are less strict. A very important phenomenon appears to be
that the number of strophes within the substanzas constituting a stanza
often remains the same. This regularity in balancing parts is one of the
most important features of this poetryl. Another important structural element in the study of the structure of Ugaritic and Hebrew poetry is external parallelism. Whereas internal parallelism marks the relation between the stichoi of one verse, external parallelism forms bridges between
verses, strophes, and (sub)stanzas.
As the work of Van der Lugt and De Moor shows, the recognition of these
principles has turned out to be very fruitful in the study of the structures of Ugaritic and Hebrew poetry. This holds also true for Isa 14. Of
course, not all poetic texts discussed in this and the following chapter
can be studied in this way. Especially the study of the strophic structures
in the book of Job and the books of the prophets would require too elaborate studies of very large units. When translated only a stichometry of
these texts according to the principles outlined above can be given, just
as this was done with the Ugaritic texts in section 2.5.2.2.
The commentators on Isa 14 are unanimous in their praise of the poet of
this song. Kaiser calls it "eine der gewaltigsten Dichtungen nicht allein
des Alten Testaments, sondern auch der Weltliteratur"z. With regard to the
structure the consistent use of the qina-metre (with verses consisting of a
stichos with three accents followed by a stichos with two accents) is remarkable. Furthermore, everyone agrees that the song, which begins with v.
4b is built up of four parts, of which at least the first three are of the
same length, viz. seven verses: vv.4b-8.9-11 and 12-15. But here the problems begin. One would expect a fourth and perhaps also a fifth part consisting of seven verses with qina-metre to complete the song, but in v.19
the regular metre is lost and it appears to be very difficult to find out
where the song ends. A number of scholars have tried to reconstruct an assumed original poem, in which the qina-metre is continued3• Other scholars
who did not want to go that far also tried to emend the text assuming that
the MT has to be corrupt here4•
In our translation it is already indicated that it is ~ossible to discern a regular structure in the text according to the MT . As a startingpoint it is assumed here that the song, which is introduced in v.4a, runs

It is also found in Egyptian literature; cf. G. Fecht, LA IV, cols.11271154, S.V. Prosodie; esp. cols.1139-1140 and 1153.
O. Kaiser, Der Prophet Jesaja:

Kap.13-39,2nd.

ed ,, GOttingen 1976, p.27.

3

Cf. B. Duhm, Das Buch Jesaja, 4th ed., G6ttingen 1922, pp.96-97 and A.
Dupont-Sommer, "Note exegetique sur Isaie 14,16-21", RHR 134(1948),72-80.

4

Cf. H. Wildberger, Jesaja, BK X/2, Neukirchen-Vluyn 1978, pp.535-536;
Barth 1977:123 and W.C. van Wyk, OTSWA 22-23 (1979-1980),244.
Thanks are due to dr. P. van der Lugt for a number of valuable suggestions with regard to the strophic structure of this text.
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until v.23. There is a clear separation between v.23 and v.24 indicated
by a petuha. The whole text Can be divided into three stanzas (indicated
by Roman numerals), each subdivided into two substanzas (indicated by the
letters a and b). The first two stanzas consist each of 7+7 verses, the
third stanza of 4+4 verses. The substanzas of stanza I each consist of
three strophes (separated by blank l.ines); the substanzas of stanza II of
four strophes; and the sub stanzas of stanza III of two strophes. As a result we come to the following structure: 2.2.3/3.2.2//2.2.2.1/1.2.2.2//
1.3/2.2 (7.7/7.7/4.4). This well.-balanced structure is clearly marked:
Ia The beginning of this stanza is indicated by l'~, which is a common
marker of the beginning of a poem or of a turn inside a poeml. It returns at the beginning of the second stanza (v.12). A very clear
example of external parallelism is found in v.6a being parallel to
v.6b, thus indicating that v.6 is one strophe.
Ib This substanza is marked by the inclusion by the words nnn (vv ,9a and
Ilb) and 71~~ (vv.9a and lla). External parallelism in the first
strophe: l7 (vv.9a.9bA) and 7~ (vv.9bA.9bB); in the second strophe:
7~ (vv.l0a.l0b).
IIa We already noted l'~ as marking a turn in the poem. Like Ib this substanza is marked by inclusion: o'n~ (v.12a) is taken up by its wellknown counterpart 71~~ (v.15a)~ Other cases of external parallelism
within the substanza: o'n~ (vv.12a.13a), o7Y (vv.13a.14a), and 'n~l'
(vv.13b.15b) .
lIb The stichometry of the difficult v.19 is based on the clear parallel
between vv.18-20aA and vv.9bB-l1.
They are built up in exactly the
same way: after O'lA '~7n-7~ follows a verse that begins with 07~3.
The next verse begins with on~-OA/on~l and the following with the
verb .1'. This results in two tristicha at the end of this substanza.
This unexpected result is supported by the fact that this last
strophe has a clear chiastic structure: the first stichos of the
first verse parallels the last stichos of the second verse (cf. l~V);
the middle stichoi of both verses are also parallel, containing a
comparison indicated by the same preposition, and the persons mentioned in the last stichos of the first verse are the same as those
mentioned in the beginning of the second verse. We can also note here
the tendency in Hebrew poetry to com~lete a poetic speech by increasing the number of stichoi at the end .
External parallelism within the third strophe: n'~ (vv.17b. 18b) and
(O)7J (vv.18a.18b) indicating a chiastic structure. External parallelism within substanza lIb: ~,~ (vv.16b. 18b) , n1~7n/'~7n (vv.16b.18a).
An inclusion is also found in this substanza: 7~ (vv.16a.16b.19b).
External parallelism within the second stanza: .1' (vv. 15a. 19b) and
11~ (vv.15b. 19b) .
IlIa The first strophe consists of one verse (v.20aB) marked by ,~. The
marker of the second strophe is D71Y7 (v.20bA). This first substanza
is marked by inclusion: Y1K (vv.20aB.21bA).

For a list of these markers

see Van der Lugt

1980:508-524.

Cf. W.S. Prinsloo, "Isaiah 14,12-15 - Humiliation, Hubris,
ZAW 93(1981) ,432-438 who speaks of a "circular structure".

in the Psalms

Humiliation",

This was also noted by Duhm, Das Buch Jesaja, p.96.
Cf. Van der Lugt 1980:502.

IIIb The beginning

n1~H

of this substanza
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It'
en up at the end (inclusion):
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~s al~o ~emarkable that all verses
p
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. I I
l.n vv 5a 22 12 Dy'
6
vv. 8b.22b) and IIa (cf T' "
..
-;
an vv .. 20aB; and nl~ in
.... a.n vv.12a.21a)
The contents of. the (sub)stanza
.
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IIa his fall from heaven.
'
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IlIa the extinction of the sons
IIIb
of the Oppressor;
,
the extinction of Babylon.
Thl.s structural analysis can help us to f'
,
of the demarcation of the end of th'
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ly separated from the rest. the
,l.Ssong. Stanza III appears to be clearalso the formal structure ~s d'frefl.S an important change of subject and
1.
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,
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'th th
.,
c.
e reference to
sumption is corroborated by the f ~lth
e older song by v.20aB. This asin common with the first two t ac
at SOme words whiCh stanza III has
'
Yl'"" and oy in v , 20aB with th s anzas have a diff eren t meam.nc
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'
6
th at the original song would ehause of d these words r.n
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hIve
en ed with v 21
'
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I
.,
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e c ear structure .
The Gattung

of this

song Can

b

e clearly described3•

to a funeral song; espeCially

the qina-metre

and

All

formal elements

·pH (cf.
II Sam 1:19.27 and Ezek 26·17)
It'
,
.
•
1S 1ntroduced
however, as a 7~n,
Wh~Ch certainly means "mocking song" here (cf. M~cah 2: 4 and Hab 2.6)
Thl.S combination results in a satirical song
. •
shedding crocodile tears
initial

W.C. van Wyk, "Isaiah 14·4b-21. A Poem
22-23 (1979-1980) ,240-247; who ~lso
' of Contrasts and Irony", OTSWA
failed to notice the clear reI t' d~scusses the structure of this song
conclusion that "this poem i~ a aon ~tween vv.12-15 and vv.4-8. His
r
concentric circles around a v a s~~trl.Cal
composition almost like two
,
cen re is for this reason not justified.
Cf. Ka1ser, Der Prophet Jesaja
27
assumption that vv 20b-21
'IP., n.9 and Barth 1977:127-129 for the
•
are a so secondary.
See on the Gattung of Isa 14 Jahnow 1923.
1-23", in Festschrift F. BaumgarteZ
Erl~3:-253;
G. Quell, "Jesaja 14,
146-155; S. Erlandsson, The Burden ~ Bah g n. 1959, PP.131-15:; esp. pp.
14:23, Coniectanea Biblica
Old T tf
yZon. A Study Of ISa7-ah 13:2124; Barth 1977.125-126. W~ldb
es a~ent .Series 4, Lund 1970, pp.122Isaiah 1-39 ~C B
erger, ~saJa, pp.539-540; and R.E.
,
e, Grand Rapl.ds 1980, p.140.
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53 and Barth 1977:140.
Cf. H. Wildberger, JSst 17(1972) ,151-1
Cf. Barth 1977:26.139-140.
. b
"Reflexes of Sargon
. l'
14 (1933) 67' H L. GJ.nSerg,
P 2
Cf. B. Alfrink, B-&b -&ca
" JAO~ 88(1968) ,47-53; E. Lipinski, OLo
in Isaiah after 715 B.C.E. , 38.
d clements, Isaiah 1-39, p.140.
(1971),54-55; Bc.rth 1977:137-1 ,an
cf. van der Kooij 1981:39-42.

discovery of the ugaritic literature it became clear that the assumed myth
could only have been derived from Canaanite mythology, because Isa 14 appeared to contain many references to Canaanite deities like El (v.13),
Baal (vv.13-14) and maybe also Shahar (v.12). However, thus far no Canaanite myth about an attempt of a god named Helel, son of Shahar, to take the
place of the first god of the pantheon has been found. Various attempts
have been made to reconstruct it. One of the most important contributions
in this regard was made by Grelotl,

who tried to prove that the similar

Greek myth of Phaethon, who fell from heaven when he tried to guide the
solar chariot, has a Phoenician background. He assumes that Phaethon and
Helel can be identified via the god Athtar. This Athtar would have fought
Baal for the right to succeed EI. However, this cannot be deduced
from the myth of Baal, as is assumed by Grelot, because the position of
is not at stake here2•

The identification of Helel with Athtar, which

based on the interpretation of Helel as being the morning star, is also
problematical. The ancient Arabic deity Athtar is indeed connected with the
morning star3,

but for the Ugaritic deity of the same name this is less

certain'. An important argument in favour of the identification with Helel
is the fact that in Ugari tic mythology both Athtar and Shahar seem to be
described as sons of Athirat (cf. KTU 1.6:1.44 and 1.23). Grelot concludes
is the son of Shahar and a grand-son of Athirat. This
seems to be confirmed by Greek mythology calling Phaeton a son of Eoos,

P. Grelot, "Isaie XIV et son arriere-plan my thologique" , RHR 149(1956),
18-48 and "Sur la vocalisation de '7'7'il (Is.XIV,2)", VT 6(1956),303-304.
According to N. Wyatt, "cAthtar and the Devil", Glasgow University
Oriental Society Transactions 25(1973-1974), Glasgow 1976, pp.85-97
Isa 14 represents the older version of the myth which was adapted in the
religious literature of Ugarit to a struggle of Athtar with Baal (p.94).
However, it is rather unlikely that this assumed older version of the
myth would have been preserved in the much younger song of Isa 14. Wyatt
tried to make the Ugaritic background of Isa 14 more plausible by assuming that Athtar is the same as Yam, Mot, Shahar and Shalim, but these
identifications are very speculative and based on questionable interpretations of the Ugaritic texts. So the assumption of an original myth
about a struggle of Athtar with El appears to be unfounded.
Cf. M. Hoffner, in H. Gese, M. Hoffner, and K. Rudolph, Die Religionen
Altarabiens und der Manaaer, RM 10,2, Stuttgart 1970,
p.271.

A1tsyriens,

1970:118.
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2 Cf. HAL, pp.235.238.
P.C. Craigie, "Helel, Athtar andPhaethon
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Cf. De Moor 1971:202-204 and Del o lmc Lete,Mitosyleyendas,pp.571.605.
Mullen 1980:238-241.
Cf. J.C. de Moor, UF 2(1970) ,314 and D.T. Tsumura,
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1977:135.
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first time in this song. After we have been told of the downfall into the
netherworld we now hear that he fell from heaven, from the residence of
the gods (vv.13-14). Apparently the name Helel denotes this divine state.
The translation "Shining one" has not led to a convincing solution to the
problem of his identity. It has also been proposed to connect Helel with
Arabic hii Lal , "crescent moon"l. This has been rejected because of the fact
that it is not likely that the moon would be called a son of dawn2• How-

text of beli f '
e l.nan everlasting beatific afterlife
tak
~
of the king. If we
e the name for the oppressor'
I
,
1.n sa 14:12 literally, it might
as referr1.ng to the idea th
'
be taken
,
' at he w1.11always see the light
n1.ghthe is identified with th
. During the
e moon and being born at dawn
see the sun So the
he shall also
.
se names can be regarded as no less
mula fbI
than a short foro
e ief in beatific afterlife as
literature.
we know it from ancient Egyptian

ever, this proposal cannot be dismissed lightly, because we also know a
Ugaritic deity with this name (hll; cf. KTU 1.17:11.27 andl.24:6). So it
would fit very well into the the framework of allusions to Canaanite mythology. In the religious literature this god only appears as father, whereas Shahar is only known as a son. Therefore, the Ugaritic mythology cannot
offer the solution to their relation as it seems to be described in Isa
14:12. On the other hand it may be questioned whether it is absolutely
necessary to relate Helel and Shahar as father and son; it is also possible to regard them as parallel names. This is suggested by the fact that
these names denote comparable things, viz. ever-recurring moments of the
day: night and dawn. The assumption that the oppressor receives two names
here, Helel and Son of Dawn3,

is confirmed by Hos 6:3 and Ps 89:37, that

state of the dawn (1n~) and the moon (nV)

that they "stand firm" (11:1)

for ever. The ever-recurring appearance of the dawn and the moon is symbolic of eternity. By giving him these names the poet indicates that the
oppressor believed that he would stand firm for ever. A very illuminating
parallel to the pride formulated this way is offered by a Pyramid Text
which says of the dead king: "You are born in your months as the moon,
Re leans upon you in the horizon,,4.The second line is clearly a poetic
description of dawnS. So we find here the same double metaphor in the con-

Cf. HAL s.v.
Cf. Barth 1977:132-133 and Wildberger, Jesaja, p.551.
Cf. Ps 110:3 for the idea of human beings being born out of the dawn.
See on this parallel between Isa 14:12 and Ps 110:3 G. Widengren, Sakrale~ Konigtum im Alten Testament und im Judentum, stuttgart 1955, p.
46.
PyrT.412; cf. R.O. Faulkner, The Ancient
1969, p.135.

Egyptian Pyramid Texts, Oxford

S Cf. Faulkner's translation of PyrT.412 in JNES 25(1966) ,160: "you are
born at your months like the Moon, the dawn is on you in the horizon".

Despite this clear parallel with the Egypt'
,
abl
lan conceptlons it would proby go too far to assume that Isaiah also had
ft l'f
the Egyptian belief in
a er 1. e in mind. The references
to Baal and El indicate that we have to
think here in the first place
of a reaction against Canaanite
though this d
ideas, aloes not exclude indirect influence from Egypt (
1
205 above). I
14
see pp. 58 and
sa
:12-15 can be compared to What is s~id
~
of king Keret.
A ccording to the royal 'd I
l eo ogy he was belieVed
to be a son of El and,
therefore, to live for ever,
because gods can t d'
no
le. The belief in the
eternal life of the
king was quite Common in
the ancient Near East. That
is to say, the wish that
the king might live f
Wh h
or ever is often expressed.
et er this always implies a
1
rea belief in the immortality of the king
has to be doubted. It '
~
1.Svery likely that it was
often no more than a
standard formula used at th
e royal court. As was stated on pp.116-117
above, this probably also holds true
for the wish that king Samsu-Iluna
would receive "life as eternal as Sin and Shamash"
5 that the king "shall
and the wish of Ps 72:
continue as long as the sun and before the moon for
ever". There can be no d ubt
o
about the similarity with Isa 14:12. What
marks the difference here is the relation
to the gods. It is not said of
hoped to be l'k th
t b
1.e
e moon, but that he thought himo e identified with the moon and even
to take the place of the sugod. In this regard he can be
compared again to Keret, Son of El,
the "stars of El" (v.13)
probably denote the deified
dead who acto Canaanite belief were
regularly freed from the netherworld (cf.
1.19:IV.22-25 and 1.43:1-4).
14:12-15 is often compared tOld
.
0
Testament texts condemning the atof human bel.
t
ngs 0 reach into heaven (Jer 51·53· Ob 2 4
b
1
.,
- ; Jo
20·6·
Lam 2:1) . A better parallel, however,
. r
can be found in Ezek 282• In
Houtman 1974:245-246.
A. Ohler, Mythologische

Elemente im Alten T

t
"
es ament, Dusseldorf 1969,
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this chapter we hear of the death
gods

(vv.2.9.14;

of Ezek 28:1-19

cf. PS 82:2.6).

ferent generations
to Ezekiel
Another

of those who believed

to a Canaanite

that Isaiah's

and used by him against

in vv.l.6 designate
a beautiful

the state of gods

of Keret:

as being

Canaanite

conceptions

of the oppressor

with Helel

that
with the

can only refer here to the

weak

dead, because

like us"(v.10).

to the belief

(KTU 1.17:VI.29),

in the cult of the dead.

did not receive

he lets

The identification

as an ancient

east side of the river Jordan

which

refers

to

The decisive
of an extinct

D'N91

1

argument

rael as well.
deified
correct,

dead in Isa 14:9-10

noted

word D'N91

with the verb

il91, "to become

ably familiar

ancient

with the Canaanite

that Rephaim

inhabitants

peoples

and Perizzim)

tectors

Apparently

fallen",

the character

is especially

of the living.

and Barth

of

was known

in Is-

on a connection
the "healers"

irp

i

illuminating

are not
were probmakes

it

term used for the legendary
by the fact that the other

of the past

peoples

here.

is

of the

um as healers

(Anakim, Emim,

are not gentilic

these

these

3

•

either,

The name Nephilim,

It probably

and who were venerated
the ancient

names

denotes
as heroes

inhabitants

Zamzumbut
"the

the soldiers
and as pro-

of Canaan were

with regard to the royal
See the excellent

pp.159ff.

of the

This is confirmed

it is said in Isa 26:14 of the political

(D'N91) who shall

the

as the name

If this assumption

based
slack":

is a pseudo-ethnic

of Canaan.

given to these legendary

denoting

of Rephaim

The fact that the Israelites
concept

fields

what was expected

between

the help of Ugaritic

that this meaning

certainly

able to heal their own weakness2•

who died on the battle

not rise". This is precisely

on the

rp'um denoted the deified

for their being weak.

<ced that the apparent familiarity of the IsraelFinally, it can b e not ~
ites with this aspect of the Canaanite royal ideology may also explain why

ous verse that they are "dead who shall not live, shades

as

in

with Josh

above that Isaiah may have mocked

then this text is almost

words

in the previ-

of the relation

the interpretation

It is not unlikely

a proper

mentioned

of KTU 1.108:2-3

cannot be solved without

against

It was already

mim, Zumim, Nephilim,

overlords

problem

D'N91

who are described

living in the region

tribe is the fact that in Ugarit

This hope is also cut off
(vv.19-20).

that the vexing

of Hebrew

names

burial

race of giants
(cf. the parallel

the

material.

very likely

that the rp'um

to the Old Testament

of the dead, but also to the Rephaim,

dead as "healers".

does not want to leave the oppressor

is associated

by the fact that the oppressor

in

as a ref-

For someone who is familiar

"count the months with the sons of El"
the regular offerings

AND OBERIl4

fact that these mighty dead are not only related
an indication

two meanings
re-

into the

be a coincidence

one of these prominent

say: "You have become

kings

This can be regarded

the prophet

the prophet

the deceased

after its owner

And it will hardly

of afterlife

the hope that he will become
the D'N91

It describes

the throne

are called D'N91 here.

mighty rp'um. Apparently

of this text and its rela-

texts about the rp'um we have come across

the Ugaritic

12:4). It is obvious

"gods" die. A very interesting

seated on thrones.

(cf. KTU 1.161:20).

the dead kings

(=Elyon) "), neverthe-

(v.7; cf. Isa 14:10).

these

In discussing

the Old Testament

of Isa 14; Ezek 28; and Ps 82 is the same as the

erence to the custom of sending
netherworld

is Ps

that "gods" and "sons of Elyon"
(cf. Ps 58:2) 1, Ps 82 offers
of the peop 1e

mark is added to this in Isa 14:9-10.
the netherworld

text in this connection

(cf. Isa 14: 14 "like the Most High

message

discussion

below).

the proud king of Tyre.

less they shall die like all mortals
The positive

3.5.1.4.

2.5 •3 •2 •2 • REPHAIM

to Isa 14: these leaders may think to have reached

despair of the children

(see for further

viz. the king of

are right who assume

the leaders

parallel

that the prophecies

king,

in Ugarit

tion to Isa 26:19 section

of their own times, was known

though much disputed

82. If those scholars

ancestors

to be
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to mock the oppressors

interesting,
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Near East

themselves

It is very remarkable

are also addressed

Tyre. It is not unlikely

in the Ancient

1977:134-135.

Cf. H.-J. Fabry,"'Ihr aile seid sohne des Allerhochsten'
(Ps 82,6)",
BibeL und Leben 15(1974) ,135-147; J.P.M. van der Ploeg, PsaLmen, II, BOT
VIIb, p.56; and Casetti 1982:81-82, n.111.

survey by Caquot

1981.

Cf. De Moor 1976:340-341 and Loretz 1978:172. For a combination of the
verbs N91, "to heal", and rrm, "to be weak", which is used in Isa 14:10
to qualify the D'N91 see Ezek 34:4.
Cf. W.O.E. Oesterley and T.H. Robinson, Hebrew ReLigion,
1937, p.250; De Moor 1976:339; and Caquot 1981:346.

2nd ed., London
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described in the Old Testament

according

As with the Greek hero-cult

to their posthumous

there seem to have been two factors which

led the people of Canaan to this veneration
inhabitants

of their land. According

before the beginning

the Homeric epics recounting
the people to venerate
ing to note within

them

of the hero-cult

the glorious

canaan as giants

The enigmatiC

the giant

hero

traditions

Tityus

the Greek hero-cult,
aroused great respect

(cf. 11.12,445).

acof

in the Greek tradition

of ancient grave monuments

be observed

which

in the old Testament.

called dolmens

last quarter of the third millennium

and the beginning

In

Another
~iS

The measurements

built during the

of ogOs bed of eternal

rest

were widespread

3

to Transjordan
monuments,

Canaanite

indicates

which

that similar

are concentrated

It is remarkable

and Raphan

The term "hero" developed

of
can

into a name which

BRL, col.

here

135

; Healey

several

times the

heroes

can be found in Ezek 39:11-203•

C71J.Y.

At least two of the occurrences

to the cbrm of KTU 1.22: 1.15, where
to partake

it denotes

in the meal

for them.

11n~)',but

there also exists a c 1 ear relation

(cf.

to Ezek

3
,

1977A:
IntDB

Suppl., pp.345-347.
Cf. M. Tallon, "Monuments megalithiques de syrie et de Liban", MUSJ 35
(1958) ,211-234 who concludes that outside the plateau on the east of the
are rare.

to the Canaanite

of Gog. The first part seems to be inspired by Ezek 32:17-32

that a number

150; and caquot 1981:346.
See the surveys byA. Kuschke, BRL 2nd ed., p.62 and C. Epstein,

monuments

Abarim,

(see p.138 above).

can be related

use of 1~7 and

in Syria and Palestine.

river Jordan megalithic

r

Ezek 39: 11-20 is part of the great prophecy a ains
prophet describes the bu ' 1
g
t Gog. In vv.11-16 the
r~a of Gog and his horde and in
of the slaughtering of the h
vv.17-20 he speaks
eroes, who in this context can only be the

above there are still traces of his cult

Cf. Karge 1917 (see p.36 above); K. Galling,

Z

text mentions

prepared

denotes basalt here. This og, who is called the last of the Rephaites

about these megalithic

and Obot

of the dead who come up from the nether-

the rp tum who had "come over" from the netherworld

"iron", probably

(Josh 12:4), appears to have been one of the most important

reference

(~n vv.ll.14)

of the second mil-

coincide with those of an average dolmen and Hebrew '711J.,

traditions

in Greek religion.

was given to all dead

l

is one of the ancient grave monuments

in the Persian period.
The reference in KTU 1.108:2-3

of the netherworld

as designations

to

the contact of the dead with the living:

dead in general. We have to assume that gradually the spec<al
"healers" as a name
~
meaning
of the mighty dead was lost. A similar phenomenon

of

Deut 3:11 we read about the iron bed of Og. It is very likely that this

heroes. As we saw on pp.211-212

in these names is not only their reference

people who built them and who were

buried there, has an even more clear parallel

lennium B.C. in Transjordanz.

(I Macc .

world.
All this is h ar dly coincidental. Therefore, it confirms the assumed
conn t'
ec a.on of this region with the Canaanite
Summarizing
Reph'
. .
cult of the dead.
a~m ~s ~n the first place a name of the dead. There t s
no probl
. ,
em ~n connecting it with the use of Hebrew D'N91 as denoting the~

The second factor in the growth of

viz. the existence
for the unknown

seem

of the former inhabitants

the entrance

can be regarded

living in pales-

to the Homeric

The common element

Peor denotes

interest-

Gen 14:1-11 about

v.5) can be compared

(Num 13:32-33) has a parallel

5:37-43).

cf. Bet Peor, Deut 3'29)2.
.
,an d maybe also Raphan

death, but also more specifically

inspired

It is, therefore,

that some Old Testament

count of the Trojan war. And the description

14) (Num 23:27-28;

about half

in Greece. Especially

kings coming from the east against peoples

tine (among whom the Rephaites;

33:43-44)1. th
'
crossed (the river of d eath") (Num21:10-11;
of which the name can
r
e mount.afn Peor,
be connected with th e open mouth of Sheol (cf. Isa 5·

former

many of the venerperiod,

deeds of these heroes

(see p.137 above).

this framework

remembered

age, the Mycenaean

to be based on ancient tales of heroes.
battles between

of vaguely

to Greek mythology

ated heroes had lived in the heroic
a millennium

of places in th'~s reg~on
,
have names which clearly refer t
the netherwor Ld e Obot
"s . 't
0 the dead and
.
,p~r~
s of the dead", and Abarim, "those who have

situation.

The
association of Abar<m
th e d
~, t the'
rans 1 ated as "ancestors passed away", with
olmens in Transjordan,
by J. Ratosh, Beth Mikra 47 (
~ urn, and the hero-cult was also made
ment.Loriedby B H 1 . B h
• and Pope 1977.173)
S
1
• a eva , et
Mikra
64(1975),
.
• ee a so p.175 above
110ff
Cf. Xella 1982A:664; against Mend
.
Peor with "Lord of Fire" wh' h enhall 1973:109 who translates Baal
. N um 2 5; and Jaros 1982:241
'
~c whowould
relat
~n
t
1
e h'~m to the plague described
rans ates "Baal des Verlangens"
Pope 1977:173-175 and S Rib' h.i .
o
(Ezechiele 39.11)"
;F 12~(c19~8n~and P. Xella,
.,
0),434-437.
Hossfeld

1977:472-473.

.
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37:1-14

(cf. 1:1Y in v.2, 1:1j7 in vv.12-13,

vv.1-11;

cf. 39:19). Ezek 39:11-16

and especially

can be regarded

OX)I, "bones" in

as the negative

part of Ezek 37:1-14: instead of the revivification

counter-

of the bones as in ch.

20, because the horses,
'd
r1 ers, heroes, and
.
warriors (v.20) are mentioned
as or 1n connection w~th the Ugaritic ~'um .
.~
1n the literature of Ugaritl.

37 the bones of Gog and his horde are forever buried in order to purify
the land. Ezek 39:17-20

is an elaboration

of the idea already

formulated
2.5.3.2.3.

in v.4: YHWH will give them as food to the birds and wild animalsl
also Ezek 32:4). According
enemies. Ezek 39:17-20
11:1>',

to ch.32, because

it uses the word

"hero", which occurs in this book only here and in 32:12.21.27.

The basic problem

in the interpretation

the verb 1:1)1, "to go/pass
0'1:1)1

to Ps 79:2 the same was done to Israel by its

is also related

through".

is commonly used as an indication

of Israel

(5:14) or YHWH's judgement

11-16 it is used more specifically
land looking for the corpses

of Ezek 39: 11-16 is the use of

In the book of Ezekiel
of spectators

is omitted

the misery

(14:15; 29:11; 33:28; 36:34). In 39:

as an action: men will go through

of Gog and his horde. In v.14, however,

not only used in this sense, but also to indicate
occurrence

the participle

watching

in some versions

all occurrences

it does not seem to fit
commentators4. It is not easy

of 0'1:1)1

0'1:1)1

text.

in this peri cope as "the.D.eparted" 3,

but in v.11 and v.14 this leads to rather unconvincing
the text. The best solution

it is

the dead. This second

to explain, however, why it would have been added to the original
Pope translates

the

and because

the context, it is often deleted by modern

interpretations

of

seems to be to relate the second occurrence

of

in v.14 and maybe also the first in v.11 to the cbTIn of KTU 1.22:15

and regard them as references
in Ezek 39 can be explained

to Canaanite

as a wordplay

heroes.

The double use of 1:1)1

comparable

to the 0'N91

called weak in Isa 14. These ancient heroes who were believed
over" are buried for ever by people

crossing

being

to "come

over the land in search for

them.
This interpretation

is corroborated

Sea and so this valley also belongs

Cf. Hossfeld

3

This sea is probably

to Transjordan,

Another

argument

the Dead

the region connected

can be derived

from vv.17-

1977:503-504.

Cf. BHS and W. Zimmerli, Ezeahiel,
1979, p.931.
Pope 1977:173.
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CHTHONIC

DEITIES

Deities resid'
.
1ng 1n the netherworld are
of afterlife. It is, therefore
very important in the conceptions
' necessary to pay some attention
W<th
~
a chthonic ch
t
to the gods
arac er mentioned in the Old T
lief in d
estament. The popular beemons, the lower deities
of the netherworld, which is
tested in ancient Israel shall be d'.
also at1scUssed 1n section 3 2 below.
In the Old Testament death and Sheol
. .
(cf. Isa 25 8
are sometimes described as persons
: ; Hos 13:14; and Hab 2'5)4
.
. For the anCient Israelites who
were familiar with Canaanite reli'
th
g10n
e personification of death was
probably more than .
Just a figure of speech, because
f
there is hardly a d<ference between death (Hebrew n1n) as a
~
death, Mot 3. It
person and the Canaanite god of
is clear, however, that tho
tiv
1s god only represents the negae aspect of afterlife. We also
find in the Old T t
'.
of belief in and'
es ament 1nd1cations
venerat10n of chthon'
d'
a belief in more or less friendl;cde:~::SrWh~
~oUl~ help the living.
implies

a relatively

posit'
.
eS1d1ng 1n the netherworld
1ve concept10n of afte l'f
r 1 e, because these
ere as well. In the Old Testament
two venerated chthonic deities
references to
can be found, who are both
described as
foreign gods, even though they
were also venerated by Israelites.
One of these deities is
the Baal of Peor (cf. Num 25:1-5; 31:16; Deut 4:
Josh 22: 17; Hos 9:10;
and Ps 106:28). It
.
was already noted that the
the mountain Peor
a.n Transjordan 4 probably
f
re ers to the entrance
gods might be helpful

th

by the fact that the "Valley of the

Oberim" is located east of the "Sea"(v.11).

with the Canaanite hero-cult.

THE VENERATION

(cf.

BK XIII/2,

2nd ed., Neukirchen-Vluyn

Ribichini, Xella, UF 12(1980),435-436 w
persons were eaten by birds to th
. ant to relate the fact that these
III). However, as has been d
e s1IDilar fate of Aqhat (cf. KTU 1 19.
f
emonstrated ab
th·
. .
rom v.4. Moreover, there is no I
. ove,
1S element is derived
COrpse and the hero-cult.
c ear 11nk between this treatment of the
Tromp 1769:99-128 and S.G.F. Brandon
"
..
some Anc1ent Religions"
BJRL 43 (19 ' The Persolll.f1cation of Death
,
61) ,317-335; esp. pp.324-326
Mulder 1965:67-70; Tromp 1969:99-100;
.
Burns 1973; and Herrmann 1979:
on the localization of
Peor O. Henke,
(1959) 155 163
d J
•
'
an
aros 1982:239-240.
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In Ps 106:28 the worship of Baal Peor is associated
of the netherwor
.
" ead" is often regarded as a
wJ.'theatJ.'ngof sacrifices with the dead. D
,

The relation
where

'
1
but this does not exp 1ai, n why a plural is
sneering
indication of J.dols r
'Old
Testament
used here. Moreover, this would be the only place J.n the

Sheol".

"dead

ll

IJ.'terallyhere2.

This meal would

then have belonged

the worship

to the

to the meal of the Marzeah.
ab' t
had set up
ThJ.s' explains why Sifre Num 131 maintains that the Mo J. esd h the site
'nvited the Israelites to )oJ.n
"
and eat an w y
Marzehim and had J.
ah ("Betomarof thJ.'sJ.'ncJ.'dent
was known in Jewish tradition as Beth Marze
1
cul,t of the Baal

on the

sixth

rites connected

cen t.ury

mosaic

of death

Pa

, Ma d e.
ba)
Les t.i'ne a,n

with the cult of Baal Peor indicate

ity cult. It may_ have been based
3

map of

usually brought
Baal supports

place

that it was a fertJ.l-

on the idea of new life coming

the assumption

(cf.

to the cult of Baal in Jer 32:35
the child sacrifices,

with Baal: This relation

between

why the Massoretes

have Vocalized

none other than the Ugaritic

and

aspect of
it with the

it is part of the tradition

the name of Baal with this word'. All this implies

Which are

Moloch

that l'7n Can denote the chthonic

n~.l, "disgrace":

The cult of Moloch
point

v

impossible

Phoenician

evidence

It is probably

to discuss

to re-

that Baal Peor

Rapiu Baal living in the nether-

defenders

ship of Moloch is connecte d wJ.'ththe con)'uring up of spirits

Cf. Wachter 1967:187 and H.-J. Kraus, Psalmen, BK xvj2,
chen-vluyn 1978, p.904.

S -

was POssible

5th ed., Neukir-

P

len
pp.216-217.
sa m ,
217-218. Mendenhall 1973:
s pp 210-229; esp. pp.
h d'ed
Cf. Pope, Song
eng,
.'
ites as sacrifices to those w 0, J.
110-111 interprets the se~al r
xual intercourse and for thJ.s reason
'thout
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se however, th a t a special cult was deyoung WJ.
t' f'ed
It experJ.enced
is not likely,

f
0

S

•

voted to this.
amount of
'
and for the and
enormous
For a discussJ.on
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2. conceptions

of Beatific Afterlife
of great help to them. It has to be remarked, however, that this deification
is not a guarantee of beqtific afterlife, because life in the netherworld
is always regarded as less happy than life before death in the world of
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world to partake in feasts organized on their behalf. This is something
basically different from the belief in spirits of the dead haunting the
living as a revenge for neglecting them, because these evil spirits remain within the sphere of death, which is in Semitic thinking the same as
to be in the world of the dead. In Ugarit and probably in ancient Syria as
a whole this belief in a temporary release from the netherworld was strongly emphasized by connecting it with the yearly revivification of Baal. It
is a prerogative of the deified royal ancestors to leave the netherworld
together with Baal at the New Year Festival, which celebrates Baal's victory over death. The dead leaving the netherworld can be described as
stars, gods who dwell at least part of the time in heaven. Or they could
take the form of a bird of prey, hovering majestically in the high skies
and swooping down on the victims sacrificed in their honour. This emphasis
on the possibility of prominent dead persons to leave the netherworld was
probably also due to Egyptian influence.
In most religions discussed in this chapter the hope to beat death is
expressed by a comparison of life rescued from death with the ever-recurring appearance of the heavenly bodies. This is most clear in Egyptian religion. Beatific afterlife is described as being for ever with the sungod, "to go out by day", Le.,

leaving the netherworld with He every morn-

ing and thus enjoying his light for ever. The Egyptian texts also speak of
from the grave and the netherworld and of living for ever in the
Earu-fields or among the gods as a star.
these conceptions beatific afterlife has to be obtained by a vicdeath. Death is regarded as a mighty power, which makes the body
keeps the dead in his realm in the netherworld. The fear of
the dead in his power for ever could never be taken away. So
way to everlasting blissful afterlife is the one which avoids
altogether. Strictly speaking this cannot be called afterlife, beis not a life which comes after death. The best example of this
of beatific life is the story of Utnapishtim who was taken away
gods from this world and brought to a place between heaven and earth
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